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Abstract

THIS doctoral thesis presents the definition and implementation of a
bidirectional neural control for a powered knee prosthetic device.

A detailed review of the different implementations of EMG-driven con-
trollers for lower limb prostheses is offered to the reader with the intent
of acknowledging the necessity of paradigm shift with respect to standard
pattern recognition approaches.
Additional literature investigation is presented on sensory restoration through
implanted neural electrodes and further previous attempts in closing the
sensory-motor control loop with prosthetic devices.

This thesis dissertation proposes the exploration of subject specific Neu-
romusculoskeletal (NMS) models for the direct control of the prosthetic
joint through its forward dynamic simulation using only a limited number
of sensors that can be embedded in the prosthesis. Machine Learning (ML)
regression algorithms are used to solve the highlighted limitations, such as
the requirement for a high number of EMG electrodes and total body mo-
tion capture system.
The developed framework, based on the hybrid ML-NMS model, has been,
in the end, tested successfully for the control in real-time of a lower limb
powered knee prosthesis prototype using healthy subjects during simple
tasks.

Methodologies for employing the developed hybrid ML-NMS model
to restore proprioceptive feedback through intraneural electrical interface
are moreover discussed, introducing a novel bio-inspired stimulus encod-
ing algorithm. The presented approach proposes to use the estimation of Ia
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afferent fibers neural natural activity to modulate charge and frequency of
the electrical stimulation.
Combining the developed NMS model and computational modeling of the
muscle spindle transducer sensory organ, we tested the proposed encoding
algorithm (ProprioStim) during in-silico simulations, employing an electro-
neural model replicating a realistic neural-electric interface. The simula-
tions showed the advantages and benefits of using ProprioStim with respect
to standard stimulation protocols and provided encouraging results on the
possibility of restoring quasi-natural proprioceptive feedback in future hu-
man trials.

Based on the obtained results authors consider the developed framework
as a novel solution for the definition of bidirectional prosthetic control.
Moreover, this work provides the basis for the formulation of a holistic ap-
proach for innovative human-machine interfaces. Modelization of the hu-
man NMS system is employed to optimize the information exchange with
the human nervous system through optimal decoding and encoding of the
neural activity.
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CHAPTER1
Introduction

Modern Microprocessor-controlled Lower Limb Prosthesis (MLLP) rep-
resent a class of prostheses that through the use of sensory information
acquired from embedded sensors (e.g. encoders, load and force cells) can
produce real-time auto-adaptive control of the artificial joint, simulating the
normal biological behaviour [74]. Modern advancements in actuation and
electronics miniaturization have led to the development of primarily vari-
able damping (passive) and secondarily powered (active) MLLPs [267].
These devices can reproduce a broader repertoire of the human behaviour
with respect to their fully passive predecessors, by restoring more dynamic
functionalities.

In particular, variable damping lower limb prostheses have enabled am-
bulation speed adaption, slope descent, stand-to-sit and other energy- dis-
sipating actions. These type of MLLPs guarantee restoration of almost
healthy-like locomotion. However, users have no direct control over the
device [74], which nonetheless leads to high mental fatigue and excessive
energy consumption, especially during more complex activities [147]. User
perception of inadequate controllability of the device, specifically a lack of
intuitive control, reduces the acceptance rate of the lower limb prosthesis,
which consequently leads to its abandonment [42, 226]. It was found that

1
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Chapter 1. Introduction

in the long-term, up to 22% of the passive and variable damping MLLPs
users abandon their prosthetic device and up to 37% use the device only in-
doors [186]. Furthermore, users that do not abandon their prostheses any-
way incur high risk of developing chronic disabilities and cardiovascular
diseases [76,127,166], which is related to the inability of most passive and
variable damping MLLPs to provide the necessary power required for basic
locomotion. As a consequence, compensatory movements and gait asym-
metry increase biomechanical stresses, particularly on the healthy biologi-
cal joints of the amputee, causing articular pain to knee, hip and back [13].

To cope with some of these limitations, powered prostheses have been
introduced, which enable a wider range of possible movements and energy-
generative actions, such as sloped gait, sit-to-stand, stair climbing and run-
ning [248]. However, similarly to the variable damping prostheses, most
powered prostheses do not provide direct control to the end-user; their con-
trol relies solely on embedded sensors. Their market viability remains a
challenge: benefits have not yet been validated by the end-user through
biomechanical, performance-based and patient-reported metrics [74]. A
possible explanation for the lack of their acceptance is the incapability of
enabling the end-user to have full control over the broad and more danger-
ous repertoire of behaviours that these prostheses have to offer.

Concurrently, trends in prosthetics, orthotics and Human-Robot Inter-
action (HRI) are pushing not only for a simple restoration of human loco-
motion ability but for the integration of their control with the neural path-
ways [91]. In fact, neuroprostheses are device that are able to interface with
the efferent and/or afferent neural system in order to replace or improve the
function that the biological counterpart has lost.

The most used approach to interface with the efferent neural pathways
is to measure and decode users’ motion intention using muscles as termi-
nal amplifiers of the motor afferent commands, through Electromyography
(EMG) sensors recording [168]. According to Windrich et al., roughly 80%
of the papers collected on lower limb prosthesis control published after
2010 are related to EMG-driven control [267], which indicates the recent
popularity of this subject. This particular research interest in myoelectric
control—also known as EMG-driven control—is related to the necessity of
novel technological solutions especially in light of developments of recent
powered lower limb prostheses [86, 91, 267].

Myoelectric control represents a possible candidate for resolving these
aforementioned problems with novel powered MLLPs. Although science
literature promotes this technology and its positive benefits for the end user,
such as phantom limb pain [136, 176], it is not mature enough for pow-

2
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ered MLLPs. In fact, no commercial device is available, unlike their upper
limb counterparts. Such technologies are still not able to provide a reliable
Human-Machine Interface (HMI) capable of allowing complete and seam-
less control of the prosthesis. Indeed, even if the device adopts a control
input close to the native biological apparatus, the interface and the control
lack the ability to employ it correctly, producing a prosthesis control that is
difficult, overly complex and requiring extensive user training.

With the collaboration with the Rehab Technologies Lab, IIT, Genova
(Italy) and the INAIL (Istituto nazionale Assicurazione Infortuni sul La-
voro —National Institute for Insurance against Accidents at Work—), we
decided to address this particular issue for the development of a more re-
liable and seamless EMG-driven control in lower limb prosthesis using a
novel approach based Neuromusculoskeletal (NMS) modeling.
The proposed research, therefore tried to answer to the question if it was
possible to preserve the high complexity and specificity of human NMS
modeling for reliable and real-time estimation, without losing the possi-
bility of integration in a wearable device. To this objective, we proposed
the use of a hybrid approach combining NMS with Machine Learning (ML)
able to compute the lower limb muscles dynamics to estimate physiological
joint moments using the information provided only by sensors that could be
embedded in the socket and/or prosthetic device.
In order to demonstrate the real potential of such application this project
introduced the developed model in the real-time control of a powered knee
prosthesis prototype finally tested on healthy subjects.

Secondarily, implementation of an EMG-driven controller for volitional
control of a prosthetic device had to address the issue of sensory restora-
tion. In fact, differently to upper limb prosthetics, MLLPs user can not relay
on visual cues to understand the device state and kinematic configuration.
Seamless integration of a MLLP with the impaired locomotive system is
necessary to close the sensory-motor control loop [248]. Neuroprosthesis
based on invasive electrical stimulation are becoming a wide used applica-
tion for therapies in dysfunctions or disabilities of the central and periph-
eral nervous system [198]. These technologies are based on the definition
of neural interface able to convert electrical stimulation, applied directly
to neural cells, into specific neural patterns restoring the communication
to the missing or disabled organ. Unfortunately, the restricted knowledge
about our nervous system and about how information is encoded along the
neural pathways allow only a limited/partial restoration of the original bio-
logical system [200]. In case for lower limb amputees, for example, these
interfaces have been used to successfully restore tactile and proprioceptive

3
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Chapter 1. Introduction

sensation [32, 183]. These sensations are anyway still far from the natural
ones partially due to a missing optimal stimulation encoding.

Using the expertise and the collaboration of the NeuroEngineering Lab,
Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule, Zürich (ETH), Zürich (Switzer-
land), which conducted previous investigations on artificial sensory restora-
tion on transfemoral amputees, we developed a model-based approach to
predict the afferent fibers activity at any given time and modulate the elec-
trical stimulation to obtain the same target activity.
In our implementation, the NMS model provides a complete description of
the Muscle-Tendon Unit (MTU) kinematics and dynamics. This informa-
tion can potentially be used to estimate the neural fiber activity that muscle
spindles (MTU receptors able to translate muscle elongation to neural acti-
vation) generate. Therefore, the second objective of this doctorate thesis is
the investigation of a technology that is able to translate the MTU kinemat-
ics in to physiological neural activation that can be used the development
of novel encoding strategies for restoring proprioceptive sensory feedback
via electrical nerve interfaces.

This thesis dissertation is divided in six sections including this introduc-
tion (Chapter 1). The second chapter provides a detailed overview of the
state of the art necessary to understand the choice of the authors regard-
ing the methodologies (Chapter 2). The three central chapters are subdi-
vided accordingly to the major activities of this doctoral project. In details,
the third chapter describe the implementation and validation of a subject-
specific hybrid ML-NMS model that can be computed in real-time for the
control of lower limb prosthesis (Chapter3). The fourth chapter illustrate
the testing procedure of the developed NMS model-based controller on a
prosthetic knee prototype (Chapter 4). Chapter 5 delineates the methods
and results of the proposed novel encoding for intraneural electrical stimu-
lation during walking simulations with transfemoral amputees. Final con-
clusions and future applications regarding the proposed methodologies are
presented in chapter ??.

4
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CHAPTER2
State of the art

To better understand the novelty that this research is presenting and its
methodological choices, it is necessary to give a detailed description of
the state of the art. This chapter is divided in three main review sec-
tions: 1) EMG-driven control, comparing previous attempts in controlling
active MLLPs in the academic environment; 2) Restoration of preconcep-
tion though implanted neural electrodes, illustrating applied methodologies
for the restoration of artificial somatosensory feedback through electrical
nerve stimulation, with focus on proprioceptive sensation; 3) Bidirectional
control in neuroprosthesis, listing the concepts used up to now for closing
the sensory-motor loop on the human control on prosthetic devices.

2.1 Review on EMG-driven controllers in
microprocessor-controlled lower limb prostheses

This section of the doctoral thesis is based on submitted review article
“EMG-Driven Control in Lower Limb Prostheses: A Review” to the Jour-
nal of NeuroEngineering and Rehabilitation.

In the last decade, various reviews on MLLPs have been published,
both from a mechanical perspective and on related control [86, 91, 117].

5
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Chapter 2. State of the art

However, no exhaustive analysis has been found on EMG-driven control in
these reviews. At most, some reviews on MLLPs include a short section on
EMG-driven control [74, 147, 248, 267].
Other reviews instead focus specifically on myoelectric control for generic
HRI [1, 6, 167, 168, 178, 204, 228] with no particular interest in MLLPs. In
particular, many reviews can be found for myoelectric control in upper limb
prosthetics [80, 202, 222], but none has been found to focus exclusively on
lower limb EMG-driven control. Therefore, this work is presented to pro-
vide a detailed and organized overview of myoelectric control for powered
MLLPs prostheses. The main objective is to understand the true potentials
of the technology and how it can be used to boost powered MLLPs mar-
ket viability. Secondly, it aims to analyze the merits and drawbacks of the
various implemented EMG-driven controllers in order to provide a clear
foundation for future developments towards breaking down the barriers for
market transfer.

2.1.1 Scope of the review
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Figure 2.1: Hierarchical controller schematic representation. Comparison between a
generalized control framework for Microprocessor-controlled Lower Limb Prostheses
(right) and the human motor control (left). The figure displays the classic interactions
between the Hierarchical Controller layers and user-device-environment. Controller
level-specific tasks are listed in the figure. Adapted from [248].

This work collects and compares different control strategies based on
EMG-driven approaches that have been published in leading scientific jour-
nals. For clarity, the review is divided in four main topics have been investi-
gated: neuro-control of the system (section 2.1.3), type and working princi-
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ple of EMG-driven controllers (section 2.1.3), neural input and processing
(section 2.1.3), and performance assessment (section 2.1.3).

Similarly to the human neuro-control system, MLLPs have different lev-
els in their control architecture. This particular multi-layer control frame-
work is referred to as a hierarchical controller (Fig. 2.1) [248]. The EMG-
driven controller is mostly implemented on the highest layer of the structure
so we can focus our survey only on the high-level controller.

In particular, the high-level control is tasked with identifying and quanti-
fying user intention. This primarily regards selection of user activity mode
(e.g. walking, slope ascending or sitting [231]) and, secondarily, context
recognition (e.g ambulation speed and swing or stance phase [240]). The
more these selections stem from user awareness and volition, the more dif-
ficult it is to identify user volition based only on embedded sensors, such
as joint encoders, load cells and Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). How-
ever, the use of EMG sensors is a valid choice for the reliable identification
of volitional intent, which paves the way for direct neuro-control of the
device [96].

The identified intent from the high-level controller is fed to the mid-
level controller, which translates it to device state control, such as a tar-
get joint impedance, stiffness or angular trajectories. Finally, the device-
specific controller in the low level interprets the output of the mid-level
controller and closes the loop with the device-specific physical hardware,
e.g. by controlling motor currents. The mid- and low-level control are well
comparable to the human’s brainstem and spinal cord, which—in contrast
to the high-level control—can function well by relying solely on aforemen-
tioned system dynamics without requiring much input or intervention of the
human’s awareness and volition.
This review mainly focuses on the novel and more challenging implemen-
tations of EMG-driven control in high-level rather than mid- or low-level
control. Additional information and discussions about mid- and low-level
control can be found in [91, 117, 248, 267].

2.1.2 Topics of investigation

This review is divided according to four major topics used to structure the
literature investigation:

• Neuro-control
This particular aspect discusses how the nervous system, through the
muscles, can controls the lower limb prosthesis. In particular, it ex-
plores the types of movement that can be restored, being them either

7
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Chapter 2. State of the art

rhythmic locomotion or volitional movement. This is consequently re-
flected on the implementation of different EMG-driven control strate-
gies: Computational Intrinsic Control (CIC) or Interactive Extrinsic
Control (IEC) [147]. This classification is not meant to be as a con-
troller type categorization. Instead, it is a description of the relation-
ship between the input neural signals (e.g. EMG) to the generated
output movement.

• EMG-driven working principles
The methodologies employed in EMG-driven controllers to translate
user intention and volition to high-level control parameters have been
group in three major categories: direct control, pattern recognition and
model-based. Each of this class adopt a different principle to interpret
user volition and intention from EMG signals and translate it into an
high-level control.

• Neural input and processing
Depending on the type of MLLP, the level of amputation and con-
trol class, and the choice of muscles, different sensors and processing
methods can be applied. Identifying these differences or similarities is
essential to confront methodologies in relation with the final results.

• Performance assessment
Collection of the meaningful reported results in the reviewed litera-
ture in order to provide the reader an overview of the achieved perfor-
mances of the controllers.

2.1.3 Review results

This section presents the complete listing of the review findings, divided in
the four aspects of investigation as described in 2.1.2.

In order help the reader navigate the results and to give a better under-
standing of the interconnection of these four topics, a graphical overview of
the review literature is presented in figure 2.2. From this graph it is possi-
ble to advance some preliminary results. For example, the number of works
that investigate the control of prosthetics in volitional movement (IEC) and
rhythmic locomotion (CIC) is balanced, but pattern recognition controllers
are more numerous in literature. It can be additionally noticed that there
is no particular preference regarding the control type with respect of the
type of prosthetic joint. A similar pattern has been found for the type of
additional sensors. Instead, works that employ pattern recognition princi-
ples generally use more EMG channels than those employing model-based

8
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control principles. Finally, volitional movement controllers use generically
more often visual/haptic feedback. Finally, the diagram show a strong pref-
erences for performing biomechanical evaluations (joint angle and torque
trajectories) on IEC controllers, while perform-based measures (locomo-
tion classification accuracy) are preferred instead on CIC.

Specific results of each of the four categories and their interconnections
are listed separately in the following sections.

Ë
Ë Ë Ë Ë

Ë Ë Ë Ë Ë
Ë Ë Ë Ë Ë Ë Ë
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[112, 118, 153, 181]
[220, 230, 278, 280]

[281]

[8, 34, 94, 95]
[157, 158, 243]

IEC CIC

volitional movement rhythmic locomotion

Inputs

Control Validation

Control Principles

Neuro-Control

Figure 2.2: Graphical overview of the reviewed literature, grouped per the same four top-
ics used in the manuscript. The references are grouped by application (knee, ankle or
both) and compartmentalized according to the EMG-driven control working principle
and type of neuro-control (type of movement restored). For some of the most relevant
works, inclusion of additional sensor signals and the approximate number of EMG
channels is shown. On the lower part of the graph the most used measurements for
each control class validation is displayed. † = referenced work belongs to a hybrid
model-based and pattern recognition control class, see sec. 2.1.3.

Neuro-control

Results on the neuro-control abilities are collected in table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Overview of the neuro-control abilities of the device. Fields include: paper reference;
control strategy, that is neural control strategy used for the high-level control function implemen-
tation (CIC or IEC); neuro-control, summarizes how the controller manipulates the state of the
device; actuator control signal, that is the output signal from the high-level EMG-driven control;
joint, controlled lower limb controlled joint; platform, report the device used for acquisition and
testing.

Ref. Control
Strategy

Neuro-control Actuator control
signal

Joint Platform

[109] IEC Direct control on the joint lock mechanism Switch signal of the elec-
tromagnetic clutch

Knee E.C.P. (Electro-Control Prosthesis)?†

[56] IEC Voluntary control of joint FE velocity Servo-amplifier electrohy-
draulic valve level

Knee Prosthesis Simulator (Hydraulic system ex-
ternally supplied and controlled)?†

[49–52] IEC Voluntary control of joint FE Joint angle reference Knee ABS?; Off-line VS†

[96] IEC Voluntary control of joint FE Joint torque reference Knee Vanderbilt micro-controlled leg prosthesis?†

[28, 47,
106, 107]

IEC Voluntary control of joint FE Joint torque reference Knee Clarkson University knee powered prosthesis
prototype?†

[98] IEC Voluntary control of joint FE and IE Joint torque reference Knee,
Ankle

Virtual environment?, Powered Knee pros-
thesis prototype (Center for Bionic Medicine,
Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago)†

[68] IEC Direct control on joint angle movement Joint angle reference Ankle Passive prosthetic feet?; On-line VS†

[33] IEC Voluntary control of joint FE Joint angular velocity Ankle On-line VS?†

[113, 114] IEC Voluntary control of joint FE Force reference of artificial
pneumatic muscles

Ankle Artificial pneumatic muscles powered an-
kle prosthesis prototype (University of
Michigan)?†

[128] IEC Voluntary control of joint FE Joint angle reference Ankle On-line VS?†; Ankle prototype †

[21] IEC Voluntary control of joint FE Joint angle reference Knee,
Ankle

ABS?; Off-line VS†

[70, 71] IEC Voluntary control of joint flexion extension Joint torque reference Ankle On-line VS?†

[181] CIC Control of walking control ground-level or slopes NI Knee Four-bar linkage mechanism, Ottobock?;
Endolite, Blatchford?

[118] CIC Adaptive control based on locomotion recognition Stepper motor control
driving a gear train

Knee Prototype leg prosthesis (Step motor driving
the shaft of six-bar knee)?†

[8] CIC Transition between level-ground to stairs intrinsic
adaptive control

Joint position/torque (con-
trol state dependent)

Ankle On-line VS?; BiOM Ankle-Foot Prosthesis,
MIT Media Lab?

[111, 112,
278, 281]

CIC Adaptive control based on locomotion recognition NI Knee Mauch SNS, Össur?; Off-line VS†

[112] CIC Adaptive control based on locomotion recognition NI Knee Hydraulic passive knee?; Off-line VS†

[93] CIC Adaptive control based on locomotion recognition Position and velocity joint
trajectory

Knee,
ankle

NS?; Off-line VS†

[153] CIC Adaptive control based on walking phase recognition NI Knee ABS?; Off-line VS†

[29, 230] CIC Adaptive control based on walking phase recognition NI Knee ABS?; Off-line VS†

[59, 60,
280]

CIC Adaptive control based on locomotion recognition NI in passive MLLPs; joint
torque for active MLLP

Knee Knee-Ankle powered prototype?†

[157, 158] CIC Adaptive control based on locomotion recognition NI Ankle Passive ankle?; Off-line VS†

[243] CIC Joint DoF motion determination NS Ankle On-line VS?†

[99, 231] CIC-IEC Adaptive control based on locomotion recognition;
non-weight bearing voluntary control of joints FE

Joint torque reference Knee,
Ankle

Vanderbilt micro-controlled leg prosthesis?†

[100, 234,
235, 275,
276]

CIC Adaptive control based on locomotion recognition Joint torque reference Knee,
Ankle

Vanderbilt micro-controlled leg prosthesis?†

[34] CIC Adaptive control based on terrain slope estimation Joint damping reference Ankle Peking University PKU-RoboTPro?†

[220] CIC EMG-triggered stride motion routine Motor current reference Knee Prototype leg prosthesis?†

[94, 95] CIC Adaptive control based on locomotion recognition NI Ankle ABS?; Off-line VS†

[9] IEC Voluntary control of joint FE Joint angle reference Ankle On-line VS?†

[105] IEC Voluntary control of joint FE Joint torque reference Knee ABS with ABA and powered knee prosthetic
prototype?†

[272] IEC Voluntary control of joint FE Joint torque reference Knee ABS with ABA and Vanderbilt micro-
controlled leg prosthesis?†

[120, 121,
263]

CIC-IEC Voluntary control of joint FE Joint torque reference Ankle BiOM Ankle-Foot Prosthesis, MIT Media
Lab?†

[38] IEC Voluntary control of joint FE Joint torque reference Knee ABS?; On-line VS†

NI = Not implemented; NS = Not stated; IEC = Interactive extrinsic control; CIC = Computational intrinsic control; FE = Flexion-extension; IE = Internal-external rotation; DoF = Degrees of
Freedom; ABS = Able-bodied subjects; ABA = Able-body adaptor; VS = Virtual simulator; ? = Platform for data acquisition; † = Platform for control testing
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2.1. Review on EMG-driven controllers in
microprocessor-controlled lower limb prostheses

Human locomotion neuro-control comprises two particular sets of com-
mands: volitional and rhythmical. Rhythmic locomotion occurs when hu-
mans use a repetitive limb movement to translate in space, such as walking
and running. Usually, this class of motor patterns does not involve con-
scious intervention on behalf of the subject, but they result from senso-
rimotor reflexes activated from specific neural networks [140]. Scientific
evidence locates these so-called Central-Pattern Generators (CPGs) in the
spinal cord or in the brain stem and they trigger organized muscle con-
traction in a cyclic manner [5,57]. Their activation and regulation can both
derive from Central Nervous System (CNS) inputs and sensory-motor feed-
back [58, 145]. Volitional movements instead are a broad class of move-
ments that involve motion planning and motor control, like non weight-
bearing knee flexing. Conscious movements require constant and vigilant
attention from the CNS involving different cortex areas and intensive col-
laboration across the diencephalon, brainstem and cerebellum [122].

Martin et al. categorized these two type of movements in two general
behaviours that a high-level controller can implement: CIC and IEC [147].
These essentially distinguish between controllers that are based on con-
scious involvement of the user (volitional or IEC) and those that are not
(rhythmical or CIC) (Fig. 2.3). Correspondingly, the adoption of this par-
ticular subdivision allows us to classify the EMG-driven controllers based
on how the neural information is employed (Fig. 2.2).

CICs typically decode the user’s motor intention and prosthetic device
state through embedded neural sensors data. This information is later em-
ployed to establish an appropriate control to accommodate for the changes
in the locomotion [244]. This is observable in table 2.1: the majority of
CICs are characterized by a neural-control based on adaptive controls de-
pending on locomotion recognition. CICs represent the state-of-the-art in
the control of non-EMG MLLPs and they have been explored with different
approaches, both in literature and in commercially available devices [74].

Instead, IECs are designed to guarantee continuous communication be-
tween the user and the device to directly modulate the prosthesisâ state (tab.
2.1). This type of control, differently from CIC, could not be therefore im-
plemented in non-EMG MLLPs since no neural input was provided to the
prosthetic device. Therefore, IECs were able to open the road for the con-
trol of very important lower limb movements that were not possible to be
performed with the CIC concept.

From the obtained results there was no particular correlation among the
remaining fields, suggesting no particular influence on the neuro-control
choice in relation to the prosthetic device but only on the prioritized move-
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ment type to be restored.
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Figure 2.3: Computational Intrinsic Control (CIC) and Interactive extrinsic Control (IEC)
approaches for lower limb prosthesis neuro-control. Comparison between CIC (on the
left) and IEC (on the right) from motor task generation to EMG-driven control. A) CICs
chose the correct control among the states implemented in the control board based on
the EMG signals generated during a rhythmic locomotion; B) IECs instead transform
EMG recorded patterns to a specific continue modulation of the prosthetic joint.

EMG-driven working principles

Table 2.2 provides an overview of the control strategies and working prin-
ciples of the reviewed EMG-driven approaches for MLLPs. The table also
shows that the reviewed literature has been classified according to the fol-
lowing three types of control: Direct Control, Pattern Recognition Con-
trol and Model-Based Control.

Independently from the type of controller an essential feature is the
walking control. Walking represents the most important movement in bipedal
locomotion and therefore essential to be restored in lower limb amputees.

12
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2.1. Review on EMG-driven controllers in
microprocessor-controlled lower limb prostheses

Table 2.2: Overview of lower limb EMG-driven controllers working principles. Fields include: pa-
per reference; walking controller, describes the high-level control law during the walking cycle;
slope/speed adaptation of the walking controller to different slope angles and ambulation veloci-
ties; additional modalities, listing additional type of locomotion supported from the EMG-driven
controller; training/calibration time, required time to either calibrate the controller parameters
or training the subject.

Ref. Walking controller Slope/Speed
adaptation

Additional modalities Training/Calibration time

DIRECT CONTROL

[109] EMG-triggered knee joint lock during stance phase SlA?, SpA? All (STA?) NN

[56] EMG-proportional modulation of knee joint velocity SlA, SpA? All (Not tested) NS

[49–52] ML-driven knee joint angle trajectory generation SlA, SpA All (Not tested) CT: 10-15s, per 2 sessions, per 5 days

[96] EMG-driven knee joint stiffness set-point SlA, SpA All (NWB?) ST: 1h, before each use

[28, 47,
106, 107]

EMG-driven knee joint stiffness set-point SlA, SpA All (STND?, SIT?, SQ?,
STA?, NWB?)

ST: 3h, per 4 sessions; CT: 2 h trajectory track-
ing trials

[98] EMG-driven multi-DoF knee and ankle joint stiffness set-point SlA, SpA All (NWB?) ST: therapist session; CT: 3 s per 64 trials, per
4 sessions

[68] ML-driven knee joint angle trajectory generation SlA, SpA All (Not tested) NS

[33] MG-driven ankle joint stiffness set-point SlA, SpA All (NWB?) CT: 10 trials (∼80s)

[113, 114] EMG-proportional plantarflexor torque generation SlA, SpA All (Not tested) CT: NS

[128] EMG-triggered ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion NI NI CT: NS

[21] EMG-decoded ankle and knee joint angle trajectory generation SlA? All (STA?, STD?) CT: ∼20 trials per task

[70, 71] EMG-proportional plantarflexor torque generation SlA, SpA All ST: limited acclimation period

PATTERN RECOGNITION CONTROL

[181] EMG-driven knee FSM (Stance [Post-HS, FF and Pre-TO],
swing [SF, SE])

SlA NI Adaptation period of 20 min; FSM CT: NS

[118] Knee joint moment control as function of EMG-driven locomo-
tion identification

SlA?, SpA? STA?, STD? FSM CT: NS

[8] EMG-driven FSM for level ground walking and stairs climbing SlA, SpA STA? FSM CT: NS; ST < 20 min

[111, 112,
278, 281]

ML-driven knee joint FSM (Stance [Post-HS, Pre-TO], swing
[Post-TO, Pre-HS])

SlA? OBST?, STND?, STA?,
STD?, TURN?

FSM CT: ∼15min (3 times each task)

[93] CPG-generated knee and ankle joint trajectories as function of
ML-driven locomotion identification

NI STND?, SIT?, STA?,
STD?

FSM CT: NS

[153] ML-driven knee joint FSM (Stance [Post-HS, FF, Pre-TO], swing
[Post-TO, Pre-HS])

NI STA?, STD? FSM CT: 50 gait cycles per task

[29, 230] ML-driven knee joint FSM (Stance [Post-HS, FF, Pre-TO], swing
[Post-TO, Pre-HS])

NI NI FSM CT: 70 gait cycles

[59, 60,
280]

ML-driven knee joint FSM (Stance [Post-HS, Pre-TO], swing
[Post-TO, Pre-HS])

SlA? STA?, STD? ST: therapist sessions; FSM CT: ∼30s (5 times
per task)

[157, 158] ML-driven ankle joint FSM (Stance [Post-HS, Pre-TO], swing) SlA?, SpA? STA?, STD? FSM CT: 21 trials in total, 6-7 steps per trial

[243] ML-driven FSM for multi-DoF ankle joint SlA, SpA All (NWB?) FSM CT: 3s per 8 trial, per 7 tasks

[99, 231] ML-driven knee joint FSM (Stance [Post-HS, Pre-TO], swing
[Post-TO, Pre-HS])

NI STND?, SIT?, NWB? FSM CT: NS

[100, 234,
235, 275,
276]

Knee and ankle joint impedance characterization as function of
ML-driven locomotion identification

SlA? STA?, STD?, SIT?,
NWB?

Intrinsic controller parameters tuning (NS);
FSM CT: 10-20 trials per task

[34] ML-driven ankle joint impedance characterization based terrain
inclination classification

SlA? NI Intrinsic controller parameters tuning (NS);
CT: 3 sessions; ST: ∼5h

[220] EMG-triggered knee joint motion routine NI NI NS

[94, 95] ML-driven ankle joint FSM SlA? STA?, STD? FSM CT: 5 gait cycles per trial; ST: 5 min per
task

MODEL-BASED CONTROL

[9] EMG-driven model-based ankle joint angle trajectory generation SlA, SpA All (NWB?) Virtual Environment Training: NS

[105] EMG-driven model-based knee joint impedance characterization SlA, SpA All (Not tested) CT: NS

[271, 272] EMG-driven model-based knee joint impedance characterization SlA, SpA All (NWB?) CT: trajectory tracking trials, walking experi-
ments

[120, 121,
263]

EMG-modulation of model-based ankle joint moment trajectory SlA, SpA All (STA?, STD?) CT: 10 steps

[38] Hybrid ML-NMS model-based knee joint moment generation SlA, SpA? All(STND?, SIT?) CT: 3-10 trials per motor task

NN = Not necessary; NS = Not stated; NI = Not implemented; ML = Machine Learning; NMS = Neuromuscularskeletal; CPG = Central Pattern Generator; HS = Heel strike; FF = Foot flat; TO
= Toe off; SF = Swing flexion; SE = Swing extension; FSM = Finite-state machine; DoF = Degrees of freedom; SlA = Slope adaptation; SpA = Speed adaptation; All = No restriction in the
locomotion control; NWB = Non-weight bearing joint movements joint movement; STND = Standing; SIT = Sitting; SQ = Squatting; STA = Stairs ascending; STD = Stairs descending; OBST =
Obstacle stepping; TURN = turning on the spot; CT = Calibration time; ST = Subject training; ? = Tested modalities

13
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Figure 2.4: Graphical representation of the three possible solutions for EMG-driven con-
trol. EMG signals are acquired from the stump of the amputee and used as input for
the high-level controller, depending on how the neural signals are used three type of
EMG-driven controllers can be implemented: A) Direct Control, B) Pattern Recogni-
tion, C) Model-based; the control signal output is than used from the internal lower
level control of the prosthetic device.

Consequently, the primary use of EMG signals is to accomplish healthy-
like ambulation. The use of EMG signals and the design of the controller
depends on the type of EMG-driven controller.

Direct EMG-driven controllers refer to all those controllers that employ
EMG as input of a specific function y = f(xemg), where y represents the
variables to be controlled during the walking cycle for the generation of
the signal reference, such as joint angle or torque (Fig. 2.4a). Examples of
these are proportional controllers [56,109], regressing functions [49,68] or
mapping-transformation functions between processed multi-channel EMG
acquisitions and control parameters [96, 98, 106].

Pattern recognition control represents the biggest class: it belongs to
those type of controllers that are currently used in commercial MLLPs,
which employed Finite-State Machine (FSM)-based controllers (Fig. 2.4b).
This particular distinction between different control states (actions), through
state classification (perception) suits very well with pattern recognition al-
gorithms, a branch of a bigger field called ML [37]. Typical pattern recog-
nition algorithms identify particular signals’ signatures (features) that can
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be observed under particular conditions. These features can be used, con-
sequently, as transition rules in the controller to distinguish the different
working conditions [118, 181, 220] such as Slope Adaptation (SlA) and
Speed Adaptation (SpA). For this reason, as illustrated in table 2.2, pat-
tern recognition control algorithms provide only a limited number of lo-
comotion types with respect to the remaining controllers. In fact, direct
controllers allow theoretically all types of motion, while pattern recogni-
tion permit, for example, control only for stair ascending and descending
or sitting and standing.

The last class of EMG-driven controllers consists in the use of Mus-
culoskeletal (MS) models to reproduce human kinematics and dynamics
in locomotion [10, 146, 240] (Fig. 2.4c). Modeling in bio-engineering re-
search has been used to study biological systems, whose characteristics are
not directly measurable. In case of lower limb prostheses, it is possible
to use MS to estimate joint impedance starting from the measured external
forces and joint trajectories [65]. Additionally, with the use of EMG signals
and translating them to appropriate muscles activation, these models can be
used to modulate voluntarily the tracked joint impedance [9,105,263,272].

Another important distinction in the EMG-driven working principles
is the different partitioning between user-training and control-calibration
time. Both describe the time the user needs to spend with the prosthe-
sis to achieve an effective Human-In-The-Loop (HITL) control of the de-
vice [135]. In fact, intra- and inter-subject variability of the biological sys-
tem and of the signals involved in the control loop increase uncertainty
in the control performance [268]. Stochastic variability within HITL can
be reduced by tuning internal control variables, but it cannot be removed
completely [269]. For this reason, the user has to be trained to avoid con-
trol errors and understand how to use the device optimally. As such, while
calibration time is correlated to the number of tunable variables and pro-
vides an indication of control complexity, the training time is an indicator
of how seamless and intuitive the control is. From the collected data (tab.
2.2), it can be observed that the ratio between calibration and training time
changes drastically in pattern recognition control. In fact, multiple record-
ings are necessary for the appropriate calibration of the FSM, but after this
initial effort the user needs minimal amount of training. The contrary can
be said for the direct control: short initial parameter tuning usually based
on previous analysis, followed by prolonged training sessions.

The classification of EMG-driven control type is closely related to the
neuro-control strategy since the analyzed literature shows that the pattern
recognition algorithms are all CIC controllers, whereas direct control and
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model-based approaches are IECs. This can be observed also in figure 2.2.
While the neuro-control distinction allows the reader to understand which
are the target motor task intended to be restored, the working principle
describes the methodology employed for the control.

Neural input and processing

Table 2.3 lists the muscles used for the EMG-driven control and the applied
processing before being employed by the controller.

Assuming that a robotic prosthesis can be fastened to the user stump
and replace the missing limb, it may be possible to embed the EMG acqui-
sition system on that device. Surface EMG activity is characterized by a
high temporal resolution, which makes it practical for the control of an ex-
ternal device. However, signal non-stationarity, motion artifacts, electrode-
skin conductivity variations and channel cross-talk require computational-
demanding signal processing techniques [125]. In order to mitigate these
problems, additional mechanical sensors, such as load cells (see also fig.
2.2), can be introduced to strengthen the reliability of the control [112].
The sensors listed in table 2.3 refer only to those used for the actual control
loop: either as input for the device’s high-level control or for its calibration.

Even when using extra sensors, proper muscle choice and EMG process-
ing (e.g. filtering) are essential to guarantee the robustness of the controller.

To decode the user’s movement intention, a layer of feature extraction
and classification can be added to the control system. Useful features for
EMG control are well described in literature [125]. Nonetheless, the choice
of the sampling window length is often tailored to the specific processing
choices. In fact, the size of the window has to be as large as possible in
order to guarantee the stability of the extracted features, but at the same
time—due to signal non-stationarity—the length is calibrated in order to
meet the quasi-stationarity condition.

Performance assessment

Results concerning control validation and reliability are listed in table 2.4,
which collects the main findings presented in the selected references.

The first attempts to introduce EMG signals in the control loop of lower
limb prostheses were made in the 70âs with the work of Horn [109] and
Donath [56]. Although myoelectric controllers have evolved in the last 40
years, current solutions are still far from being integrated into lower limb
prosthetic commercial devices. The main obstacle to this is represented by
safety and risk assessment after EMG is introduced in the control loop. The
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Table 2.3: Description of the used muscles and applied processing. Fields include: paper ref-
erence; list of input EMG muscle signals employed by the controller; additional sensors and
feedback, lists additional sensor signals employed by the controller and possible feedback pro-
vided to the user; EMG signal processing, describes the sequential processing applied to the
input EMG signals (in case of filters, order and cut-off frequencies are included); window sam-
pling, represents the window length used for the processing and features extraction; classifier,
classifiers type used on the processed signals and features.

Ref. Muscles Additional sensors & feedback EMG signal processing (Filter Order
and Cut-Off Frequencies)

Window
sampling

Classifier (Features)

[109] Single muscle not contracting during
walking

NP NI Analog Thresholding (Raw Sign.)

[56] GRAC Load cell on the knee pivot?†;
footswitch?†;

RECT, BPF (NS) Analog NA (ENV)

[49–52] Knee FLEX (RFEM/VASI/VASL),
Knee EXT (SEMT)

Goniometer? BPF (20-500Hz) 115-
192ms

LM Network (HIST, ARC)

[96] HAMS, QUAD Joint encoder† (visual feedback of knee
joint position)

HPF (1st ord, 20Hz), RECT, LPF (1st
ord, 2Hz), NORM, PCA

2ms QDA (ENV)

[28, 47,
106, 107]

VASL, VASM, RFEM, SEMT, BICFL Joint encoder† (visual and haptic feed-
back of knee joint position)

BPF (2nd ord, 20â450Hz), RECT, LPF
(2nd ord, 2.5Hz), NORM; PCA

3ms NA (ENV)

[98] SEMT, SAR, TFL, ADDL, GRAC,
RFEM, VASM, VASL, BICFL

Joint encoder† (visual feedback of knee
joint position)

NS 200ms LDA (MAV, NZC, SSC, WL)

[68] GASM/SOL, TIBA Joint encoder? BPF (2nd ord, 10-500Hz), RECT, LPF
(2nd ord, 10Hz)

50ms NARAX (ENV)

[33] GASM, TIBA NP RECT, LPF(3rd ord, 2.5Hz); PCA 10ms NA (MAV)

[113, 114]
GASM/GASL MoCap System?; sensorized

treadmill?; control signal visual
feedback?†

FPF(2nd ord, 100Hz), RECT, LPF(2nd
ord, 4Hz), NORM

NS NA (ENV)

[128] VASM, BICFL, TIBA, GASL Ankle goniometer?,
accelerometer?

RECT, LPF(NS) NS Peak detector (ENV)

[21] VASL, RFEM, SEMT, BICFL MoCap System ? NORM, BPF(4th ord, 30-350Hz),
RECT, LPF(4th ord, 6Hz), Kalman
filter

<500ms NA (ENV)

[70, 71] TIBA, GASM Joint position?† (visual feedback) HPF (2nd ord, 20Hz), RECT, LPF(2nd
ord, 2Hz)

10ms NA (ENV)

[181] GLMAX, GLMED, TFL Footswitch?† LPF (2nd ord, 1KHz), HPF (3rd ord,
50Hz), NORM

NS Thresholding (ENV)

[118] VASL, VASM, RFEM, TFL, ADDL,
BICFL, SEMM, SEMT

Footswitch?; Load cell?; MoCap
system?

NS NS Heuristic Tree (IDE, MAV,
MDF, MF)

[8] TIBA, GASM, GASL Footswitch?†; potentiometer?†;
encoder?†; class of movement
performed? (visual feedback)

HPF (1st ord, 16 Hz), LPF (2nd ord, 300
Hz)

100 ms STD

[111,112,
278, 281]

SEMT, SAR, TFL, ADDL, GRAC,
VASM, RFEM, VASL, BICFL

Footswitch?, Load cell?† BPF (20-420Hz) 150ms LDA-SVM (MAV, ZCN, WL,
SSC, MEC)

[93] RFEM, BICFL, SEMT, GASM, SOL 2x 6-axis force sensor?,
footswitch?, joint encoder?

RMS, BPS (20-500Hz) NS SVM (NS)

[153] VASM, SEMT, ADDL, TFL 2x IMU? NS 200ms Hidden Markov model (MAV,
WL, ZC, SSC)

[29, 230] VASM, ADDL, TFL, SEMT MoCap System? NS NS SVM (MAV, VAR, MDF,
MPF)

[59, 60,
280]

SAR, RFEM, VASL, VASM, BICFL,
BICFS, SEMT, TFL, ADDL, GRA

6-axis Load Cell?†, 2x IMUs BPF (20-420Hz) 150-
160ms

LDA/SVM (MAV, WL, ZCN,
SSC, MEC)

[157, 158]
TIBA, GASL, BICF, VASL Footswitches?†; IMU?† BPF (4th ord, 20-500Hz) 100-

300ms
LDA/SVM (MAV, VAR, WL,
ZCN, SSC)

[243] TIBA, PERL, GASL, GASM, VASM,
VASL, RFEM, BICFL

Class of movement performed? (visual
feedback)

BPF (20-450Hz) 250ms LDA (MAV, ZCN, SSC, WL,
ARC)

[99, 231] BICF, RFEM, VASL, VASM, SAR,
GRAC, ADDL, TFL + HAMS reinner-
vation

Load cell?†, 2x joint
encoders?†, 2x IMU?†

BPF (20-450Hz) 250ms same as [276] + Euristic FSM
(MEC)

[100,
234, 235,
275, 276]

SEMT, ADDL, TFL, RFEM, BICFL,
SAR, GRAC, VASL, VASM

Load cell?†, 2x joint encoders?†, 2x
IMU?†

BPF (20-450Hz) 250-
300ms

LDA/DBN (MAV, WL, ZCN,
SSC, 6ord ARC, MEC)

[34] GASM, TIBA Load cell?†, joint angle encoder?†, 2x
IMU?†

PCA 200ms LDA (MAV)

[220] GASL/SOL NP NI NS Thresholding (Raw Sign.)

[94, 95] FIBL, BICF NP BPF (4th ord, 20-500Hz) 256ms LDA/SVM/NN (38 mixed do-
main features)

[9] GASL, SOL, TIBA Joint angle?† (visual feedback) LPF (7th ord, 5Hz), NORM 1ms NA (ENV)

[105] VASL, BICFL NP BPF (20-450Hz), RECT, LPF (5/10Hz),
NORM

NS NA (ENV)

[271, 272]
HAMS, QUAD Load sensors?†, goniometer? BPF (7th ord, 20-1000Hz), RECT, LPF

(5Hz)
NS NA (ENV)

[120,121,
263]

GASM, TIBA Joint encoder?†, torque sensor?†, 6x
load cells?†

HPF(4th ord, 80Hz), RECT, AVR 150-
200ms

NA (ENV)

[38] VASM, VASL, RFEM, BICF, SEMT MoCap?, Sensorized Treadmill?, 2x
IMU?†

BPF (2nd ord, 30-300Hz), RECT, LPF
(2nd ord, 6Hz), NORM

300 ms NA (ENV)

NP = Not present; NI = Not implemented; NS = Not specified; NA = Not applicable; GRAC = Gracilis; HAMS = Hamstring muscles; QUAD = Quadriceps muscles; VASL = Vastus lateralis;
VASM = Vastus medialis; RFEM = Rect femoris; TFL = Tensor fasciae latae; ADDL = Adductur longus; BICFL = Biceps femoris long arm; BICFS = Biceps femoris short arm; SEMM
= Semimembranosus; SEMT = Semitendineus; SAR = Sartorius; GASM = Gastrocnemius medialis; GASML = Gastrocnemius lateralis; SOL = Soleus; TIBA = Tibialis anterioris; FIBL =
Fibularis Longus; GLMAX = Gluteus maximus; GLMED = Gluteus medius; FLEX = Flexors muscles; EXT = Extensors muscles; BPF = Band pass filter; HPF = High pass filter; LPF = Low
pass filter; RECT = Rectification; NORM = Max value normalization; PCA = Principal component analysis; RMS = Root mean squared signal; LDA = Linear discriminant analysis; NARAX
= Non-linear autoregressive neural network with exogenous inputs; QDA = Quadratic discriminant analysis; ANN = Artificial neural network; DBN = Dynamic bayes network; SVM = Super
vector machine; LM = LevenbergâMarquardt; EBA = Entropy-based adaptation; LIFT = Learning from testing data adaptation; ENV = Envelope; IDE = Integral of differential EMG; MAV =
Mean absolute value; STD = Standard deviation; MDF = Median frequency; MF = Mean frequency; MPF = Mean power frequency; ZCN = Zero-crossing number; WL = Waveform length;
SSC = Sign slope change; ARC = Autoregressive coefficients; MSAR = Mean square of ARC; TDAR = Time-domain and ARC combination; MEC = Features from mechanical sensors; HIST
= Histogram bin values; VAR = Variance; ? = Used during calibration phase; † = Used during testing phase
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efficacy of an EMG-driven control framework is always a trade-off between
intuitiveness, system response time and accuracy of movement selection
[67]. Consequently, it is challenging to define a threshold of acceptability of
a given implemented solution. Bias and variance of the myoelectric control
parameters, as well as in the input signals, depend on numerous conditions
and they can heavily impact performance [6]. The reviewed manuscripts
showed limited amount of evidence on assessing patient safety and security,
probably due to their prototypical stages of the development. However,
there are studies focusing exclusively on EMG-driven control faults and
safety issues, analyzing critical situations for stumbling and falls [282].

The different number of subjects and the average results presented in
table 2.4 show that a standardized evaluation is missing for defining the
overall performances of MLLP EMG-driven controllers, even at the proto-
type stage.

During this review, the authors found a strong correlation between the
type of evaluation and the type of neuro-control implemented. In fact, while
IEC manuscripts focus their analyses on biomechanical measurements, CIC
controllers focus mainly on evaluating perform-based measurements.

An analysis of the literature also shows that control delay is an important
parameter to evaluate the real-time implementation feasibility of the con-
trollers [273]. In particular, to guarantee control stability while considering
the HITL factor, the total maximum delay between the signal window sam-
pling and the actual output value has to be less than the human electrome-
chanical delay (dEM ). This delay is caused by the time that a generated
neural signal requires to generate the electrical depolarization of the mus-
cle tissue and to consequently result in a mechanical force. The delay has
been estimated to be dEM ≈ 100−150ms for the lower limb [246,260]. In
case the generation of the movement require longer time, the prosthesis will
be always delayed with respect to the volition of the user, which limits the
usability of the controller, and may generate risky conditions. Even though
the prosthesis’ motion generation delay is a crucial metric to evaluate the
high-level control capabilities, close to half of the reviewed manuscripts do
not provide such information.

2.1.4 Review discussions

It is essential to contextualize the collected information to establish its re-
lationship with the exposed technological issues. The identification of pat-
terns in the results, for example, is particularly important to drive meaning-
ful conclusions, leading to a better understanding of prior art and how to
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Table 2.4: Collection of the evaluation measurements and related results. Fields include: pa-
per reference; perform-based measurements; bio-mechanical measurements; averaged results,
averaged or worst subject-case results; control delay, time necessary for the generation of the
high-level control output sample starting from the acquired windowed signal (processing in-
cluded); subjects number; authors’ reported limitations.

Ref. Perform-Based
measurements

Biomechanical
measurements

Averaged Results Control
Delay

Subjects
Number

Reported limitations

[109] QA on locomotion perfor-
mance

NI NI 50-
100ms

>1 TFA NS

[56] Cadence, Swing and Stance
duration

Joint angles and moments,
Maximum knee flexion

Results in figures only NS 1 TFA Sensitive to movement artifacts

[49–52] Error events analysis Joint angle NRME, CC Max Error Events amplitude = 42 (11 SD); NRME
< 6.56(1.85 SD)%; CC = 0.59(0.9 SD)

NS 4 ABS High maximum error amplitudes

[96] Joint Flexion/Extension CA joint angle RMSE CA = 92(7 SD)%; RMSE = 6.2(0.71 SD)◦ NS 2 TFA,
1 BTFA

NS

[28, 47,
106, 107]

tSTRIDE ; vWALKING Joint angle and joint stiffness;
RMSE in joint angle trajec-
tory tracking

tSTRIDE = 1.96s; vWALKING = 2.9Km/h;
Able-bodied resemblance joint trajectories (fig-
ures only); RMSE statistical different only with
haptic feedback and no-visual

1ms 1 TFA;
2 ABS

Not appropriate swing control; lack of so-
matosensory feedback; sensitive to move-
ment artifacts and skin perspiration

[98] Motor task CA, MCT and
MCP

NI CA = 90.7(5.0 SD)%; MCT = 1.26(0.1 SD)s; CP
= 96.3(4.3 SD)%

<700ms 6 TFA Sensitive to electrode shifts and
impedance; extensive training neces-
sary

[68] NI VAF, RMSE joint angle VAF > 83%; RMSE < 5.4(1.2 SD)◦ -100ms 3 TTA Performance being tested only in constant
velocity walking task

[33] MCT NI MCT = 1.9s NS 5 ABS Position controller unsatisfactorily during
stance phase

[113,114]
NP Joint peak power and work re-

spect to state-base controller
Statistical difference of evaluated parameters only
with visual feedback (p-val = 0.02)

33 ms 5 TTA Short training session, experienced high
muscular fatigue

[128] NI Joint angle trajectories Results in figures only NS 10 ABS No walking speed adaptation, no real-time

[21] NI Joint trajectory r-value and
SNR

r-value = 0.64 (0.22SD); SNR = 7.42 (2.88SD) 3.3ms 6 ABS Position controller unsatisfactorily for
limb dynamics

[70, 71] Number of falling Joint angle RMSE, EMG con-
traction level, mean joint
torque during balance task

Falling events and applied torque decrease with
training; final RMSE = 0.19 (8.78)◦; no signifi-
cant changes in muscle activation with training

10 ms 6 ABS; 6
TTA

Small sample population; study used vi-
sual feedback

[181] NI QA of EMG signals and joint
angle

Figures only NS 1 TFA Sensitive to movement artifacts; sensitive
to muscular mass changes

[118] Locomotion classification ac-
curacy

QA of ankle joint position and
shank angular orientation

CA = 86.53(8.5 SD)%; Biomechanical measure-
ments (figures only)

NS >1 ABS,
>1 TFA

NS

[8] Stance time; gait symmetry Toe-off angle; peak torque;
joint trajectories

Qualitatively similar to biological ankle trajecto-
ries (figures only)

NS 1 BTTA Asymmetry on knee flexion during late
stance

[111, 112,
278, 281]

Locomotion and transitions
CA

NI Locomotion CA = 91.79-100%; Transition CA =
100%

12ms 5 TFA Sensor fusion and sound leg instrumenta-
tion is necessary to increase accuracy

[93] Locomotion CA NI CA ≈ 80-100% (figures only) NS 5 ABS NS

[153] Locomotion CA NI CA = 91.46% NS 100ms NS

[29, 230] Locomotion CA NI CA = 91.23% NS 3 ABS Tested only healthy subjects

[59, 60,
280]

Locomotion and transitions
CA

NI Locomotion CA ≈ 98%; Transitions CA > 99% <45.2ms 4 TFA Real-time test only on non-powered pros-
thesis; mechanical sensor feature are nec-
essary

[157,158]
Locomotion CA NI CA = 97.9 (1.39 SD)% NS 5 ABS,

5 TFA
Only limited number of locomotions; ma-
jor misclassification during gait transi-
tions

[243] Joint DoF motion CA NI 1-DoF CA = 93.3 (0.5 SD)%; 3-DoF CA = 84,4
(0.8 SD)%;

50ms 5 ABS,
12 TTA

Best results only combining both tibia and
thigh muscles

[99, 231] Locomotion CA, NWB CA,
Falls occurrences

NI with TMR: locomotion CA = 8.9%, NWB CA
= 91.0 (4.7SD)%, falls occurrence = 0%; no-
TMR: locomotion CA = 10.2%, NWB CA = 86.8
(3.0SD)%, falls occurrence = 2%

NS 4 TFA,
1 TMR

Control degradation over time due to fa-
tigue, electrode shift and skin perspira-
tion; necessity of mechanical sensors for
high accuracy; small number of subjects

[100,
234, 235,
275, 276]

Locomotion and transitional
CA, effects on classification
errors

NI Locomotion CA < 99%; transition CA = 87%;
classification errors during stairs were more dis-
ruptive

<20ms 7 TFA Control degradation over time due to fa-
tigue, electrode shift and skin perspira-
tion; testing is performed in only one ses-
sions

[34] Questioner on control com-
fort

Inclination CA CA >95%; Comfort higher when no classification
error (accepted error ≤ 5◦)

NS 2 TFA Experienced high muscular fatigue; lack
of sensory feedback

[220] NI QA of EMG signals Results in figures only NS 1 ABS Not tested on amputee; only walking ac-
tivity control

[94, 95] Locomotion CA NI CA = 99.06 (0.87SD)% 32ms 5 ABS Not tested on-line

[9] NI Joint angle trajectory fre-
quency content

mean frequency = 5.4 (0.3 SD)Hz, qualitatively
similar to biological ankle

NS 1 TTA Temporal variation of the EMG signals
are not accounted for

[105] Subject qualitative report QA of knee joint position and
torque

Control interface did not feel natural; able-bodied
resemblance joint trajectories (Figures only)

NS 1 ABS
with ABA

Experimental tuning of the parameters is
necessary

[271,272]
QA of joint trajectories with
respect to ABS

Joint angle trajectory RMSE Results in figures only NS 1 ABS
with ABA

Model parameters are tuned manually;
control instable with biarticular muscles

[120,
121, 263]

NI Toe-off angle, joint net work,
peak power, joint torque vs
angle

Net work performed higher than the biological
norms; not substantial difference in joint moments
between intrinsic controller and EMG-driven

2ms 1 BTTA;
3 TTA, 3
ABS

Further studies on the real metabolic cost
benefits are required

[38] NI Joint torque NRMSD with re-
spect ABS

NRMSD ≤ 0.24 (0.11 SD) <50ms 1 ABS Complex subject-specific calibration; re-
quired validation on more subjects and
hardware

NP = Not present; NI = Not implemented; NS = Not specified; QA = Qualitative Analysis; CA = Classification accuracy; RMSE = Root mean squared error; NRMSD = Normalized root mean squared deviation; tSTRIDE =
time stride; vWALKING = walking self selected velocity; VAF = Variance accounted for; MCT = Motion completion time; MCP = Motion complition percentage; DoF = Degree of Freedom; TFA = Transfemoral amputee;
BTFA = Bilateral transfemoral amputee; TTA = Transtibial amputee; BTTA = Bilateral transtibial amputee; ABS = Able-bodied subjects; ABA = Able-body adaptor;
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improve it.
The structure of the discussions follows that of the results, i.e., uses the
same four topics as sub-sections. Furthermore, this section presents an ad-
ditional discussion, in section 2.1.4, regarding the importance and the clini-
cal implication of developing an effective neuro-controller, in particular an
EMG-driven controller.

Neuro-control

High-level controllers for lower limb prostheses, and in general lower limb
robotics, aim to restore both rhythmic locomotion (CIC) and volitional
movements (IEC). Unfortunately, very little is known about how these two
processes cooperate in humans, but it has been proposed that these two
paths can bidirectionally interact and cooperate with each other [41]. This
lack of knowledge generates a particular dichotomy of EMG-driven con-
trol in restoring either rhythmic or volitional movement. CIC and IEC aim
exactly in the control of one or the other locomotive ability (Fig. 2.3).

Similarly as in human CPGs, prosthetic CIC does not require any con-
scious human involvement [274]. Rhythmic motor patterns, like walk-
ing, compose almost the totality of human basic locomotion, and therefore
constitute the most important type of movements to restore in amputees.
Rhythmic motor patterns are easily detectable and reproducible, by em-
ploying basic concepts of data analysis on prosthesis kinetic and kinematic
measurements [188,256]. For this reason, pattern recognition control tech-
niques are employed for implementing CICs and are the most widely used.
In fact, as stated in section 2.1.3, pattern recognition uses data from embed-
ded sensors in the prosthetic device (e.g load/pressure cells, foot switch,
joint encoders and IMU) to identify the locomotion type and change the
control law parameters accordingly. The introduction of EMGs and there-
fore the integration of user volition information in this control paradigm has
been investigated mainly with two objectives: using the myoelectric sig-
nals as additional information to increment the number of classes of move-
ments that can be controlled and boosting their recognition accuracy. These
controllers therefore inherited the same controller capabilities of their non-
EMG MLLPs predecessors: high reliability during rhythmic locomotion
despite of their lack of intuitive control. Therefore, CICs are the most ef-
fective option when the main objective of the MLLPs is to restore walking.
In contrast to rhythmic movements, volitional motions are not character-
ized by phase-dependent trajectories, nor from correlated conditions be-
tween the same movements. Due to the redundancy in the musculoskeletal
system, the same limb configuration can be generated from different mus-
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cle activations [131]. This particular property of the human musculoskele-
tal system makes it significantly more difficult to design a controller that
is able to obtain a reliable solution through the processing of only EMG
signals for the voluntary control of the artificial joint. Direct and model-
based controllers in IECs tackle this issue in two different ways: the former
employs signal processing to reduce these aforementioned redundancies,
while the latter uses modeling in order to characterize them.

Collected results show that only two research groups tried to unify CIC
and IEC in a unique control strategy [121,234]. The first research was con-
ducted at the former Center for Bionic Medicine, Rehabilitation Institute of
Chicago [99,231]. It adopted a pattern recognition control algorithm to im-
plement a hybrid CIC-IEC. Depending on the device state, the FSM could
decide either to control rhythmical locomotion or, in case of non-bearing
motor task, give the user the freedom to control the joint voluntarily.
Another exception to CIC/IEC dichotomy can be seen in the work con-
ducted at the MIT Media Lab [120, 121, 263]. In their studies, the EMG
signal proportionally regulate the gain of a Hill-type muscle model for ad-
ditional plantar-flexion force. Deviation from the intrinsic controller out-
put was enabled depending on the type of locomotion performed and the
level of muscular activation: this was especially used to generate additional
push-off when required from the user. Their approach consisted in employ-
ing standard pattern recognition techniques for locomotion control, while
applying direct voluntary or model-based techniques to deviate from such
intrinsic control during particular locomotive states. These studies recog-
nized the strengths of the two strategies and tried to preserve simultane-
ously the high reliability and seamless control.

This particular choice on the type of neuro-control and the type of move-
ment to be addressed has a direct consequence on the type of controller that
should be implemented. Their working principle is discussed in the follow-
ing section.

EMG-driven working principles

Walking represents the most important locomotion in humans: on average
10.000 steps per day for the younger population (≤65y.o.) and 7.000 for
the older (>65y.o.) [17]. Consequently, SlA and SpA are usually the most
implemented, since they are essential to accommodate different walking
patterns based on the cadence and terrain conditions. Table 2.2 displays the
additional modalities (locomotion types) that are allowed to be performed
from the controllers, apart from walking. While an EMG-driven pattern
recognition approach has to declare the modalities that can be controlled
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specifically in the framework design, direct-control and model-based ap-
proaches are able to deliver the control for any type of locomotion. How-
ever, even if they theoretically could, there is a lack of experimental valida-
tion for this aspect. In fact, some of the reviewed works did not perform any
validation regarding such capabilities, providing results from ground-level
walking only [51, 68, 105].

Despite this limitation, the strength of pattern recognition algorithms,
such as ML, is the ability of learning and recognizing peculiar features
inside a given data set. This skill becomes useful for the case of multi-
dimensional and complex data streams that have to be analyzed and la-
beled in real time, such as EMG. Moreover, EMG signals are highly ir-
regular, non-stationary and amputees, moreover, could develop abnormal
co-contraction features in the residual limb, making techniques of direct
control particularly difficult.
Another important characteristic that distinguishes pattern recognition from
the rest, as seen in section 2.1.3, is the reduced user training time. It is im-
portant to keep in mind that clinical evaluations of myoelectric prostheses
have correlated this parameter to user device acceptance [67]. Even though
there are no standards to establish an optimal training time, prolonged and
repetitive sessions might result mentally and physically exhausting. How-
ever, it has to be noticed that no pattern recognition study explored multiple
testing sessions and therefore dealt with recalibration issues. Depending on
the robustness of the developed pattern recognition EMG-driven controller,
calibration time might be necessary before each session, impacting in the
same negative manner the device acceptance.

From this discussion, it is clear that the choice of the type of the con-
troller affects the type of processing and the type of signals. Further discus-
sion on the type of processing related to the type of EMG- driven working
principle is discussed in the next section.

Neural input and processing

The choice of which muscle signals to use represents a fundamental topic
in EMG-driven control. This choice is influenced not only by the architec-
ture of the controller, but additionally by the artificial joint’s mechanical
and electronic design, from the amputation level and finally by the surgical
muscle reattachment [88]. The latter two points are subject-specific, which
leads to user inter-variability regarding choices of the muscle signals and
consequently the EMG-driven control technique. Additionally, the biolog-
ical joints are controlled from a different number of muscles, which limits
the number of signals that can be used after amputation depending on the
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joint. Moreover, the presence of bi-articular muscles—and therefore the
kinematic and dynamic coupling between the different joints—may also
affect the number of channels that can be used. Finally, MLLPs mechan-
ics and electronics (such as prosthesis weight, volume and battery-life) can
affect the number of sensors that can be embedded.

Related to this issue, the reviewed literature tended to go in two opposite
directions. Some of the studies decided to use a small number of EMG-
sensors, placing them on a big proximal muscle groups that would still be
present after the amputation, as in [9, 49, 56, 96, 105, 107, 109]. Other re-
search groups decided instead to acquire readings from multiple muscles so
to collect redundant information, and to analyse how the controller perfor-
mance changed using different signal processing techniques [112,118,243].
Even if it requires an initial analysis, the latter can be used to better tailor the
controller to user necessities, leading to better performances. This particu-
lar choice is usually related to pattern recognition controllers and explains
why this class of controllers has usually more EMG channels.

Additional sensors have been extensively used in EMG-driven control
to improve their accuracy (Fig. 2.2). In fact, a common strategy is to add
mechanical sensors (e.g. IMU and pressure cells) to the prosthetic device to
have more reliable information to compensate the high variability of EMG
signals and their sensitivity to noise. For example, using a foot switch for
detecting gait events (e.g. heel strike and toe off) is still the main method
for the identification of stride phases. This identification can be used addi-
tionally to adapt different lower-level control strategies or for disabling/en-
abling the EMG-driven control with respect to standard approaches [9,99].

The use of supplementary mechanical sensors (e.g. encoders) in addi-
tion to EMG electrodes can also be used for restoring the missing sensory
feedback from the amputated limb. It was found that the most common ap-
proach was to provide the user the joint angle position during joint move-
ments through visual representation. Indeed, feedback is particularly im-
portant in the IEC class of controllers. In this particular case, since the user
is in continuous and full control of the flexion-extension of the joint, it is
beneficial to return information about the MLLPs configuration. The use
of visual feedback, though, is impractical during every-day activities. A
potentially solution is to employ vibrotactile stimulus coding for joint an-
gle position, as suggested by [9, 106]. However, only one work was found
to investigate the use of haptic feedback in conjunction with EMG-driven
control [28]. Their results suggested that this was mostly beneficial when
visual feedback was limited.

Processing EMG signals usually follows two possible directions, mainly
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influenced on the type of neuro-control implemented from the high-level
controller. For IEC, the common approach is to extract the fully rectified
envelope of the signals around the most informative bandwidth (around
10 to 500), and then to normalize the relevant signals for their maximum
values. Instead, for the case of CIC, where frequency-based features are
usually employed, band-pass filtering is applied in order to delete low- and
high-frequency noise components.

Classification of EMG features, as shown in table 2.3, is usually ap-
plied in pattern recognition control. In non-EMG MLLPs, the most used
are heuristic rule-based classifiers, like FSM impedance controllers [237]
or decision tree controllers [279]. By providing the right set of rules, these
controllers can identify a gait phase [236] and additionally identify differ-
ent types of locomotion, such as walking or slope climbing, driving the
mid-level impedance control accordingly [238, 239]. The same purpose
of heuristic rule-based classifiers can be achieved with automated pattern
recognition algorithms through ML. Such classifiers are usually more ro-
bust to outliers but they all require a priori offline training, often on data
derived directly from the final user. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
[276], Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA), Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMM) [257], Super Vector Machines (SVM) [112] and Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) [8] are examples of possible solutions that have been ex-
plored, each with relative merits and drawbacks. Due to these properties,
the ML approaches are usually preferred for EMG-driven pattern recogni-
tion controllers on neural signals features [59, 93, 111, 112, 157, 243].

Differently from their upper limb counterparts, this review has not found
any use of applications for EMG-driven control in MLLPs. is a subset of
ML. Differently from standard ML, does not require prior engineering of
the features but is able to self-learn meaningful signal characteristics in
relation to the output. The choice of features for classification is a chal-
lenging process and impacts long-term performance of the EMG-driven
controller [251]. For this reason, classifiers might represent a solution
for future implementation aiming in improving state-of-the-art ML perfor-
mances [43].

This review shows that ML strategies are not limited to CIC: they can be
used as mapping tool for trajectory generations in IECs, such as in [49,68],
or for reducing signals variability [96, 98].

Such diversification in the methodologies makes particular difficult to
find common ground for comparing different studies. In fact, the presence
of multiple control and processing methods makes it difficult to isolate the
effects of each choice on the final outcome. Instead, as presented in the
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following section, the performance validation metrics and their analysis
highly depend on the control design choices.

Performance assessment

Consistently with the available literature on myoelectric controllers, the
self-reported major limitations of EMG-driven controllers for MLLPs are
related to instabilities generated from high sensitivities to EMG noise, move-
ment artifacts and electrode impedance, usually due to skin perspiration.
Additionally, pattern recognition approaches mainly reported limitations
about the fact that only limited number of locomotion types or motor tasks
can be controlled, as already discussed in section 2.1.4. The main imped-
iment to model-based control frameworks was represented by the manual
tuning of parameters during experimentation, which is crucial for accept-
able control. Instead, in direct control, only one manuscript reported that
extensive subject training was necessary to compensate for the increased
cognitive load [106]. In fact, users required constant awareness about the
prosthesis configuration since extension and flexion of the knee joint were
completely volitional.

Aside from the specific control implementations, the ultimate purpose of
a prosthesis is to operate synergistically with the human body and replicate
a behaviour that is as similar as possible to the missing biological limb.
Therefore, evaluating the ability to generate human-like joint trajectories
and forces during locomotion represents an important indication of the per-
formance of the control. Additionally, investigation of performance-based
measures, such as changes in cadence, stride lengths and walking speed
and comparing them to standard prosthesis controllers represents a strong
validation of the performance respect to the state-of-the-art.
As reported in section 2.1.3 these two type of investigations were usually
not conducted simultaneously. Depending on the type of neuro-control,
either perform-based or biomechanical measurements are used for perfor-
mance analysis. This particular finding makes difficult for this review to
assess a generic comparison between controllers based on their reported
finding, since no common accuracy and reliability metrics could be found.

An additional challenge was found when trying to compare performances
with able-bodied kinematics and dynamics, because results are often quali-
tative or limited in terms of statistical analysis. [128,220,272]. CIC controllers—
while usually providing more accurate quantitative analyses with respect to
IEC—are usually only limited to classification accuracy of motor task and
the type of locomotion recognition. Although it is a well understood pa-
rameter regarding the concept of FSM controllers, it does not provide clear
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measure of the capability of the systems. Indeed, in the reviewed litera-
ture, few authors compared the accuracy to standard or commercially avail-
able CIC with respect to the EMG-driven version [100, 234]. Additionally,
there are few manuscripts that proposed analytical correlations between (1)
the recorded accuracy, (2) the final performance of the controller, and (3)
the errors in the classification process that could lead to a dangerous fail-
ure [100, 282].

These issues refer to the concept of bench-marking: definition of guide-
lines to be followed in the iterative process of design and development of
new generation of MLLPs. While accredited guidelines are available for
testing exoskeletons [164] and bipedal robots [245], standardized experi-
mental methods for evaluating MLLPs are lacking [83]. With this purpose
in mind, recent reviews have categorized the evaluation on MLLPs in three
methodologies: patient-reported outcomes, performance-based measures
and biomechanical measures [74, 83]. Moreover, these reviews highlight
the discrepancy between the evaluation metrics used for research and com-
mercial MLLPs, which focus instead on questionnaires on comfort, sense
of security and quality of life [195]. This trend can be explained since the
commercial market is more focused on end-user satisfaction for marketing
purposes, whereas researchers tend to focus on engineering performance
metrics.

Before arriving to final conclusions, it is necessary to contextualize the
obtained results in the clinical situation of lower limb amputations. This
discussion is critical to understand the real necessities in this health sec-
tor and how myoelectric MLLPs can constructively collaborate to address
them.

Clinical considerations

The literature depicts a particularly serious perspective for lower limb am-
putations and prosthesis utilization. Despite the improvement on medical
treatments, the lower limb amputation rate has not substantially changed
[69, 213]. This is due to the fact that population at-risk for lower limb am-
putation (elderly and diabetic patients) is constantly increasing. In fact,
vascular related diseases remain the leading cause for lower limb amputa-
tions in industrialized countries [55, 85, 163, 244].

Considering clinical aspects, it is important to note that critical psycho-
somatic conditions and secondary injuries can emerge over time in am-
putees. Indeed, evidence suggests that both phantom limb pain and joint
degeneration due to compensatory movements can be avoided with neural-
interfaces and powered prostheses [132, 176, 270].
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Moreover, relatively high prosthesis abandonment is influenced by the ac-
ceptance rate of lower limb prostheses, which are associated with user per-
ception of inadequate controllability of the device, specifically a lack of
intuitiveness in the control [7]. This is the main bottleneck that needs to
be overcome, which currently contributes to the relatively low popularity
of powered prostheses. Indeed, apart from being heavier and more expen-
sive, powered prostheses do not provide many additional functionalities
with respect to their semi-active counterparts. This aspect advocates for
the discrepancy between research and commercial prosthesis reported in
section 2.1.4, where patients’ reports play a major role with respect to the
performance and biomechanical capability of the device.

Therefore, implementing volitional control can potentially result in large
improvements in the usability of these prostheses. In fact, MLLPs can
already recognize and control most of the locomotion modes. However,
important classes of motor task involving the knee and ankle have been
omitted from this set of movements, making it difficult or impossible for
amputees to perform them [96]. For example, body shifting position while
sitting or particular joint flexion and extension motions are essential during
daily activities, such as donning and doffing a shoe, or entering a car. These
movements can be in fact executed only on a prosthesis with neural-driven
control, unless repositioning of the joints is done by hand. Thus, the im-
plementation of this class of movements, and the increase of the number of
activities in powered prostheses, would augment user freedom of motion
in daily life. This is key in making the prosthesis becomes part of the user
routine, which will realize the feeling of embodiment, and will lower the
probability to abandon the prosthesis [25].

2.1.5 Review conclusions

This review has assessed the current state-of-the-art in EMG-driven control
methods for MLLPs. Four major topics of investigation were addressed:
neuro-control of the device, EMG-driven working principles, neural in-
put and processing, performance assessment. The authors found two main
lessons to be drawn from the reviewed literature. These are strongly related
to clinical evidence about the necessity to provide amputees with powered
prostheses to avoid psychosomatic conditions and secondary degenerative
musculoskeletal pathologies.

First, despite the increasing interest in MLLPs EMG-driven controllers,
a reliable and effective approach that can be introduced into powered pros-
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theses has not yet been formulated. The lack of quantitative and standard-
ized measures regarding sensitivity and risk analysis is evident. In prac-
tical terms, the viability of the many approaches—defined by muscle se-
lection and signal processing techniques—has been found to be largely de-
pendent on user-specific customization and on the integration of additional
embedded sensor techniques. Additionally, it has been found that due to
missing guidelines in MLLPs development and evaluation, performances
metrics are tailored on the type of implemented controller. This generates
divergence among evaluation methodologies for different controllers and
for commercial products. This is also the probable reason for the market
transfer deficiency.

Secondly, different metrics for EMG-control evaluation preclude a mean-
ingful comparison among the reviewed controllers, especially but not lim-
ited, between different classes. This missing opportunity of scrutiny and
inquiry with competing researches hinder the promotion of innovative in-
vestigations.

This conclusion is supported from high number of pattern recognition
EMG-driven controllers respect to the other categories, which are compa-
rable to standard FSM currently implemented in commercial MLLPs.

Particularly, continuous developments in ML have resulted in a persist-
ing focus on pattern recognition techniques, which, despite allowing for
high stability and easier integration, remain a risky approach as they have
not proved to be able to tackle the inadequate user control yet. In addition,
the full potential of using neural signals is left unexploited, such as target-
ing direct and voluntary manipulation of the prosthetic joint, which would
give the user complete freedom of movement.

Based on the evidence reported here, the authors believe that introduc-
ing a reliable and effective control, able to integrate both rhythmic (CIC)
and volitional (IEC) motor tasks, will promote the use of powered MLLPs
despite their current limitations. First attempts in this direction have been
investigated in this review. They have demonstrated the possibility to ex-
ploit both the potentialities of the two neuro-controllers. The implementa-
tion of a seamless EMG-driven control will eventually promote the use of
powered MLLPs. Similar to upper limb prosthetics, the industrialization
of research devices will likely result in improved affordability and techno-
logical advancement. Eventually, neural-driven controllers will acquire the
capability of closing the sensorimotor loop. Users will be provided with
sensory information about touch and proprioception to modulate the con-
trol in closed-loop, allowing bioengineers to get closer to the goal of giving
back what amputees have lost.
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2.2 Electro-neural prostheses in proprioceptive feedback
restoration

This section of the doctoral thesis is based on published articles [199,255],
and on a book chapter accepted for publication “Modern approaches of sig-
nal processing for bidirectional neural interface” in Somatosensory Feed-
back for Neuroprosthetics, Pub. Elsevier.

Current prosthetic systems have predominantly focused on how inter-
face with the neural pathways to control a motorized joint movement. While
in upper limb prosthesis users can rely on vision for understanding hand/arm
motion and location in the environment [229, 266], for lower limb am-
putees this is not practical. Without any sensory feedback (i.e., real-time
information about the movement of the prosthesis itself or about the in-
teraction with the ground), users can not intuitively control their prosthe-
sis [144]. Sensory feedback provided by foot sole mechanoreceptors, leg
muscle spindles, and tendon organs is crucial for controlling balance and
movement in humans [123, 180, 182, 206]. From the perspective of neu-
ral control and biomechanics, the control of gait requires kinematic and
dynamic coordination of the limbs and muscles, multisensory fusion, and
robust control mechanisms. Sensory feedback from muscle and skin affer-
ents, as well as other sensory modalities, dynamically influences adapting
of the pattern of locomotion to the requirements of the environment [207].
Because of the lack of feedback, users do not perceive the prosthesis as
part of their own body (i.e., low embodiment) [16, 141], which increases
the cognitive effort when using the device itself, affecting its acceptabil-
ity [16, 64, 247], and they experience dangerous falls [159]. These facts
cause a confidence reduction of the subject in the prosthesis use (i.e., they
are afraid to fall if relying on it), resulting in 60% of lower-limb amputees
abandoning the prosthesis [76,205,262]. Because of the lack of confidence,
amputees produce counterbalancing movements that increase fatigue [72].
The resulting abnormal kinematics and postural asymmetries produce aug-
mented metabolic cost, then fatigue, and occasionally heart failures [72].
To solve this issue, different techniques were presented to provide sen-
sory feedback to the lower limb prosthesis users exploiting noninvasive
stimulation [45, 53, 209], surgical approaches [39], or direct nerve stim-
ulation [32, 36, 183, 184, 189]. In particular, the electrical neurostimula-
tion is able to restore quasi-somatotopic, quasi-homologous, and intuitive
sensory feedback to the user that combines tactile and position informa-
tion [184]. Recently, it has been shown that real-time intraneural feed-
back in a leg prosthesis improves mobility in above-knee (transfemoral)
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amputees [183, 184]. There is additional evidence that changing the sen-
sory feedback leads to kinematic, kinetic, and neuromuscular adaptations
in static as well as dynamic conditions [4, 255]. A detailed review on arti-
ficial restoration of sensory feedback for limb prostheses in amputees can
be found in [201], describing the proposed neurotechnological approaches
for the development of an optimal sensory feedback neuroprosthesis both
in arm and leg amputees.

2.2.1 Proprioception restoration

The human nerves are cable-like structure that enclose and protect neural
axons —fibers— from the CNS to the periphery, and vice versa. The neural
fibers are grouped and encapsulated in tubular structures through protective
sheets of connective tissue (endoneurium). The nerve morphology follows
than a hierarchical architecture where group of fibers generate fascicles and
the latter are disposed into bundles. Finally, the fascicle bundles are en-
folded in the epineurium: external sheets of connective tissue protecting
and wrapping the fascicles [201]. The sensory information is provided to
the brain through the afferent fibers, which are directly connected to the
sensory receptors. These fibers are categorized based on the type of type of
receptors: cutaneous mechanoreceptors, proprioceptors and nociceptors.

Sensory receptors employ two different strategies to encode the sensa-
tion into the message toward the CNS: rate and population coding [165].
For example, cutaneous mechanoreceptors translate skin deformations due
to relative movements or external forces exploiting both the strategies. The
stimulus intensity shapes the afferent fibers’ firing rate and their recruited
number proportionally to the stimulus intensity and other related stimulus
information (e.g. area and location) [165].

Among the different sensory feedback, proprioception is essential to hu-
man locomotion control, gait adaptation and joint stability [54,193]. Propri-
oception is a kinesthesia sensation of awareness of the own body kinematic
and kinetic state. This particular sensation is generated from the combina-
tion of many sensory organs, such as muscle spindles organs, Golgi tendon
organs, skin and joint mechanoreceptors [44, 119, 148, 193]. However, ex-
perimental proofs demonstrated that muscle spindles organs are the major
responsible for the generation of this sensation [193]. Muscle spindles are
stretch receptors within the body of a muscle that primarily detect changes
in its length. Such receptors wrap the intrafusal muscle fibers, and based
on the relative stretching of these muscle fibers translate such information
in neural activity via two distinct type of afferent fibers: Ia and II type
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fibers. It appears that both Ia and II muscle spindles afferent fibers en-
code muscle elongation and contraction velocity [149]. Ia muscle spin-
dles afferent fibers are anyway more sensitive to small and fast changes in
muscle lengths while type II are instead responsible for slow muscle move-
ments [15,23,139]. However, literature shows that γ-motor neuron efferent
activity can modify their sensitivity to stretch [143]. In fact, γ-motor neu-
ron activation produces a contraction of the intrafascicular muscle fibers,
reducing the activity of the muscle spindles stretch receptors.

In relation to body motion, evidence suggested that while visual feed-
back is mainly involved in the trajectory and kinematics planning, propri-
oception appears to be critical in the transformation of this plan into the
motor commands sent to the muscles [12,215]. Actually, common strategy
for upper limb amputees or neurological patients with compromised pro-
prioception is to use vision to compensate for the missing feedback [12].
This particular stratagem is not practical in case of lower limb locomotion
where visual feedback is limited.

Attempts in restoring proprioceptive sensations have been majorly pro-
posed for sensory restoration in upper-limb prosthesis control, both invasive
and non-invasive [39, 89].
Horch et al (2011) showed the importance of restoring proprioceptive feed-
back sensation confronting two subjects both implanted with electrical nerve
interface. The accuracy on blindfolded object recognition of the first sub-
ject (perceiving only tactile sensation) was less than half respect to second
subject (perceiving both tactile and proprioceptive sensation) [108].
Schiefer et al. (2017, 2018), presented the same experimental condition
of [108]. The prosthetic hand was instrumented with pressure and bend
sensors in order to measure, respectively force applied on the fingers and
positions [223]. Both their subjects were able to identify accurately ob-
ject shape and materials using only tactile sensation. However, the subject
performed best when both pressure and the bend sensors were used to pro-
vide feedback [224]. The electrical stimulation pulse rate was modulated
linearly using finger pressure and position to encode different sensation
levels. The subject described qualitatively the perceptive sensation as “con-
traction”, “movement” and “pulling”, congruent with hand closing [224].
Indeed, the importance of sensation congruence has been pointed out in
Graczyk et al. (2018). The two subjects in this study were provided with
proprioceptive sensory feedback through electrode implantation in ulnar
and radial nerve. The first subject received a referred tactile sensation asso-
ciated with the aperture sensor, while the second received a proprioceptive
sensation of hand closing [89]. Authors findings supported the thesis that
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the higher congruence of the sensation with the information it provided
made it easier to interpret object shapes on behalf of the second subject.
Recently the successful sensory neuroprosthesis for leg amputees were pro-
pose by [183, 184]. Restoration of foot plantar touch and gastrocnemius
muscle contraction sensations in lower limb amputees through peripheral
neural stimulation demonstrated to augment prosthesis’s confidence and re-
shaped the legs’ kinematics toward a more physiological gait [255]. Feed-
ing back to the user exteroceptive information related to the interaction with
the external world (e.g. pressure under the foot sole), permitted to increase
stance stability and force exchange with the ground. During walking swing
phase, however no exeroceptive feedback is available and proprioception is
essential to understand the correct position of the prosthetic leg respect to
the body frame to avoid potential stumbling.

In spite of the potential of restoring quasi-somatotopic, quasi-homologous
feedback through electrical stimulation and the importance of propriocep-
tion in locomotion, limited amount of evidence of electro neural prosthesis
have been found in literature further to this point. This is probably because
electrical stimulation of the nerve rarely evokes a proprioceptive sensation
without also activating a muscular one. Indeed, using microstimulation, it
has been proven that sensations of movement or position cannot be directly
evoked by stimulating single muscle spindles [138], but they require acti-
vation of a larger group of muscle spindle afferents in order to induce joint
movement sensation [78]. This difficulty is probably related to the fact that
muscle spindles fibers are not somatotopically group together, like tactile
afferents [66], instead they are clustered within the motor neurons innervat-
ing the muscle [97].
Charkhkar et al. (2018) were able to solicit through sciatic nerve implan-
tation bending/lifting of the toes as well as plantarflexion/dorsiflexion or
inversion/eversion of the ankle, while increasing the pulse width of the
stimulation. In Petrini et al. (2019), gastrocnemius “contraction” sensa-
tion during walking in multiple subjects was generated linearly mapping
the stimulation charge intensity with the prosthetic knee joint angle. In-
deed, all the reviewed studies —both for upper and lower limb prostheses—
used kinematic measurements (hand closing and joint angles) as modulat-
ing variables changing either stimulation frequency or current amplitude.
While this encoding strategy has been proven to be effective for tactile sen-
sations [198], scientific studies on muscle spindles behavior suggested that
they encoded muscle kinematic information both through relative muscle
afferent fibers recruitment and their firing rate [20,252]. Experimental find-
ings indeed suggest that, differently from tactile sensation, homologous and
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somatotopic proprioception is generated from synergic activation of multi-
ple muscles’ receptors [193]. Therefore, in order to restore congruent arti-
ficial feedback novel encoding strategies need to modulate the stimulation
differently depending on the target muscle kinematics.

These findings in feedback restoration through electrical nerve interface
showed that a clearer knowledge of the underlying neural pathways for
the reported sensations is necessary so to define a more reliable encoding
strategy [32]. The presence of so many actors, however, in the creation of
kinesthesia and proprioception makes particularly difficult to identify the
correct procedure to interface with the neural pathways so to restore such
sensation. Modelization and identification of these components might help
in understanding their role and how they interact within the neural system.

2.2.2 Encoding in electrical neural interfaces through modeling

The development of neurostimulation encoding techniques in order to evoke
and generate a desired response is one of the most active fields of research
in neural interfaces [199]. It is indeed an essential tool to learn, for con-
trolling and interacting with biological neural networks, and its application
has many implications on neuroprostheses and other therapies [129]. There
are two main challenges when designing algorithms with the intent of cor-
relating spatiotemporal pattern of neural stimulation to the neural circuit
activation:

1. Creation of a descriptive model necessary to understand how underly-
ing neural circuits actually operate under no external influences.

2. Real-time encoding strategy that can use the model-derived knowl-
edge to efficiently and effectively target desired neural circuits through
the implanted interface.

Different approaches can be found to characterize the neural interface
and the neural circuits separately or as combined. The type of mathemat-
ical description, moreover, depends on the final application of the stimu-
lating device. The spatiotemporal stimulation patterns and the accuracy of
the real-time encoding strategies are influenced by the implant active site
resolution and the model dynamics (Fig. 2.5).

Communications within the CNS and the Peripheral Nervous System
(PNS) rely on interconnections between neurons containing millions of
synapses: the information inside this network is encoded by the firing pat-
terns of the associated neuron populations [48, 82, 212, 242]. Particular
capability of the CNS is not only to propagate information, but to employ
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Figure 2.5: Hierarchical modeling strategies for neural stimulation depending on the level
of proximity to the entire brain and the type of interface. The first column is organized
in increasing proximity from a patch of neuron to the brain, and shows the types of
electrical interfaces used. The second column represents the neural structure to which
the interface is applied. In the third column, there are some examples of neural models
used for optimal encoding for neural stimulation.

such networks to process the information along the way. These transfor-
mations produce neural representations that are highly dynamic, nonlinear
and nonstationary [133]. Thus, the introduction of additional information
into the network through stimulation has to consider this pre-existing con-
struct to be integrated with. By the modeling efforts on the human nervous
system, we can acquire the knowledge on how to develop better neural in-
terfaces [2, 22].

Neural models can be created through two different processes of abstrac-
tion. Parametric modeling, or the ‘bottom-up’ approach, employs acquired
physiology knowledge in order to establish analytical formulation of the
biological processes. Such approaches tend to break down neural mecha-
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nisms, so that it is possible to understand how to properly interface with-
out disrupting input-output relationships of the modeled biological system.
Hodgkin-Huxley compartmental neuron modeling is a perfect example of
this approach where morphology and chemical ion channel dynamics are
characterized to describe realistic neural firing activity [31].
On the other side of the spectrum, the ‘top-down’ approach, or the nonpara-
metric, modeling exploits the possibility of tailoring a non-specific model
in order to mimic input-output behavior, instead of taking advantage of
progressive knowledge in neurophysiology. With the advancement of ma-
chine learning algorithms for nonparametric system identification and high-
resolution acquisition systems, this particular approach permits to capture
complex and nonlinear behavior, for which parametric solutions have not
yet been as successful [232, 233].
Therefore, it is crucial to understand how signal encoding for stimulation,
and electrical stimulus characterization can benefit from employing this
modeling approach, and which future directions are worth exploring for
a seamless interconnection in neural interfaces.

Nonparametric stimulus encoding

Nonparametric modeling approaches the problem of tuning of electrical
stimulation parameters not as a predefined set of parametrized functions,
but instead approximating them through statistical distributions.

An interesting implementation was attempted through closed-loop neu-
romodulation of spinal sensorimotor circuits trying to reproduce the natu-
ral dynamics of motoneuron activation during locomotion after complete
spinal cord injury in rats [265]. Spatiotemporal activation patterns were
identified through computer simulations in order to restore healthy rats
flexor-extensor muscle synergies through the recruitment of propriocep-
tive feedback neural circuits. Using a linear predictive model between the
electrical stimulation frequencies and the movement phases, the control a
broad range of foot trajectories during locomotion in a paralyzed rat was
performed [264]. This particular approach, even if particularly efficient for
simple and rhythmic tasks such as locomotion, has difficulties in generating
complex stimulation and correlated evoked muscle activation patterns. In
fact, due to the targeted extraction of activation patterns related to restricted
number of motions, it is often impossible to uncover nonlinear neural cir-
cuits through these conventional mapping techniques [129]. In order to
make spatiotemporal stimulus encoding possible, a more flexible search al-
gorithm has been investigated on non-human primate models through motor
cortex microelectrode stimulation. LaferriÃ¨re et al. (2020) through iter-
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ative processes using Bayesian optimization of a hierarchy of increasingly
complex signal space, were able to rapidly learn and uncover the mapping
between complex muscle activation patterns and stimulations. The versa-
tility of this optimization of stimulus encoding algorithm makes it suitable
for spinal and nerve electrical stimulation, and the objective function can
be adapted to the particular set of movements and range of motions to be
performed.
Applications in this direction have been used in spinal cord stimulation for
pain treatments. In particular, scientific observations have demonstrated
that effective stimulation parameters varied according to patients posture
[27, 175]. Proposed solutions adjusted stimulation parameters adaptively
according to patients posture, as measured via a triaxial accelerometer in-
tegrated into the implanted stimulator [221]. Six different body positions
were identified (e.g. standing, sitting, lying, etc.) through the accelerome-
ter and stimulation was fine-tuned accordingly [227].
Due to particular difficulties associated with the complex relationship be-
tween stimulation and desired responses in the optical nerve, visual restora-
tion with nonparametric electrical stimulus encoding has attracted special
attention. Multivariate machine learning has been applied on intracranial
electrocorticography (ECoG) to encode temporal dynamics of the human
face information being processed in the fusiform gyrus face area [84]. An-
other promising approach of machine learning for vision neuroprostheses
was developed from Monash Vision Group [137]. Electrode stimulation
patterns were generated through intracortical simulations based on image
processing information and elaboration of camera images. Interestingly,
electrodes activation patterns did not aim in the restoration of a biologi-
cal vision, but instead, in conveying the most helpful information for the
user [169]. The transcorneal stimulation for retinal and optical diseases is
strongly dependent on many factors. One of the most important aspects
relies on how to produce the required stimulation signal to produce the de-
sired response. However, this is not an easy task, due to the relationship
between the stimulation signals and the response that is almost unknown.
Adaptive techniques to achieve a good approximation of the uncertain func-
tion relating the stimulation and response signals have been proposed for
transcorneal stimulation. In avian models, for example, a two-step non-
parametric identification scheme based on differential neural networks was
tested. This consisted of an internal nonparametric mathematical model of
the input-output retina-optical nerve relationship [211]. At this time, adop-
tion of Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) for long-term treatment is relatively
limited [26]. Finding the appropriate combination of stimulation param-
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eters for an effective DBS therapy remains one of the main challenges in
order to obtain a therapeutic benefit on the patient [161]. For avoiding ad
hoc search of these parameters, machine learning approaches have been
proposed to estimate the DBS parameter values for a given volume of tis-
sue activated (VTA). Using a combination of classification and regression
algorithms (k-nearest neighbors and support-vector machines) with dimen-
sionality reduction techniques it was possible to generate the desired target
VTA following the restriction imposed by the characteristics of the brain
tissue and the stimulation device [87]. This particular methodology allowed
setting a biophysically compliant target VTA and accurately predicted the
required configuration of stimulation parameters.

Parametric stimulus encoding

The use of modeling in the characterization of a better interface for in-
teracting and optimizing selectivity has been explored in different ways.
Leventhal et al. utilized a combination of experimental and modeling tech-
nique in order to characterize selectivity of a Flat Interface Nerve Electrode
(FINE) on the sciatic nerve of the cat. Simultaneous recording of the cat
limb movement during neural stimulation allowed them to correlate current
injection with related motor unit contraction force [134]. Finite element
modeling was used in order to characterize the motor fibers extracellular
potentials based on injected monophasic electrical pulses, and subsequently
they estimated the force produced. Even though this approach aimed for se-
lectively targeting individual groups of motor fibers, the encoding of partic-
ular stimulation patterns for better selective stimulation was never tested. A
similar approach was adopted by Raspopovic et al. in the rat sciatic nerve,
to compare the selectivity indexes of Transverse Intrafascicular Multichan-
nel Electrode (TIME) with respect to FINE [197].
Long-term implanted electrical interfaces have been used to induce arti-
ficial touch perception [90]. Previous experimental evidence was used to
shape the population firing rate evoked by electrical stimulation, as the
electrical pulse width and frequency varied. They concluded that sen-
sory magnitude of touch perception, independently from the type of sen-
sation, was related to the total amount of activity in the nerve. This can
be evoked temporarily by modulating the frequency, amplitude and pulse
width of the electrical stimulus. On the other hand, the quality and the
type of restored sensation was dependent on the pattern of this activity in
the nerve, and therefore in the specific spatiotemporal configuration [241].
To achieve a more complex mapping, novel stimulation encoding strate-
gies are necessary. A recent development in this direction was obtained
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by [81]. Combining a biomimetic sensory encoding algorithm, which was
developed from recordings of nonhuman primates cutaneous afferents to
arbitrary spatiotemporal deformation of the skin [210], they were able to
restore haptic perception quite well. In fact, the participant was able to
identify the objects significantly faster than that obtained with the use of
traditional encoding algorithms which depended only on the present stimu-
lus intensity [81].
Similar modeling approaches have been done for electrical stimulation in
the spinal cord of rats [30]. A computational model was provided, and as
in the previous cases, it gave information about optimum electrode place-
ment, electrode shape, and the number of active sites for a better inter-
face. Although movement of the limb was enhanced in impaired rats during
walking, difficulties were found when selective stimulation of extensor and
flexor muscles of the limbs were tested. Solution to this particular issue
may be found in better stimulation encoding as authors stated. Combining
static and dynamic network modeling in association with high-density elec-
trode arrays can allow selective activation of motor neural circuits in neuro-
logical disorders. Particular evidence of this necessity is stressed from the
following studies which demonstrated that continuous epidural electrical
stimulation disrupts the ability of proprioceptive information to modulate
the motor output elicited [75]. The proposed solution was therefore to mod-
ify continuous stimulation with phase-specific modulation [162]. Inclusion
of a biologically realistic neural network of muscle spindle feedback cir-
cuits for two antagonist muscles in the limbs allows first to estimate natural
spinal interneuron modulation, to synchronously stimulate and trigger the
neural control loop [75]. Simulations with stimulus encoding strategies in
spatiotemporal patterns coinciding with firing profiles of proprioceptive af-
ferents demonstrated robust control over the motor neuron activity as result
of the increased preservation of feedback information. Additionally, using
a high frequency and low amplitude encoding helped in partially avoiding
the loss of afferent information due to the poor fiber selectivity.
Fiber selectivity and understanding how to stimulate a specific type of fiber
are both essential in brain-machine interfaces. In fact, depending on the
cortical layer, different types of neural cells are involved. A step forward
in understanding which neural elements could be actually activated from
a given stimulus was investigated by [124]. Komarov et al. proposed a
modeling approach for the estimation of stimulation-induced activation of
the anatomical neural networks reconstructed from twelve main neocortical
categories. The approach consisted of four main steps. Electric field poten-
tial was calculated inside the tissue originating from the electrical current
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injection. The ‘axonal-electrical receptive field’ was later estimated based
on the different cell types across layers and electrode distance. Cells’ spik-
ing probability was derived from the activating function in axonal elements.
And finally, the single cell response was integrated into the network and the
behavior of the cortical column model was analyzed. Their work concluded
that there was an optimal stimulation intensity capable of inducing a max-
imal response in certain cortical cell populations. Further development of
this modeling technique will permit to specifically characterize amplitude
and frequency of the electrical stimulation to control cortical column activ-
ity at different levels, and also by various electrode combinations.
Similarly, in a recent study, McIntyre and Grill proposed stimulus param-
eter identification aiming to effectively and selectively stimulate targeted
neuronal populations within CNS. Cable models of neurons, that include
an axon, initial segment, soma, and the branching dendritic tree, were used
to study excitation with extracellular electrodes. The cell geometries and
membrane dynamics were derived from mammalian motor neurons [150].
Moreover, the developed models predicted the effectiveness of a range of
electrode geometries and stimulus parameters; therefore, they are presented
as a useful tool in designing stimulus waveforms for use in CNS neural
prosthetic devices.

Even though parametric modeling has shown great potentialities for
interfacing and tuning electrical stimulation parameters, no attempt has
shown evidence of a seamless interconnection between natural feedback
restoration and efferent motor control. This particular issue is related to the
fact that parametric modeling is built on largely an approximation of the
biological systems, due to either partial knowledge of the system or lack of
computational power for simulating all its components. Scale, resolution or
complexity inadequacy makes it difficult for engineers indeed to compare
or to relate simulation results with experimental data.

2.2.3 Final considerations in proprioception restoration

Human modelization of muscle spindle transducers and validation has al-
ways been a major issue due to technical difficulties of simultaneous fiber
elongation and microneurography recordings. For this reason many of
the advanced models are only validated on animal experimental results
[35, 101, 110, 148, 156, 190, 208]. Moreover, due to difficult experimen-
tal setup only particular conditions (such as ramp and sinusoidal stretches)
were recorded. These limitations constitute a major issue in the definition
of a solid model for human muscle spindle transducers. Surpassing these
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issues would lead anyway to a better understanding of how proprioception
is generated and encoded in our peripheral nervous system. Furthermore,
such knowledge could be employed to design seamless neural interfaces,
as explored in the previous section, through encoding algorithms that are
able to optimize information exchange between human nervous system and
prosthetic devices.

2.3 Bidirectional control in neuroprostheses

The possibility to record and stimulate at multiple levels of the neural path-
ways allows the development of approaches and protocols to restore and/or
to treat different pathologies or disorders. Trying to combine the above pre-
sented strategies both for decoding and encoding with invasive electrodes
represents the next step in future bidirectional neural prostheses.
The content of this section of the thesis is based on the book chapter ac-
cepted for publication: “Modern approaches of signal processing for bidi-
rectional neural interface” in Somatosensory Feedback for Neuroprosthet-
ics, Pub. Elsevier.

2.3.1 Closing the loop

Peripheral intraneural implants for bidirectional prostheses have already
been tested with transradial amputees, and they have been proven to provide
tactile information and adequate movement control [154]. This technol-
ogy is, however, still not able to elicit natural sensory feedback and seam-
less control. Biomimetic frequency modulation and amplitude modulation
were demonstrated to enhance performance in tasks requiring fine force
control [46]. Moreover, it was demonstrated that the combination of these
strategies improved manual dexterity and prosthesis embodiment, also re-
ducing phantom limb perceptions. These findings represent important evi-
dence of how well-designed encoding protocol can make a large difference
on the final outcome, by compensating for some of the current technical
limitations.
In rat models, it has been shown how brain-controlled stimulation enables
paralyzed rats to walk over-ground and adjust foot clearance to climb stairs
[18]. Foot-off events were decoded from cortical population responses and
finally converted into electrical neuromodulation of proprioceptive circuits
related to flexion. In humans, instead, stimulation at the spinal level demon-
strated partial restoration of voluntary control of walking in individuals who
had sustained a spinal cord injury [261]. Delivering of spatiotemporal se-
lective stimulation to the lumbosacral spinal cord patients re-established the
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adaptive control of paralyzed muscles during over-ground walking in one
week. Coupling this technology with the possibility of bidirectional com-
munication with the CNS, for many neurological disorders, will establish
a framework for daily use of assistance devices and rehabilitative tools to
enhance recovery.

Despite the enormous computational efforts, biological responses to the
implant, like fibrotic tissue growth around the electrode, compromise record-
ings and electrical potential distribution near the active sites [200]. For
these reasons, decoding for neuroprosthesis control in long-term studies
prefers interfacing directly with human natural neuro-amplifiers, i.e. mus-
cles. Implantable myoelectric sensors are used successfully to capture EMG
signals from multiple residual muscles simultaneously [126]. In case of
transtibial amputees, multiple Degree of Freedom (DoF), for a near-natural
real-time control of the prosthetic device, can be decoded from simulta-
neous activity [179]. Unfortunately, this approach has strong limitations
when amputation is too proximal and residual muscles are missing. In case
of motor dysfunctions, Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) allows to
target directly the desired muscles of the intact limb, avoiding encoding
and modeling strategies for alpha motor recruitment, which is necessary
in the case of nerve and CNS electrical stimulation. High non-linearity,
strongly coupling, time-varying, time-delayed and redundant property of
the musculoskeletal system still requires the design of an inverse model of
the system for control purposes. Park et al. proposed a control system for
multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) redundant musculoskeletal system
of the ankle-subtalar joint with eight muscles. A dynamic inverse model
was established by an ANN feedforward controller for fast trajectory track-
ing using only the empirical input-output data [177].
Combining electroneurography (ENG) recording and FES stimulation still
remains a challenge to close the loop due to emitter-receiver interferences.
Studies on cat models have laid down first experimental protocols and de-
vices which are able to record from sciatic, peroneal and tibial nerves in
the presence of electrical stimulation of gastrocnemius and tibialis anterior
muscles in the same leg [171].

2.3.2 Final considerations in bidirectional control

Modeling, as illustrated throughout all this chapter, is not only a tool in
the engineers’ pockets to overcome technological barriers, but it represents
a complex and dynamic ‘know-how’ to optimize information transfer in
neurorprosthetics. Bidirectional neuroprostheses utilizing invasive electri-
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cal interfaces have been pushing the boundaries of human-robot collabora-
tion, and in spite of the technological limitations, they are blurring those
edges between man and machine. It is in this effort of creating a seamless
exchange of information, that engineers developed tailored encoding tech-
niques particular to specific neuroprosthetic device purposes and for vari-
ous types of interfaces. Modeling embodies this renewed spirit in filling
the technological gap, shifting from a user-compliant perspective toward a
holistic user-centered approach where information is shared effortlessly via
neural interfaces.
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CHAPTER3
Hybrid Machine-Learning

Neuromusculoskeletal modeling

This chapter is presenting the preliminary analysis and results in the defi-
nition and implementation of a NMS model for the control of a lower limb
prosthesis. This thesis’s chapter is based on the published conference paper
Cimolato et al. (2020). Additional data and results are added respect to the
initial publication. The objective of this work was to assess the possibility
of preserving the high complexity and specificity of human NMS model-
ing for reliable and real-time estimation, without losing the possibility of
integration in a wearable device. In particular this work proposed the first
EMG-driven forward dynamic simulation based on a hybrid approach com-
bining subject-specific NMS modeling and ML for locomotion driven only
by sensors that can be embedded in a prosthesis. The final application of
this model is to be embedded in the control of a knee prosthesis: the joint
torque estimation of the model will be used as the control signal during
locomotion.
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Chapter 3. Hybrid Machine-Learning Neuromusculoskeletal modeling

3.1 Neuromusculoskeletal modeling in lower limb prostheses

Among the reviewed EMG-driven control in section 2.1, model-based ap-
proaches have the capabilities to tackle specific issues that previous paradigms
were not capable of addressing, such as non-linearity, strong coupling be-
tween body segments, time delays, redundancy of the MS system and easy
EMG signal integration [9, 121]. In fact, their ability to emulate the be-
haviour of the original system opens the possibility of seamless control
strategies, although their real efficacy has still to be proven. In fact, in pre-
vious attempts for the real-time control of prosthetic device simplifications
and approximations were required, which compromised the prediction of
an accurate control [219]. Durandau et al. (2018) were the first instead in
developing a method that enables online analysis of NMS function in vivo
in the intact human though EMG-driven MS modeling. Their approach per-
mitted to simulate in real-time all transformations from muscle excitation
onset (EMGs) to mechanical moment production around multiple lower-
limb DoF [61]. This forward dynamic simulations, computing complex
and dense NMS models, such as complete lower limbs modeling, however
still required both neural activation and MTU kinematics (muscle elonga-
tion and moment arms) for each included MTU. In the study of Durandau
et al. (2018), for example, these requirements translate in the necessities
of acquiring multiple EMG signals (13 EMG surface electrodes across all
the leg) and using a whole-body Motion Capture (MoCap) system so to
compute inverse kinematics derived joint angles estimates (necessary to es-
timate MTU kinematics).

However, in lower limb amputees, it is often not possible to acquire sev-
eral EMG muscle channels due to to amputation outcomes and prosthesis
technical requirements. Depending on the type of amputation entire muscle
or portion can be sectioned and reattached in order to maintain residual leg
stability and joint movement [40, 88, 115]. Therefore, some of the neces-
sary muscles for the forward dynamics simulation might not be available for
the acquisition. Furthermore, using surface EMG sensors on the amputee
stump requires to deal with the issue of the socket integration [103]. The
lower limb stump is usually covered with a gel liner which is used to aug-
ment the stability on the prosthesis through the suction sockets. Depending
on the technological solution surface EMG sensors can be integrated in dif-
ferent methods to the liner [103]. Hefferman et al. (2015) compared four
differing configurations in transfemoral amputee and concluded that all the
wired solution compromised either the comfort or the stability of the pa-
tient. Introducing the sensors directly into the liner augment the pressure
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3.1. Neuromusculoskeletal modeling in lower limb prostheses

of the socket against the residual limb compromising user comfort. Instead
perforating the liner and the socket wall —due to wiring— increased the
likelihood of a loss of suction and the resulting loss of prosthesis suspen-
sion [103]. Therefore, the number of sensors has to be as limited as possible
to avoid this effect on the socket. Wireless EMG electrodes seemed to be a
possible solution to these issues, and they have demonstrated higher com-
fort and less movement artifacts in the recording. Unfortunately, wireless
sensors do not represent yet a practical solution due to batteries recharging,
limiting their long-term daily use.

The whole-body MoCap represents another issue to the computation of
NMS forward dynamics models. In fact, all lower limb physiological joints
—hip, knee and ankle— trajectories are necessary to derive the required
MTU kinematics due to the presence of biarticular muscles. These muscles
are anchored across the knee and another adjacent joint, and therefore their
length is determined by both the two DoFs. The use of MoCap system (e.g.
infrared stereo-cameras acquisition system) for the derivation of such vari-
ables compromises the portability of the system in a wearable device (e.g. a
lower limb prosthesis) and therefore not acceptable for the implementation
of the device control.

The use of NMS modeling therefore does not comply with two major
project requirements:

1. Limited number of EMG sensors

2. Use of —MoCap— sensors that can be embedded only on the pros-
thetic device

Considering these limitations regarding the employment of NMS model-
ing and the conclusion in section 2.1.5, three major objectives were defined:

• development of a EMG recontructor: a ML approach to regenerate
from a subset of EMG —that can be recorded in the socket— all the
required muscle activations of the model;

• development of a MTU kinematics predictor: a ML approach to pre-
dict the muscles elongations and moment arms from two IMU sen-
sors that can be attacked to the two segments —upper and lower leg
segments— of the prosthetic knee;

• development of a hybrid ML-NMS model for the control of a pow-
ered knee MLLP (Fig. 3.1): the NMS component aims in preserving
the high specificity of the human NMS system for reliable and real-
time estimation, while the ML module is responsible to derive the
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the methods and workflow for the development of the hybrid ML-
NMS control. A) The calibration is divided in two major modules: ML and NMS; ML
comprises the calibration of the EMG reconstructor and the MTU kinematics predictor.
B) Validation of the proposed framework through open-loop simulations with respect
to the experimental recordings.

necessary input for the model from embedded sensors in the prosthe-
sis without therefore losing the possibility of integration in a wearable
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device. Accordingly, the ML modules are entrusted to work as an
“adaptor” between the wearable sensors data and the NMS simula-
tion.

3.2 Methods

Before embedding the proposed NMS model in a powered MLLP interme-
diate steps are required: (1) Calibration both NMS and the ML modules
to subject specificity through experimental acquisitions (Fig. 3.1A, Sec-
tion 3.2.1); (2) Validation of the proposed ML-NMS model through on-line
open-loop simulations (Fig. 3.1B, Section 3.2.2)

All methodologies that will be described in the following sections have
been used on healthy subjects. This choice has been taken as a consequence
of a few limitations faced during the period of the project:

• There was no data set available on healthy subjects, with the required
data/sensors that would have allowed to conduct a preliminary anal-
ysis for an initial validation of the proposed methodology. Hence,
before testing the proposed framework on amputee patients, such data
set needed to be created as a validation benchmark regardless.

• At the moment of the proposed study, a powered MLLP prototype
that could be used as a testing platform for the acquisition of amputee
subjects was not available.

• The use of a non-powered commercial MLLP prosthesis would have
been a problem during tasks requiring high power generation, such as
sit-to-stand and walking upslope. Generation of compensatory move-
ments and muscle contraction to achieve these tasks would have com-
promised the model validation.

• The acquisition of amputees resulted impractical for a first validation.
In fact, in order to acquire EMG from the stump, as stated in sec-
tion 3.1, it would have been necessary to design and produce a spe-
cial liner and socket specific for each amputee subject. Moreover, the
commercial prosthesis had to be modified so to accommodate the two
additional IMU sensors required for the study.

3.2.1 ML-NMS model calibration

As stated in the previous section, the hybrid ML-NMS control has been
calibrated and tested on healthy subjects. Therefore, during the calibration
phase, two assumptions had to be made:
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1. Subjects were treated as right unilateral transfemoral amputee.
This assumption implies that from the right leg only the major and
most proximal muscle groups could be acquired. Depending on the
proximity of the amputation level, muscles can be removed or reat-
tached. This may compromise location, intensity and the pattern of
the recorded EMG signals, but especially proximal biarticular mus-
cles, such rectus femoris and biceps femoris would be still possible to
record [100, 234].

2. Subjects were considered wearing a powered MLLP as right knee
joint. Therefore, IMU sensor were placed on the distal part of the right
thigh and of the proximal section of the right tibia. Their positions
was chosen to reflect the location on the corresponding segment of the
hypothetical prosthetic device.

Experimental acquisitions

5 healthy males and 5 healthy women (age: 27.14±2.39 years, height:
173.20±9.50cm, mass: 62.50±11.80 kg) volunteered for this investiga-
tion and gave their written informed consent. The study was carried out in
accordance with the principle of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Subjects were instrumented with 38 body markers as illustrated in figure
3.2; detailed body landmarks are described in table 3.1. Considering the
assumptions made in section 3.2.1, five dry EMG electrodes (Ottobock®,
13E200 AC, Germany) were placed according to figure 3.3 on the ma-
jor proximal right thigh muscles (vastus medialis, vastus lateralis, rectus
femoris, biceps femoris and semitendineus). On the same leg two IMU
sensors (Bosh®, BNO055, Germany) were placed on the thigh and tibia
segments. Right leg sensors were kept in place using elastic braces. On
the left leg, nine wet wireless EMG sensors (COMETA® Mini Wave, Italy)
were placed over the nine superficial muscular groups in the right tibia and
thigh actuating the knee joint (rectus femoris, vastus lateralis, vastus me-
dialis, gracilis, sartorius, semitendinosus, biceps femoris, lateral and me-
dial gastrocnemius). All EMG electrodes were placed following SENIAM
guidelines.

COMETA® Mini Wave electrodes were connected wirelessly to COMETA®

Wave Plus Wireless 16 digital channels reciver.
Split-belt sensorized treadmill (AMTI®, Watertow, MA, United States) was
used to measure Ground Reaction Forces (GRF) during the trials execution.
Body markers trajectories were obtained through MoCap system (eight
VICON®, Vero infrared cameras and one VICON®, Vue video camera, Ox-
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Figure 3.2: Body markers position on a subject: A) frontal view and B) posterior view.
Markers are group by body segment: torso (orange), hips(blue), left limb (red), right
limb (green). Marker names and body landmark are listed in table 3.1

ford, UK). MoCap (120FPS), GRF (2000Hz) and COMETA® Wave Plus
(2000Hz) recordings were synchronized through VICON® NEXUS Soft-
ware. GRF from the two force platforms in the sensorized treadmill were
zero-phase second-order Butterworth low-pass filtered with 8 Hz cut-off
frequencies. COMETA® (left leg) EMG signals were first band-passed fil-
tered between 30 and 300 Hz, full-wave rectified and zero-phase second-
order Butterworth filtered at cut-off frequency of 6 Hz. Linear envelopes
of each muscle were normalized by their maximum recorded value in the
acquisition set.

The five Ottobock® electrodes and the Bosh® IMU sensors were tethered
to a Speedgoat® (West Central Street Natick, MA USA) real-time target
machine with Intel i7 7700K CPU @ 4.20GHz where a Simulink® software
was used to acquire the data from these sensors. The EMG signal envelopes
and the IMU quaternions (computed on the sensor board) were sampled at
1000Hz.

Speedgoat® and Nexus acquisition were finally synchronized through an
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Table 3.1: Markers code name and related body landmark position

Body
segment Marker Body landmark

Torso

C7 C7 vertebra
T10 T10 vertebra
STERN Sternum jugular notch
XIPH Sternum xiphoid process
RACR/LACR Right/Left acromion

Hips RASIS/LASIS Right/Left anterior superior iliac spine
RPSIS/LPSIS Right/Left posterior superior iliac spine

Upper leg

RTHI/LTHI
Right/Left lateral thigh at approximately 50%
of the segment length

RTHIA/LTHIA
Right/Left front thigh at approximately 2/3 of
the segment length

RTHIL/LTHIL
Right/Left lateral thigh at approximately 50%
distance between RTHI/LTHI and RKNE/LKNE
makers

RKNE/LKNE Right/Left lateral femur condyle
RKNEM/LKNEM Right/Left medial femur condyle

Lower leg

RTIBC/LTIBC Right/Left lateral tibial condyle

RTIBA/LTIBA
Right/Left front tibial bone at approximately 25%
of the segment length

RTIB/LTIB
Right/Left lateral tibia at approximately 50%
of the segment length

RANK/LANK Right/Left lateral malleolus
RANKM/LANKM Right/Left medial malleolus

Foot

RHEE/LHEE Right/Left heel
RMET5L/LMET5L Right/Left lateral foot fifth metatarsal bone
RMET5M/LMET5M Right/Left medial foot fifth metatarsal bone
RTOE/LTOE Right/Left foot toes tip

analogical trigger. The acquisition setup is depicted in figure 3.4.
Before starting the acquisitions, subjects were asked to determine their

slow, comfortable, and fast walking speed on the treadmill. Subjects de-
cided additionally the acceleration and deceleration of the treadmill belt
to make the transition to walking more natural as possible. Each session
comprises the execution of 11 different trial types:

• Static: subject was asked to stand in a comfortable posture for 5 sec-
onds, 10 repetitions;

• Free joint rotations: subject was asked to move all their lower limb
joints in their full Range of Motion (RoM), 1 repetition;
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Figure 3.3: Graphical diagram of the sensors placement. IMU sensors were placed on
the right leg anchored to the elastic braces; all EMG electrode were placed follow-
ing SENIAM guidelines. Ottobock® dry electrodes were placed on the right leg and
compressed to the skin with the elastic brace; COMETA® wet electrodes on the right
leg.

• Squat: subject was asked to perform a squat movement, 10 repeti-
tions;

• Sit to Stand: subject was asked to sit, relax while sitting and stand
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Figure 3.4: Graphical representation of the acquisition setup. On the left the sensors
acquired through the VICON® NEXUS: split-belt sensorized treadmill, infrared cam-
eras and COMETA® EMG electrodes. On the right the Speedgoat® acquisition system
acquiring data from Ottobock® EMG electrodes and Bosh® IMU sensors. The two
systems were synchronized through analogical trigger generated from the Speedgoat®

real-time machine.

up, 10 repetitions;

• Start walking: subject was asked to pass from a standing position to
walking condition, 10 repetition;

• Stop walking: subject was asked to pass from a walking condition to
standing, 10 repetition;

• Walking slow: subject was asked to walk at self-selected slow speed
for 5 seconds, 20 repetition;

• Walking comfortable: subject was asked to walk at self-selected
comfortable speed for 5 seconds, 20 repetition;

• Walking fast: subject was asked to walk at self-selected fast speed
for 5 seconds, 20 repetition;

• Walking up-slope: subject was asked to walk up-slope at self-selected
low speed for 5 seconds on 10% tilted treadmill, 20 repetition;
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• Walking down-slope: subject was asked to walk down-slope at self-
selected low speed for 5 seconds on 10% tilted treadmill, 20 repetition.

All trials ‘c3d’ generated files were converted and exported to OpenSim
and MATLAB® compatible files [142].

We decided to use, on the simulated amputated limb, the same sensors
that would be embedded on the future powered MLLP prototype. The
Ottobock® EMG dry electrodes and the Bosh® IMU sensors have been
already tested and widely used for other applications in the hosting lab-
oratory. Choosing the same sensors was a strategic choice to assess sensors
recording quality in the model computation. Additionally, the choice of
having wired EMG electrodes compressed by a brace resembled the socket
condition in amputees, where recording can be affected by motion artifacts
and skin perspiration.
On the left leg, wireless COMETA® EMG electrodes were mostly chosen
to reduce the impediment of additional cables to the subject motion.

In conclusion, the experimental set-up was designed to reflect as closely
as possible the condition of an amputee wearing a prosthesis.
The recorded dataset is going to be submitted for publication in Sciatific
Data (Nature). During the initial investigation of this project, in fact, no
available dataset was been found with all these dynamic and kinematic in-
formation regarding human locomotion. The recorded dataset was inno-
vative not only the type of sensors included in the acquisition but in the
number of trials, type of movements and, as well, in the number of sub-
jects. These recordings could represent the basis for future investigation in
a broad spectrum of applications: data for studies on human locomotion
neuro-control or preliminary analysis for wearable-robotics implementa-
tions.

Neuromusculoskeletal subject-specific model calibration

After the acquisition of the data set the first step was the calibration of
the NMS model, following state-of-the-art procedure. For this project, the
calibration has been performed through Opensim and CEINMS software.
The calibration pipeline is described step by step in figure 3.5.

The Opensim MS model used for these analyses is composed of twelve
rigid bodies: five in each leg (toes, calcaneous, talus, tibia and femur) and
two for the main body (hips and torso). The adopted model was described
by three-dimensional 23 DoF. Main muscle groups were described through
92 Hill-type MTU. OpenSim software was used to calibrate the model pa-
rameters to match the subject anthropometry using MoCap static standing
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Figure 3.5: NMS calibration pipeline. Musculoskeletal model scaling (A), inverse kine-
matics (C) and inverse dynamics (D) are computed with Opensim to obtain the exper-
imental joint moments from the MoCap measurements (B). Forward dynamics is com-
puted as concatenation of activation dynamics (E), muscle kinematics (F) and muscle
dynamics (G) in CEINMS software. Difference minimization between forward dynam-
ics and experimental joint moments produced NMS final parametrization (H).

trials data as described in [218] (Fig. 3.5A). Joint kinematics was obtained
using the inverse kinematics tool (Fig. 3.5C). Joints’ angle of the cali-
brated model, similarly to the calibration process, were calculated solving
weighted least squares problem between the virtual and the experimental
markers trajectories (Fig. 3.5B). Finally employing the inverse dynamics
and residual reduction analysis algorithms of OpenSim it was possible to
calculate the joints torque combining the GRF measurements and inverse
kinematics results [217] (Fig. 3.5D). The joint torques obtained through the
concatenation of these methods are referred as the experimental moments
and considered as the ground truth values [216].

Due to our interest in developing a controller for a knee MLLP, among
the 92 MTU in the Opensim model, only the 12 MTU actuating knee flexion
extension were considered for the implementation of the forward dynam-
ics. The difference in EMG sensors number and knee MTU is due to the
fact that multi-caudal muscle groups are modelized as different units, this
could be solved attributing to them the same muscle excitation (normalized
EMG). Examples are the semimembranosus and semitendineus or the bi-
ceps femoris long and short head.
To incorporate the neural component, the calibrated parameters of the MS
model, the estimated joint trajectories and the normalized EMG signals
were used through CEINMS software to compute the forward dynamics
[187]. In particular, the software parametrizes three different transfer func-
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tions for each considered muscle: muscle activation dynamics, MTU kine-
matics and dynamics. The neural activation was derived from muscle exci-
tations by modelling the muscle’s twitch response, which was finally non-
linearly related to the muscle activation —a input of the Hill-type MTU
model— [187] (Fig. 3.5E). MTU kinematics according to [219] was de-
fined as a set of multidimensional splines with the same cardinality of the
number of MTUs (Fig. 3.5F). Finally, the musculotendon dynamics com-
ponent was described by the Hill-type model with initial parameters values
inherited from the scaled OpenSim model (Fig. 3.5G). The parameters re-
garding muscle activation dynamics vary non-linearly across subjects, due
to different anatomic and physiological conditions. Therefore, parameters
such muscle twitch activation/deactivation time constants and excitation-
to-activation non-linearity factors were calibrated through minimization of
the normalized sum of squared differences between predicted and exper-
imental joint moments [217] (Fig. 3.5H). For the calibration procedure,
three randomly selected walking trials for each of the three velocities were
used.

EMG reconstructor calibration

As introduced in section 3.1, one of the biggest issues for adopting NMS
modeling for the control of a lower limb prosthetics was the impracticabil-
ity of embedding a high number of EMG electrodes on the device socket.
Additionally, since the surgical reattachment and repositioning of the mus-
cles in the stump is tailored to the type of amputation and patient, the mus-
cle position may change and their surface electrical patterns may be very
different than in healthy subjects [103].
In fact, the calibrated NMS model in the previous section (Sec. 3.2.1)
required nine EMG signals for the computation that were not physically
available on the amputated limb.

For this reason, we chose a ML approach to cope with this issue. The
proposed method used a regression algorithm to generate a complete set
of EMG signals necessary for the computation of the NMS model, starting
from only the supposed residual subset of available muscle in the stump.
The calibration procedure, therefore, used as template the nine recorded
normalized EMG signals from the wireless COMETA® EMG sensors on
the left leg (the sound limb) and as input the five normalized EMG signals
from the dry EMG electrodes Ottobock® on right leg (amputated limb) (Fig.
3.6).

Three of the most used state-of-the-art regression algorithms have been
chosen for a preliminary analysis phase: Neural Network (NN), Gaussian
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Figure 3.6: EMG reconstructor. The ML algorithm reconstruct the entire myoelectrical
activity of the subject sound limb using as input variables the EMG signals recorded
from the stump.

Mixture Regressor (GMR), Multivariate Linear Regressor (MLR). All these
algorithms have been already been used in prior studies [9, 155].
The NN hyperparameters, hidden layers and number of neuron per layers,
varied respectively from 1 to 5 and from 1 to 30. Nodes and layers were
fully connected. The GMR instead was calibrated varying the number of
Gaussian kernels from 1 to 10. The MLR was calibrated with three differ-
ent optimization algorithms: maximum likelihood, expectation/conditional
maximization and covariance-weighted least squares estimation. To avoid
model over-fitting to a specific motor task, five trials for each trial type have
been used during the calibration phase. Validation and choice of the hyper-
parameters for all the proposed ML methods was done on the randomly se-
lected 40% of the remaining trials, for each trial type. In the validation set,
phase and magnitude of the reconstructed EMGs (artificial) were evaluated
with respect to the recorded ones (natural). To this aim Pearson correlation
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test (R) and Relative Power signal (RP) coefficient

RP =

√∑N
i=1X

2
i√∑N

i=1 X̂
2
i

(3.1)

where X̂ were the artificial EMGs and X were the natural one, were
calculated. Hyperparameters were chosen so to maximize these measure-
ments. These particular parameters were chosen with respect to other pre-
diction error parameters —i.e. Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)— be-
cause the interest was not in replicating the exact EMG patterns but instead
to generate patterns with the same shape. In fact, even in healthy subjects
there are differences on muscle excitation between the left and right leg
muscles due to anatomical asymmetries. Therefore, analysing an absolute
error among the signals is not meaningful to this analysis.

The testing procedure of the calibrated algorithm was computed on the
remaining trials. A Wilcoxon rank sum test was performed to evaluate if the
artifical EMGs statistically belonged to the same distribution to the natural.
The ML regressor which maximized the mean R and RP coefficients were
chosen for the next phase of the project.

The chosen five muscles in the amputee side represented the most prox-
imal and biggest muscles in the thigh: vastus medialis, vastus lateralis, rec-
tus femoris, biceps femoris and semitendinosus. According to amputation
manuals, these muscles are the most likely to be preserved in the trans-
fermoral amputation process [88]. Since these conditions are not always
respected, a secondary analysis has been performed in order to understand
how the EMG reconstructor was affected in case one or more of the muscles
was not reachable for acquisition due to the amputation. The ML algorithm
was recalibrated cyclically subtracting each time one of the acquired chan-
nels. Same procedure and evaluation parameters (R and RP) were used to
assess which are the most important channels for the final reconstruction.
Finally, the performance of the EMG reconstructor was evaluated reducing
the number of sensors down to only two. This analysis was necessary to un-
derstand the minimal number of sensors that the algorithm could support.

MTU kinematics predictor calibration

Real-time estimation of the inverse kinematics has already been investi-
gated through the use of OpenSim software with TCP/IP direct connection
to external MoCap systems through stereo cameras [61]. This setup despite
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guaranteeing high accuracy on the body movement recording and joint an-
gle tracking, is incompatible with wearable technologies meant to be used
during every-day life, limiting the application of this approach to instru-
mented close rooms. For this reason, this technology is currently shifting
toward wearable sensors like IMUs [174]. Such applications can provide
analytical solution to the inverse kinematics problem, but the subject is re-
quired to wear at least one sensor per segment so to estimate the angle
in between. In particular for the knee joint —due to the presence of bi-
articular muscles both in the thigh and in the calf— the estimation of the
adjacent joint angle with respect to the prosthesic one is necessary for an
accurate estimation of the joint moment to be applied to the prosthesis.
Therefore, users of such wearable technology would need to carry addi-
tional IMU sensors on their residual limb/torso to calculate all necessary
muscle kinematics, impacting the comfort and wearability of the system.
Moreover, since the acceptance of the prosthetic device is usually highly
related to the comfort of the system, this will compromise the endorsement
of such new technology by the amputees [214].
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Figure 3.7: MTU predictor. The ML algorithm predict the MTU kinematics (fiber length
and moment arm), using as input the two IMUs quaternions vectors on the thigh and
tibia segment.

In consideration of this, the suggested approach proposed the use of
only two IMU sensors that can easily be embedded in the two segments of
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the prosthetic joint, avoiding additional discomfort on the user. In particu-
lar for knee joint, the adoption of this configuration, did not allow solving
the hip and ankle joint trajectories analytically due to the missing informa-
tion on the relative orientations of the torso and foot with respect to the two
mounted IMUs. For this reason, similarly to the procedure employed for the
EMG reconstruction, a ML approach has been chosen. The MTU kinemat-
ics computation was therefore replaced by two parallel ML regressors: each
one of them, exploited the two IMU computed quaternions to predict, re-
spectively, the muscle fibers elongations and related moment arms, which,
were first computed during the NMS model calibration phase (Sec.3.2.1,
“Neuromusculoskeletal subject-specific model calibration”), derived from
Vicon® MoCap data (Fig. 3.7).

The core idea behind this methodology is that even though the two
quaternions’ vectors did not provide direct information on the adjacent
joints, they expressed the orientation of the thigh and the tibia in the real 3D
space. Even though the relationship between joint angles and MTU kine-
matics was known through continuous spline characterization, the relation-
ship between the 3D orientation and these parameters was not. Therefore,
ML approach was used to approximate the missing function relating the
quaternions measurements to the MTU kinematics that have been already
computed (Sec. 3.2.1, “Neuromusculoskeletal subject-specific model cali-
bration”).

Same methodologies of the EMG reconstructor were used for the vali-
dation and evaluation of the ML regressor. Instead of using R and RP coef-
ficients, the RMSE was used for the hyperparameters selection and type of
regressor. In fact, differently from section 3.2.1, “EMG reconstructor cali-
bration”, this method was interested in minimizing the difference between
the ground through values calculated through MoCap measurements with
respect to the ML estimation.

Finally, a Wilcoxon rank sum test was perform to evaluate if the gener-
ated MTU kinematics were statistically different with respect to the com-
puted with the methodology of section 3.2.1, “Neuromusculoskeletal subject-
specific model calibration”.

3.2.2 Open-loop forward dynamics simulations

After the hybrid ML-NMS model has been calibrated in all its three com-
ponents (Fig. 3.8C-D), the system was tested in an open-loop forward dy-
namics simulation, during knee joint movement on the testing trials. The
parameters of calibrated hybrid ML-NMS model were therefore imported
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Figure 3.8: Graphical representation of the ML-NMS model forward dynamic simulation
implemented in Simulink. (A) The recorded subject data were processed on-line. The
EMG and IMU signals from the amputated limb (B) were used as input for the ML
blocks (EMG recontructor and MTU kinematics estimator) (C). The generated mus-
cle activations, moment arms and fiber elongations were finally employed to compute
the muscle dynamics of the NMS subject specific model so to estimate the knee joint
moments (D).

in Simulink®, where the muscle dynamics for the forward dynamic simula-
tion was implemented. Each trials data was processed on-line with the same
methodology of calibration (Fig. 3.8A). The two IMU quaternions vector
values and the five EMG values of the right leg were segmented with a 300
ms circular buffer and 50 ms sliding window (Fig. 3.8B). Averaged buffer
values were then used for the EMG reconstruction and MTU kinematics
prediction ML-blocks (Fig. 3.8C). The ML-generated muscle activations
and fiber elongations were used as input of the Hill-type MTUs of the cal-
ibrated NMS model for the computation of their linear forces. Lastly, the
generated forces were transmitted to the joint as moment through moment
arm cross multiplication (Fig. 3.8D).

To compare the proposed model accuracy with respect to the state-of-
the-art EMG-driven MS models, off-line forward dynamic simulations were
computed for the right limb using CEINMS software [218]. CEINMS sim-
ulation tool computed the forward dynamics using the same methods de-
scribed for the calibration in section 3.2.1, “Neuromusculoskeletal subject-
specific model calibration”. The complete set of nine EMG and the MoCap-
derived joint angles were used to compute respectively the activation dy-
namics and MTU kinematics. Lastly, as the ML-NMS model, muscle acti-
vations, fiber lenghts and moment arms were used to compute the muscle
dynamics for the forward dynamics estimation.

Normalized Root Mean Squared Deviation (NRMSD) values between
the experimental torques on the right knee and the open-loop estimations
were used to evaluate the performance of the novel approach with respect
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to standard EMG-driven MS modeling.

NRMSD =

√
1
N

∑N
i=1 (X̂i −Xi)2

max(X̂i, X)−min(X̂i, X)
(3.2)

where X̂ were the estimated variable and X were the experimental one.
Finally, a Wilcoxon rank sum test was performed to evaluate if the gen-

erated moment knee joint trajectories were statistically different to the ex-
perimental torques.

During the on-line testing, in addition, the computational time of the
hybrid ML-NMS model was calculated for each data buffer to evaluate the
real-time applicability of the model.

3.3 Results

This section is listing the obtained results regarding the hybrid ML-NMS
modeling. The section presents first the findings regarding the implemented
ML modules: EMG reconstructor and MTU kinematics predictor. Lastly,
the results of the overall model accuracy were compared with respect to
state of the art and ground truth values. All the reported single subject
results are from subject 3, which was the only one able to be called back
for the next phase of the project.

3.3.1 EMG reconstructor results

Figure 3.9 shows the mains results for the EMG reconstructor.
Among the three ML algorithms used for the implementation of the

EMG reconstruct, NN and GMR performed the best, while the MLR re-
gressor had both poor R and RP coefficients values (Fig. 3.9A-B). GMR
resulted the best performing algorithm consistently for all tested subjects.
For subject three specifically, GMR algorithm scored a mean R coefficient
of 0.56 (SD 0.28) and RP equals to 1.1 (SD 1.4).
GMR reconstructor results showed that the GMR regressor was able to re-
construct at best the EMG of muscle in the upper thigh. The high cor-
relation factor (mean R > 0.7) and close unitary RP values demonstrated
coherence between the artificial and the recorded both in magnitude and
phase. Instead, the worst performances were recorded to the lower leg mus-
cles (gastrocnemius): both R and RP median values reported low values of
phase correlation and magnitude congruence.

Statistical analysis between the artificial and the natural EMG signals
was performed on the testing walking trails (Fig. 3.10). P-value on the
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Figure 3.9: EMG reconstructor results. A) and B) box-plots report respectively the Pear-
son correlation test and relative power signal coefficients on the testing set of the three
different implemented ML regressor algorithms; C) and D) box-plots shows the dis-
tribution of the coefficients of the best performing ML algorithm (GMR) divided per
muscle group. Each box shows the 75 percentile (colored box), median value (black
line) and extreme data points (vertical T-line).

EMG values distribution of the major muscle groups (quadriceps, ham-
string, sartorius-gracilis and gastrocnemius) reported all significant statisti-
cal differences between the artificial and the natural EMGs.

R and RP coefficients have been analyzed in case one muscle out of the
five necessary was missing. In figure 3.11A, it is possible to observe that
when one knee extensor muscle (vastus laterali, vastus medialis or rectus
femoris) was not available in the stamp there was no significant change on
the final reconstruction outcome, both in phase (top) and magnitude (bot-
tom). Significant changes instead could be observed in the phase of the sig-
nal (top) when one of the flexor muscles (semitendinosus or biceps femoris)
was missing; strong but not significant variation instead was recorded in the
magnitude between artificial and natural signals.
Subsequently we analysed the R and RP when the number of missing mus-
cles increased. In figure 3.11B, the distribution of R (top) and RP (bottom)
coefficients are displayed from all five available EMG signals to only two
(semitendineus and rectus femoris). Statistical analysis showed that when
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Figure 3.10: Statistical analysis of different muscles groups between natural and artificial
EMGs during walking trials for A) Quadriceps, B) Hamstring, c) Sartorius-Gracilis,
D) Gastrocnemius. Each panel presents mean and std of the muscles group during
walking cycle, for the natural (top) and artificial (bottom); box-plot muscle group EMG
normalized values with related p-value. Each box shows the 75 percentile (grey box),
median value (black line) and extreme data points (vertical T-line)

the EMG reconstructor algorithm could use less than four channels perfor-
mance of the algorithm were significantly lower. With only two channels
available for the reconstruction, the signal magnitude error increased in av-
erage of the 15% respect to the full set of recorded EMGs; the correlation
between natural and reconstructed dropped instead of almost 65%.

3.3.2 MTU kinematics predictor results

Results for the MTU predictor are illustrated in figure 3.12.
Differently for the EMG reconstructor all three the ML regressor algo-

rithm produce similar results (median RMSE < 0.012m, Fig 3.12A). For
both MTU fiber elongation and moment arms, the regressor which min-
imize the RMSE was the GMR. In the case of subject 3, the algorithm
scored an average RMSE equals to 0.008 (SD 0.004) m, about 5% devia-
tion respect to the mean fibers elongations; the prediction on moment arms
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Figure 3.11: Statical analysis on Pearson correlation test (R) and relative power signal
(RP) coefficients between artificial and natural EMGs signals when the acquired sig-
nals are less than the number proposed in the methodology. A) Box-plot of R (top)
and RP (bottom) coefficients distribution when one muscle is subtracted; muscle are
grouped in flexors or extensors of the knee joint: the muscles that, when subtracted,
generate bigger deviations from the unitary target values are retained as most informa-
tive. B) Box-plot of R (top) and RP (bottom) coefficients distribution with decreasing
number of EMG signals. Each box shows the 75 percentile (colored box), median value
(black line) and extreme data points (vertical T-line)

using the GMR regressor resulted in an average RMSE of 0.002 (SD 0.002)
m. GMR resulted the best performing algorithm consistently for all tested
subjects.
The fiber lengths predictor algorithms produced higher RMSE values for
hamstring 0.009 (SD 0.003) m and quadriceps group muscle 0.008 (SD
0.008) m, representing about 6% of the mean fiber elongation. Moment
arms predictor diverged the highest in sartorius and gracils muscles, RMSE
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Figure 3.12: MTU kinematics predictor results. A) On the top, RMSE distribution between
the computed fiber lengths and the predicted for all the three ML regressor algorithm;
on the bottom, RMSE values divided per major muscle groups for the most performant
ML algorithm; B) On the top, RMSE distribution between the computed moment arms
and the predicted for all the three ML regressor algorithm; on the bottom, RMSE
values divided per major muscle groups for the most performant ML algorithm; Each
box shows the 75 percentile (colored box), median value (black line) and extreme data
points (vertical T-line)

equals to 0.029 (SD 0.018) m.
In general, the lowest RMSE values both for fiber elongation and moment
arms were recorded for the gastrocnemius muscles: 0.055(SD 0.020) m,
representing 4% of the mean fiber elongation, and lower than 0.001m for
moment arms.

Statistical test between the predicted and the computed distributions of
the MTU kinematics showed no statistical difference (Fig. 3.13).

3.3.3 Open-loop forward dynamics simulations results

The deviation of open-loop forward dynamic simulation performed with
the hybrid ML-NMS model with respect to experimental joint moments
are plotted in figure 3.14; in the same figure are reported the deviations of
the standard off-line EMG-driven MS model discussed in section 3.2.1.
NRMSD distributions are grouped by trial type. The hybrid ML-NMS
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Figure 3.13: Statistical analysis on the MTU kinematics predictions during walking tri-
als. A) Comparison of fiber lengths distribution between the experimental computed
trajectories and the predicted through the GMR regressor; B) Comparison of moment
arms distribution between the computed and the predicted. P-value between the two
distribution is shown. Each box shows the 75 percentile (colored box), median value
(black line) and extreme data points (vertical T-line)
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Figure 3.14: Results on the open-loop forward dynamics simulations. The blue boxes rep-
resent the deviation between the experimental joint torques and the forward dynamics
computed with the EMG-driven MS model; in orange instead the deviation respect
to the proposed hybrid ML-NMS model. Results are grouped by trial type. Dashed
horizontal line represents target of acceptability. Each box shows the 75 percentile
(colored box), median value (black line) and extreme data points (vertical T-line)

model forward dynamics performed similarly to the standard EMG-driven
NMS model. The obtained NRMSD distributions by the two methods were
anyway statistically different for almost all the trial types, only exceptions
were start/stop walking and sit to stand trials. Both the models scored a
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NRMSD < 0.3 —acceptability threshold by [216]— for walking, start/stop
walking and sit to stand motor tasks. Mean forward dynamics NRMSD val-
ues were 0.27 (SD 0.19) for the hybrid ML-NMS model and 0.24(SD 0.14)
for the EMG-driven NMS model. High discrepancy between the two mod-
els was found for the standing trials. Both the two methods recorded more
than double of the accepted NRMSD values, this might be related to the fact
that in standing position the human knee MS model is locked in joint sin-
gularity. Since the forward dynamic model of the knee was comprised only
by 12 MTU models, no information regarding internal joint reaction forces
was therefore introduced. On the contrary, we used Opensim to compute
the experimental joint moments, which instead had a detailed modelization
of the MS apparatus.
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Figure 3.15: Open-loop forward dynamics walking trials simulation results. A) On the
top row, comparison between walking trials open-loop forward dynamics simulation
computed with the hybrid ML-NMS model on the amputated leg (orange) with respect
to experimental torques (black); on the bottom row, comparison between walking trials
off-line forward dynamic simulation computed with standard EMG-driven MS model
on the sound leg (blue) with respect to experimental torques (black). The plots present
mean value of the knee joint torque (solid line) and standard deviation (shaded area).
B) Box-plot of the joint torque distributions during walking for hybrid ML-NMS (or-
ange), standard EMG-driven MS model (blue) and experimental torques (grey). P-
value are placed over the boxes. Each box shows the 75 percentile (colored box),
median value (black line) and extreme data points (dashed vertical line)

Analysis on the walking trials showed that the hybrid model was able
to replicate the dynamic behaviour during the walking cycle as the biologi-
cal limb (Fig. 3.15A). Statistical analysis on the joint moment distributions
showed however that the torque produced through the proposed approach
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generated in average lower values during walking trials (Fig. 3.15B). Both
of the forward dynamics calculation showed smaller data variance with re-
spect to the experimental ones. In fact, the statistical test on walking knee
moment produced p-val < 0.01 between both the forward dynamic simu-
lation and the experimental measurements: indicating that the generated
trajectories with NMS modeling were statistically different with respect to
the experimental ones.
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Figure 3.16: Results on the open-loop forward dynamics simulations for all 10 subjects.
The grey boxes represent the deviations distribution, for each subject, between the
experimental joint torques and the proposed hybrid ML-NMS model. The dashed hor-
izontal line represents target of acceptability. Each box shows the 75 percentile (grey
box), median value (black line) and extreme data points (vertical T-line)

Figure 3.12 shows the results about the NRMSD distributions for all the
tested subjects. All subjects scored similar results. Subject 5 recorded the
higher deviations respect to the experimental knee joint torques, NRMSD
= 0.26(SD 0.19); subject 8, instead performed the best, NRMSD = 0.20(SD
0.11). All subjects scored a mean value inferior than the chosen threshold;
in average the subjects scored NRMSD = 0.24(0.15).

The simulation was performed in Simulink environment on a common
laptop (Intel®TM Core CPU 2.21GHz, 16GB RAM). During the open-loop
simulations, the model was presented with a new input data buffer every
50 ms, this implies that the outer loop of the control needs to generate a
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torque reference point with a frequency of at least 20 Hz. The average open-
loop forward dynamic computational time estimation was indeed below this
threshold: 13.64 (SD 16.31) ms for each data point.

3.4 Discussions

The following discussion is divided according to the main findings obtained
in section 3.4. The analysis and interpretation of the results is first discussed
on the ML part of the model: EMG reconstructor (Sec. 3.4.1) and MTU
kinematics predictor (Sec. 3.4.3). In conclusion, we propose a final dis-
cussion of the overall methodology and the obtained results with open-loop
simulations so to understand the actual possibility to translate the technol-
ogy into a future prototype.

3.4.1 Discussions on the EMG reconstructor

The basic idea for using a ML approach in the implementation of the EMG
reconstructor was to exploit the muscle redundancy in the human-motor
control. The human NMS system in fact is over-actuated with multiple
muscles generating movement on the same joint. Therefore, when a par-
ticular movement is generated, multiple muscles tend to activate together:
these synchronous activations respect to a joint motion are typically called
muscular synergies. We can therefore exploit these synergies to reconstruct
all muscles excitations from a smaller subsets of EMG sensors. Since this
function has not yet been characterized, exploration of different MLap-
proach was necessary.
The ML reconstruction function had similar performance for NN and GMR
algorithms (Fig. 3.9): this suggests that the NN ability to introduce non-
linearities in the model did not bring any benefit. A contro-argument against
this hypothesis could be that the model, due to the design limitation (maxi-
mum number of nodes and layers), was not able to learn those non-linearities.
The GMR regressor reconstructed with the most accuracy the hamstring
and quadriceps muscles. This result was particularly expected since in
these groups there were the muscles that we were able to record directly
with the surface EMG electrodes. Sartorius and gracilis EMG signals were
reconstructed accurately, in average (Fig. 3.9). On the contrary, the recon-
struction for lateral and medial gastrocnemius muscles’ excitation showed
poor results with low correlation and relative power signal factors. This
result was easily understandable in the moment we analyze the lower leg
MS apparatus: the gastrocnemius muscles are two of the major actuators
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of the joint ankle. Indeed, separate motion of the ankle produces repeti-
tive contractions of the gastrocnemius muscles even when hamstring and
quadriceps are not active. In fact, studies on lower limb muscular syner-
gies showed independence of the gastrocnemius muscles with respect to
the muscles in the thigh [216].

Analysis on the EMG reconstructor when less than five sensors could
be used showed that the loss of one sensor did not produce any statis-
tical change on the obtained result (Fig. 3.10). Indeed, independently
from which knee extensor muscle (vastus lateralis, vastus medialis or rectus
femoris) was not available, the outcome did not change, meaning that all
quadriceps muscles carry the same information (compatibly with the syn-
ergy theory). Different results instead were obtained for the knee flexors:
strong changes were observed in the subtraction of the semitendineus sig-
nal for the reconstruction.
When the number of EMG was less than four, the results showed that the
performance changed significantly with both lower signal correlation and
relative power coefficients between the artificial and the natural ones. These
findings suggest that performance of the proposed EMG reconstructor were
not affected when one of the extensor muscles is missing, but strong devi-
ations from the natural recorded signals might happen when only three or
two electrodes are used.

A case could be made regarding the fact that this work presented an
EMG reconstruction on healthy subject and that this could have helped the
quality of the reconstruction. Although, the use of a ML approach —instead
of an analytical solution— allowed the model to optimize the function in a
black box approach, based only on the presented data. Thus, the proposed
reconstructor did not require that the input signals reflected the the same
shape of healthy EMG signal, but only the same information content. For
this reason, we think that the developed approach should work indepen-
dently from hypothetical changes in the spectral properties of the recorded
signals.

3.4.2 Discussions on the MTU kinematics predictor

Using ML to predict MTU kinematics from only two IMU on the lower
leg segments produced similar results for all proposed algorithms. GMR
predicted the fiber elongations in average with errors less than 1 cm and
moments arms with less than 2 mm (Fig. 3.12). This result showed that,
even though no information regarding the rest of the body segments ori-
entation —namely torso and foot— is recorded through the IMU sensors,
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3.4. Discussions

the orientation of the tibia and the thigh in the 3D space could be used to
compensate this absence. In fact, during the tested locomotion the torso
is usually in erected position and therefore the information about the hip
joint angles trajectory may be implicit in the IMU recording of the thigh.
On the other hand the biarticular muscles of the knee and hip were those
which recorded the higher deviation with respect to the experimental mea-
surements: the higher RMSE was probably related to torso movements not
accounted by the sensors.
Same conclusion can be drawn on the foot orientation during locomotion.
The foot can be moved independently from the knee joint —as discussed
in the previous section 3.4.1 for the EMG reconstructor—, but rhythmic
movements such as walking and sit to stand are characterized by the same
synchronous trajectories. This might have helped the MTU kinematics pre-
dictor to correlate particular tibia and thigh movements with the ankle joint
trajectory. The low RMSE values for the gastrocnemius both in fiber elon-
gation and moment arms can not be motivated by this fact alone. In fact,
the most probable explanation was that the gastrocnemius muscle is among
the shortest muscles actuating the knee joint and its change in elongation
is less than half with respect to other muscles like vastus lateralis and rec-
tus femoris. Same consideration can be done for the moment arm: long
bi-articular muscles’ kinematics were the most difficult to predict (higher
RMSE, Fig. 3.12). Therefore, smaller and slower changes and the predom-
inance of rhythmic testing trials might have helped therefore the prediction.

The MTU kinematics predictor, differently from the EMG reconstructor,
generated fiber elongations and moment arms statistically coherent with the
original ones (Fig. 3.13).
The obtained results, however, have to take into account that the testing
conditions were a limited subset of the total movements that a person could
do during the daily living. This imply that the performance of the predictor
may degenerate in case the user performs a motor task completely different
respect to the training set.

3.4.3 Discussion on the open-loop forward dynamics simulations

The open-loop simulations highlighted that the proposed hybrid ML-NMS
model produced indeed higher deviations respect to state-of-the-art EMG-
driven MS models (Fig. 3.12), but such payoff allowed our model to be
computed in real-time using only wearable sensors that can be easily em-
bedded in a prosthetic device. These higher deviations between the pro-
posed model and the experimental knee joint moments have to be ascribed
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Chapter 3. Hybrid Machine-Learning Neuromusculoskeletal modeling

to the EMG reconstructor and MTU kinematics predictor errors.
However, all main locomotions reported acceptable range of deviation with
respect the chosen parameters. In particular, good results for motor task
transitioning from a locomotive state to another (such as start/stop walking
and sit to stand) showed the true potentialities of using NMS modeling re-
spect to standard MLLP controllers based on pattern recognition. In fact,
FSM controllers are affected by lower reliability during locomotion transi-
tion with respect to cyclical tasks such as walking. This is due to the fact
that the conditions for FSM transitioning from a control state to the other
are difficult to characterize and are usually identified heuristically. In par-
ticular, if the tuning of the control is not optimal, the control can generate
delays and instabilities whenever the state transition is not recognized (Sec.
2.1). The proposed control approach, which is EMG-driven, does not re-
quire planning and design of the locomotion transitions since the output
trajectories depend solely on the virtual MTU activation state and kinemat-
ics.

The predicted joint moment through the proposed hybrid modeling were
anyway strongly different respect to the experimental measurements. This
result anyway does not imply that the NMS model can not generate healthy-
like joint moments, because the open-loop simulation does not take into ac-
count the human factor (HITL). Indeed, these open-loop simulations were
an indicator of how seamless was the proposed control. The user will in-
evitably adapt to the device control and learn how to change the muscle
contractions with the objective of better exploiting the prosthetic device ca-
pabilities.

Future implementation and integration of this controller in a knee pros-
thetic device will have to understand if the recorded deviations between the
prediction and the ground truth can therefore be compensated by the HITL
factor or represent a critical aspect to be addressed.

3.5 Conclusions

At the state of the art NMS model control suffers particular limitations,
due majorly to the number of sensors required for their computation. For
this reason, the proposed study aimed to resolve such problems. The con-
tributions of this work can be listed as follows: (i) development of a ML
approach for the reconstruction of a whole joint muscle EMGs from only
the biggest and most proximal ones, which are more likely to survive an
amputation; (ii) development of a ML approach for the prediction of MTU
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kinematics of an entire joint with only two IMU sensors; (iii) development
of the first subject-specific hybrid ML-NMS model for forward dynamic
simulations for the control of knee joint prosthesis through only embedded
sensors. Preliminary results, reported above, showed that the novel hybrid
ML-NMS model could predict accurate voluntary joint torque generation
during main locomotion.

In particular, we demonstrate that it is possible to reduce the number of
electrodes to be embedded in the wearable device. In fact, using a GMR the
EMG signals necessary to drive the 12 MTUs that actuate the virtual knee
were generated from only a subset of 5 of the required electrodes. The
artificial muscular excitations —except for the gastrocnemius muscles—
had high correlation and relative power signal coefficients with their nat-
ural counterparts; however, statistical analysis on the reconstructed EMGs
showed a significant difference in their distributions. These findings sug-
gested that this approach was able to replicate the major components of the
recorded EMGs, but it could not recreate perfect artificial signals. Future
investigations might decide to explore a sensor data fusion approach inte-
grating EMGs and quaterinons information for a more accurate reconstruc-
tion. It is anyway a dangerous approach to integrate the two information
together, since the muscle contraction is not always related to limb move-
ment and vice versa: this solution might generate unpredictable results.
Another possible solution to investigate is the implementation of a Deep
Learning recontructor: the use of convolutional neural networks might al-
low to understand the limitations afflicting classic ML approaches to this
problem.

In this study it was demonstrated additionally that using only two IMU
wearable sensors, it was possible to estimate accurately MTU kinematics
from their computed quaternions. Even though wearable technologies have
been already used for the estimation of human inverse kinematics, our ap-
proach permitted to reduce the distress of the user by limiting the number
of acquisition modules located only in the wearable device. Even though
missing information on adjacent joints —such as hip and ankle— com-
promised the goodness of estimation of bi-articular muscle moment arms
and fiber elongations, their deviations remained in the accepted boundaries.
However, even if the training and the testing set were designed to be as com-
prehensive as possible with regard to the type of tasks, they still comprise
only a limited subset of daily-living activities. Therefore, additional stud-
ies have to be done either testing the calibrated algorithm in non-included
activities or expanding the training set to other motor tasks.
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Chapter 3. Hybrid Machine-Learning Neuromusculoskeletal modeling

Finally, we demonstrated the capability of the algorithm to predict in
real-time with a comparable degree of accuracy to already validated EMG-
driven MS models in forward joint dynamics. Moreover, results on all the
main locomotion tasks, especially in stand-to-walk and sit-to-stand, demon-
strate the potential of NMS modes for control of wearable robotics with
respect to standard FSM.

Therefore, the developed hybrid ML-NMS model represents an impor-
tant step for the development of a high-level controller in lower limb pros-
theses. Indeed, the developed control should integrate seamlessly with the
biological system control, avoiding difficult learning process or high mental
fatigue for the control of the device.
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CHAPTER4
Knee prosthesis real-time control

In this chapter of the thesis, we show the results obtained with an actual
powered knee MLLP prototype developed at Rehab Technologies Lab, IIT
of Genova (Italy) controlled in real-time with the proposed hybrid ML-
NMS model.

The results here presented regards only subject 3, who was the only sub-
ject able to perform this phase of the project. In fact, when the prototype
was ready for the testing phase, the COVID-2019 pandemic made particu-
larly difficult to organize periodic visits to the Rehab Technologies Lab for
acquisitions and testing. Furthermore, the health crisis and the prototypical
stage of the device made impossible to test the hybrid ML-NMS model-
based controller on amputees, without endangering the security and health
of the hypothetical patient.

4.1 The knee prosthesis prototype

To test our controller, the prosthesis had to respect three qualities: (i) the
possibility to generate net positive power during joint flexion/extension;
(ii) integration of the electronics necessary for the EMGs and IMUs acqui-
sition; (iii) possibility to reprogram the control board so to insert the hybrid
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Chapter 4. Knee prosthesis real-time control

ML-NMS model we developed in the previous chapter 3.
As discussed in section 2.1, almost the totality of the knee prostheses are
semi-passive or non-powered: these devices can change their joint stiff-
ness depending on the locomotion, but they can not produce any active
power. The only powered prosthetic knee commercially available is the
Power Knee, Ossur®, which does not allow interaction with its control ar-
chitecture.

To this objective, a Series Elastic Actuator (SEA) knee prosthesis proto-
type was provided as a validation platform for this project from the Rehab
Technologies Lab (Fig. 4.1A). The mechanical design of the device is il-
lustrated in figure 4.1C.

The mechanical design of the prosthesis arranged a Kollmorgen® (West
Rock Road Radford, VA, USA) electric rotatory actuator 1601 followed
by a torsional spring (3.7Nm/deg) (Fig. 4.1B). The motor torque was first
transmitted through a harmonic drive HFUC-25-2A, which then actuated
the output joint via a timing belt (Fig. 4.1D). Two absolute rotatory en-
coders RLS® (Komenda, Slovenia), AksIM 2 were placed to obtain the
joint angle displacement (Fig. 4.1C). The SEA knee prototype was tethered
with a CAN bus line to the same Speedgoat® real-time target machine used
during the acquisition described in section 3.2.1. The RoM of the prosthe-
sis between the mechanical end-stop ranged between -10◦(extension) and
70◦(flexion).

4.2 Methods

A graphical representation of the implemented controller layout for the
SEA knee prosthesis prototype is presented in figure 4.2.

The high-level of the controller was represented by the calibrated hybrid
ML-NMS model already implemented and tested in the previous phase of
the project (Chapter 3). The Simulink® software, written for the on-line
validation, was simply adapted for Simulink® real-time applications.
The mid-level control was implemented with the same Simulink® real-time
software. The relative encoders’ displacement multiplied by the rotational
spring constant provided a direct measurement of the torque applied to the
prosthetic joint: a simple PID torque control loop was finally implemented
to minimize the error between the model reference signal and the readings.
PID parameters were tuned through Simulink® toolbox. An additional level
of protection, to avoid damage to the joint mechanical end-stop, was intro-
duced limiting the possible RoM of the device between -5◦(extension) and
60◦(flexion) with a virtual end-stop.
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Figure 4.1: Mechanical design of the SEA knee prosthesis prototype. A) view of the pro-
totype; B) Lateral view of the mechanical design of the SEA prosthesis: the actuator
is connected in series through the belt stage to the rotational spring; C) Explosion
graphics of the prosthesis mechanics layout; D) transverse section of the powertrain:
frameless motor torque is transmitted directly to the belt stage through the strain-wave.
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Figure 4.2: Hierarchical controller layout for the real-time control of the SEA knee pro-
totype. The control was divided in: high-level represented from the hybrid ML-NMS
model and a PID mid-level controller, both implemented in Simulink; the low-level
controller was embedded directly on the prosthetic device electronics. The Speedgoad
real-time target machine instead accounted for the real-time processing and communi-
cation between the controller levels and sensors.

Finally, the low-level control of the actuator was carried out by the propri-
etary firmware of the Kollmorgen® motor: no work has been performed at
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this level.
Simulink® software was compiled and uploaded to the Speedgoad® real-
time target machine. This device accounted for the real-time processing
of the data and communication between the sensors, actuator and the con-
troller.

� �

� � ��� �
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Figure 4.3: Real-time testing setups. A) Non-bearing weight knee flexions; the prosthesis
leg was attached to a metal stand tethered to the Speedgoat® real-time target machine;
IMU were mounted on the prosthesis, while EMG electrodes were placed on the sub-
ject. B) Subject was performing walking trials while wearing an able-body adaptor
connected to the prosthetic device; sensors were placed in the same location of condi-
tion A).

The hybrid ML-NMS control was tested in two conditions: non-bearing
weight knee flexions (Fig. 4.3A) and walking with able-body adaptor (Fig.
4.3B).

During the first condition, the subject was asked to stand comfortably
wearing the five EMG sensors on the right limb accordingly to the same
configuration of the calibration phase (sensors were hold in place using
an elastic brace). The prototype was attached to a metal stand holding the
prosthesis in vertical position (Fig. 4.3A). IMU sensors were attached to the
prosthetic device in the same configuration of the calibration phase (prox-
imal to the joint on the thigh and tibia segment). Three reflective markers
were placed on the right leg of the subject so that the physiological knee
joint could be computed with MoCap acquisition. The subject was allowed
to have visual feedback of the device.
A fast initial calibration phase was performed before the beginning of the
session. The subject was asked to execute maximum muscles contraction
during flexion and extension of the knee: different relative positions of the
superficial EMG electrodes respect to the calibration phase might result in
different signals amplitude compromising their normalization. Additional
calibration consisted in the definition of a multiplicative factor of the es-
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Chapter 4. Knee prosthesis real-time control

timated torque reference during free joint movement. This model output
correction served to adjust for the different inertia and mass of the biologi-
cal leg and the prototype. This corrective coefficient was chosen through a
heuristic approach.
During the session, the subject was asked to perform ten repetitive flexions
of the knee while standing, repeated per two trials. The prosthetic knee
joint trajectory —measured through the encoders— was compared against
the physiological one, estimated through the same Vicon® MoCap system
described in section 3.2.1. RMSE and R coefficients were computed be-
tween the two trajectories. A Wilcoxon rank sum test was finally measured
to evaluate statistical difference between the two trajectories.

For the second testing condition, the same calibration procedure of the
previous experiment was performed with the subject wearing the able-body
adaptor. The subject was asked to wear this able-body adaptor attached to
the prosthetic limb and walk over the sensorized treadmill, secured to the
ceiling with a harness. The able-body adaptor used in this experimentation
was a 3D-printed cast that could be fastened to the right leg where the EMG
were placed simulating a socket (Fig.4.3B). At the bottom of the knee a
standard pyramidal joint was positioned so to attach the prosthetic device.
The able-body adaptor was designed to keep the leg in a flex position so
that the biological knee joint was aligned to the prosthetic joint.
Two markers were placed on each foot, heel, and toes so to obtain step
length and stride duration. No following analysis has been performed since,
as is going to be explained in more details in the following sections, the
subject was not able to control the prosthetic device during these trials.

At the end of both conditions a short interview with the subject was
conducted regarding the subjective experience of the control.

4.3 Results

.
During the first testing condition the subject was able to freely control

the prosthesis during simple knee flexions/extensions. Results regarding
the trajectory tracking of non-weight bearing knee control are shown on
figure 4.4.

High correlation factor between the two knee trajectories, R = 0.72
(SD 0.20), demonstrated high synchronization between the movement of
the subject leg and the prosthetic one. However, RMSE analysis on the
same trajectories showed moderate level of discrepancy between the two
joint angles: 25.85(SD7.41)◦. Investigation on the trajectories distribu-
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Figure 4.4: Knee joint trajectory tracking results during non-weight bearing knee flexion-
extensions. The plots represent the comparison of the knee trajectories of the sound
limb and the prosthetic joint during five consecutive knee flexions. RMSE and Pearson
correlation test value of both the sessions are reported at the bottom. On the right, box-
plot of the two trajectories distribution with related Wilcoxon rank sum test p-value is
reported. Each box shows the 75 percentile (black box), median value (blue/red line)
and extreme data points (dashed black line).

tions highlighted strong statistical difference between the prosthetic knee
and the sound limb. Error analysis showed increasing RMSE values with
the time of the task execution. We found that this increase of error could be
eliminated by recalibrating the encoders between each testing session.
After the two experimental sessions, the subject was asked to describe how
seamless was the control of the device. The subject stated that he had the
feeling of controlling the leg and that the transition between flexion and
extension was effortless. However, accordingly with the analysis on trajec-
tories, he stated that the longer the testing, the harder was to control the
device and to perform the desired movement.
Consequently to this findings, we asked the user to repeat the experiment
session. After each trial, we disabled the high-level controller, setting the
reference torque to zero (transparency mode). We discovered that the en-
coders were fictitiously recording a positive artificial torque off-set on the
joint that was driving the joint in full extension, when no torque was actu-
ally applied.

During the second condition, the subject was positioned over the tread-
mill and secured with a harness to avoid falling. The subject was additional
supporting himself on the railing of the treadmill to increase stability.
In spite of these measurements, no meaningful result has been produced
during this testing. The subject was not able to perform a complete stride
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on the device. The prosthetic joint produced different erratic behaviours
during the trials. One of the major issues was related to the virtual end-stop
protection implemented in the controller: during the stance phase the knee
was forced in full extension hitting the prosthesis RoM limit. The strong
positive moment generated from the heel strike and the negative torque
generated by the controller to avoid the mechanical limit produced strong
oscillations around the virtual end-stop. This effect can be seen in even in
figure 4.4, when the 60◦ threshold was reached in the last flexion. Secondar-
ily, the same fictitious joint moment off-set observed in the first condition
was occuring, generating undesired knee extensions. The combination of
these two effects made the knee prosthesis uncontrollable toward the virtual
end-stop and often culminated in the joint jamming.

Additionally, during the experimentation, the subject reported high dis-
comfort in wearing the able-body adaptor and that he felt limited in flexing
and extending the hip. The subject felt unstable on the device even during
standing position: the additional mass of the able-body adaptor and having
the leg bent and fastened on the device probably strongly compromised the
center of mass. We additionally verified that, due to this instability, in the
recorded muscles there were abnormal co-contraction activities.

After few attempts and efforts in model recalibration, the experiment
was terminated with no obtained results during walking trials.

4.4 Discussions

During the first testing condition, the calibrated control was able to produce
the intended movement of the user. The reported measurements highlighted
the strong synchronicity of the generated motion between the prosthetic and
the subjects’ leg. This demonstrated that the NMS model was able to seam-
lessly control the external device reproducing the same type of movement.
On the other hand, the two trajectories were statistically different, there-
fore the reproduced joint kinematics, even though synchronous, was not
healthy-like. This difference was probably due to three different factors.
The first regards the prosthesis RoM: the SEA knee prototypes RoM (from
-10◦ to 60◦) was much smaller respect to human RoM (from -15◦ to 90◦). It
is possible to see this issue in figure 4.4 when the user tried to flex the joint
more than 60◦, but the prosthetic joint could not surpass that threshold.
The second factor was related to the possible wrong calibration. Indeed,
the torque corrective factor accounting for mass and inertia differences be-
tween the real leg and prosthesis was chosen heuristically since there was
no direct measurement of the leg mass. The chosen multiplicative factor
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might have not been sufficient for compensating the differences in the dy-
namic property of the two limbs.
Finally, joint mechanical frictions were not modeled or compensated in the
mid-controller, therefore compromising the dynamics of the joint.

Additional investigations have been conducted on the mechanical design
after the fictitious joint moment off-set was found during the testing phase.
We discovered that the used torsional spring was affected by a strong hys-
teresis. This meant that within the torsional spring there was a dynamic
lag between the torque produced and the displacement, compromising their
linearity assumption in the work range. Without compensating or character-
izing this hysteresis, this lag translated in an erroneous measurement with
the encoders, and thus in the offset recorded during the experimentation.
The torsional spring hysteresis was additionally aggravated when coupled
with the high inertial of the powertrain. Normally, it would not be a me-
chanical issue, but when the joint rotation changed direction or collided
with the virtual end-stop, the high energy stored in the harmonic drive was
dissipated in the torsional spring generating a backlash effect increasing the
non-linearity of the encoders measurements.

The investigation, moreover, found other critical problems within the
prosthesis design that might explain the failure of the walking test.
Analysis found that the powertrain was supported at the input and output
only with a single deep groove radial bearing, instead of double. In addi-
tion, the prototype was implemented including a radial needle bearing in-
stead of a thrust bearing in the strain-wave reducer. These two components
reduced the support of the powertrain to, respectively, axial and transverse
moments, which ultimately could produce harmonic drive misalignment
and jamming. This was actually a problem in the current prosthetic design
since the belt stage applied a perpendicular force with respect to the rota-
tional axis. In conclusion, all these problems combined with the high torque
requirements during the walking cycle could have led to system instability.

While these mechanical limitations might have been contributed to the
testing failure, it is not possible to discard the hypothesis that the high co-
contraction levels due to the able-body adaptor could have played a critical
role in the experiment.

4.5 Conclusions

In this part of the project, we were able to partially validate the hybrid ML-
NMS controller for real-time control of a powered knee prosthesis proto-
type.
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The controller showed good performance during non-weighted knee joint
flexions/extensions, but the user was not able to control the device in a dy-
namic task with environment interaction (e.g. walking). After the discus-
sion reported in section 4.4, we hypothesized three possible explanations
for this outcome:

1. The identified limitations on the mechanical layout of the prototype
could only bear an adequate control of the device when no external
force was applied on the device. Therefore, when the user tried walk-
ing on the device the prosthesis control became unstable.

2. The able body adapter produced higher instability on the subject than
what anticipated and the contraction patterns recorded from the sen-
sors generated a deviation of the torque reference with respect to the
biological.

3. The hybrid ML-NMS model was not able to compute an accurate es-
timation of the joint moments during walking control creating an un-
predictable torque reference signal.

It could not be excluded that the actual cause might be a combination of all
aforementioned factors.

Testing the controller on a second improved version of the prototype
has to be the first priority of future investigation to help understanding how
much of the observed behaviour during this testing was indeed due to the
prosthesis. In the second stage, when the prototype is robust enough for
testing on amputees, the same calibration process can be used for the im-
plementation of the controller on an actual amputee patient. At this point,
eliminating the effects due to the able-body adaptor, a proper evaluation of
the controller can be concluded.

Independently from the difficulties this project came upon during walk-
ing condition, it was demonstrated in the end the possibility of using subject-
specific NMS model for the continuous control of lower limb prosthesis
using only sensors those could be embedded on the device.
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CHAPTER5
ProprioStim: artificial proprioception

restoration in lower limb amputees

This thesis’s chapter is based on the work born in collaboration with the
NeuroEngineering Lab, ETH, Zürich. Preliminary results were presented
at the Society for Neuroscience 2019, “Awakening proprioception in neu-
roprosthesis: modeling of muscle spindles transducers”. This work cul-
minated in an article under submission at Nature Biomedical Engineering,
“Restoring proprioception in lower limb amputees by Electro-Neuro and
Musculoscheletal computational modeling: ProprioStim ”.

This study proposed the utilization of the developed hybrid ML-NMS
model as tool for the derivation of an optimal encoding strategy in restoring
proprioception sensation using neural-electric interfaces.

5.1 Optimal encoding in lower limb neuroprosthesis for pro-
prioception restoration

One of the main problems with conventional prostheses is the fact that they
do not provide sensory feedback to their users. As a result, the user does not
have a complete control over the device. The amputee feels it as a foreign
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body (low embodiment) and experiences increased cognitive and physical
effort, all of which is often leading to device abandonment [14, 77]. In
addition, secondary pathologies, such as phantom-limb pain, usually over-
whelm the user sensations from the stump, lowering the device acceptance
even more [73, 170]. The need for overcoming these issues already re-
sulted in studies with some very promising results, concerning both upper-
[62,90,173,185,198,241,253,254], and lower-limb [53,183,184,209,277]
sensory feedback restoration through nerve electric stimulation.
Our study focuses on a specific type of amputation, transfemoral, which
draws with it a specific subset of health issues: risk of fall due to an uneven
terrain, obstacles or holes [159], uneven posture and shifted weight dur-
ing standing and walking [104,160,172], eventually leading to pronounced
fatigue, musculoskeletal disorders [24, 76], and even an increased risk of
cardiovascular diseases [166].

Among the somatosensory feedbacks, proprioception is an essential as-
pect providing information about body kinematic and dynamic state. It
includes both subconscious control of body position and voluntary adjust-
ment of its parts, such as limbs, during movements [130, 249]. These kind
of sensations are particularly important during locomotion when visual
feedback is occluded and tactile sensation is only used during the stance
phase.

State of the art peripheral nerve models have shown that the implemen-
tation of realistic models represents an important developing tool for testing
electrical peripheral nerve interfaces in restoring sensory feedback (Chapter
2.2). Indeed, studies concerning the development of neuroprostheses that
are invasive and placed in direct contact with the human nervous system
have to deal with numerous issues. Among them, there are the long and
complicated animal-human trials, high cost of materials and instrumenta-
tion. The creation of the most accurate model represents the logical choice
to drive forward progress.
Indeed, testing of neuroprosthesis through models can help in the consoli-
dation of the knowledge regarding the neural dynamics when an electrical
stimulation is applied. Although this may represent only a simplification of
the reality, it produces an effective solution as testing framework for novel
neural interfaces. Additionally, COVID-19 pandemic showed the necessity
of alternative testing surrogates caused by restriction on human trials due
to health safety protocols.

Therefore, the study aimed at proposing an optimal encoding strategy
for artificial proprioception restoration based on an accurate modelization
of both the electrical-neural interface and neuro-muscular sensory stretch-
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receptors.
Using modeling to define an optimal encoding strategy for peripheral

nerve electrical stimulation for proprioception entailed to achieve three in-
termediate steps:

1. Implementation of a computational model that is able to predict
human neural firing activity from muscle spindles afferent fibers
in lower limb muscles during locomotion.
State of the art muscle spindles models suffered all from two major
limitations to our objective: they could not either be computed in
real-time using the NMS model muscle kinematics or they were not
validated on human data. Consequently, we developed a calibration
procedure of an already implemented model [190] and riparametrized
on human microneurography data available in literature. In this way
we could guarantee direct concatenation of the new muscle spindle
transducer computational model with the developed hybrid ML-NMS
model to predict Ia afferent neural activity from the MTU kinematics.
The combination of these computational models is defined as Proprio-
Neural Model (PNM) (Fig. 5.1A).

2. Implementation of computational model that is able to replicate
the surgical implantation of an electrode in the subject nerve and
predict the neural fibers activity due to electrical perturbation
generated from the electrode active sites.
Previous attempts replicated the tissue electrical properties and neural
fiber dynamics and for creation of a 3D nerve structure they use the
extrusion of a segmented 2D histological image along the longitudinal
axis and, consequently, lacking a more realistic representation of the
internal neural structure topography [277]. Therefore, we developed a
novel realistic 3D representation of the branching nerve fascicles with
their constantly changing patterns and winding fibers within, inte-
grated in the modeling framework called Eletro-Neural Model (ENM)
(Fig. 5.1B).

3. Definition of a minimization algorithm between the estimated neu-
ral activity of the muscle spindles afferent fibers within the PNM
and the estimated neural activity electrically-driven from the ENM.
Minimizing the difference between the two estimated activities it means
to find the combination of independent variables (stimulation charge
and frequency) that is capable of driving the electrical-driven activity
as close as possible to the natural (Fig. 5.1C). The optimal encoding
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Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of the proposed methodologies pipeline. A) The
green block illustrates the methodology workflow concerning the Proprio-Neuro Model
(PNM). Neuromusculoskeletal model variables are used as input for the computation of
the natural neural activity of Ia fibers through the calibrated PNM. B) The blue block
encloses the Electro-Neural Model (ENM) work section. 3D Finite Element Method
modeling is used to simulate electrical nerve implant in the sciatic nerve. Neuron com-
partmental model of the proprioceptive fibers is computed on the generated potentials
obtaining electrically-evoked neural activity. C) In red, the final encoding strategy
for the proprioception encoding strategy. Minimization between the natural and the
electrically-evoked Ia neural activity is used to select active site combination, impulse
charge level and frequency of the stimulation.
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algorithm is actually defined as the best encoding strategies able to
restore quasi-natural artificial sensory feedback.

The data used for the calibration and validation of the PNM was avail-
able in literature. We had to resort to this solution since the duration of the
project was not enough for the implementation of experimental protocol in-
cluding microneugraphy on human subjects.
Instead, the data used for the creation and validation of the ENM was all
previously acquired during a past experimentation of the NeuroEnginering
Lab, ETH, Zurich with sensory feedback restoration on transfemoral am-
putee subjects [183].

5.2 Methods

The methodologies here presented are divided according to the three steps
described in the previous section. For each module detailed description of
the employed procedures in implementing, validating and testing is listed.

5.2.1 Proprio-Neural modeling

We chose to investigate initially only the the Ia afferent fibers for the PNM
implementation, since they are the most sensitive to movement [23]. In
fact, muscle spindles primary endings are able to perceive movements up
to 5 µm and 500 Hz [139]: walking and other important movements are
well included in such ranges. Ia fibers represented the best candidate for
restoring proprioception during locomotion. However, in order to compare
the fibers activity with respect to the ENM simulations outcome, the Ia
muscle spindle transducer model had to provide two type of information:
the number of afferent fibers that are active and their mean firing rate.

Ia muscle spindles transducers modeling

It has been hypothesized that, differently from touch fibers, the main sen-
sory information in proprioceptive afferent fibers was encoded through their
firing rate [192]. Indeed, many different formulation have been proposed
in the literature based on this aspect [35, 102, 110, 149, 156, 190, 208]. We
therefore decided to use, as a starting point for this study, Prochazka formu-
lation of the muscle spindle transducer [190]. Since none of the reviewed
models was validated on humans, our choice was mostly driven from for-
mulation and code availability and the possibility of using the NMS model
variables for its computation, like muscle fiber elongation or force. Proc-
hazka muscle spindle model respected all the proposed conditions: mean
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Figure 5.2: Methodological pipeline used for the reparametrization and validation of the
muscle spindle transducer model on human experimental data using Vallbo’s research
studies (1990) on metacarpal-phalangeal joint movements.

firing discharge rate of the afferent fibers was computed using muscle fiber
elongations, elongation velocities and normalized EMG as inputs (model
exact formulation can be found in [190]).

The Prochazka formulation of the model was copied and implemented
in Matlab® software. However, Prochazka’s model parametrization was
based on cat experimental acquisition. It is well known from the literature
that the Ia fibers’ mean firing rate in cats is higher than in humans, while
maintaining the same discharging patterns [75,191]. Therefore, the authors
proposed a reparameterization of the model using the experimental data
available in literature [3, 63, 252] (Fig. 5.2).
Vallbo’s studies recorded mycroneurography of human Ia afferent fibers
firing rate activity from the index extensor muscle, during index flexion
around the metacarpal-phalangeal joint. Even though the trajectories of the
finger joint were provided within the data set, no information was collected
for the muscle fiber elongations. We therefore decided to use a MS model
of the hand provided with the OpenSim software to obtain the missing fiber
kinematics. Scaling of the model was not required since Prochazka muscle
spindle model normalized their input by the fiber elongation at muscle rest.
We imposed the recorded joint kinematics of the metacarpal-phalangeal
joint on the model through the Muscle Analysis Opensim toolbox and esti-
mated the index extensor muscle kinematics.
At this point all the required variables for the computation of the Prochazka
model were available, including single channel EMGs recordings and my-
croneurography.

The data collected from the three studies [3, 63, 252] was divided based
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on the type of finger movement performed from the subjects: ramp-and-
hold, sinusoidal and random joint movement. Random eighty percent,
equidistributed among the three trial types, were used to reparametrize the
model through RMSE minimization: the initial parameter values were cho-
sen as the ones reported in the initial implementation [190]. Validation of
the model was done on the remaining twenty percent of the available data:
R-squared coefficient was computed to evaluate the goodness-of-fit of the
new parametrization of the model against the microneugrophy recordings.

The model obtained did not provide, however, an estimation of the num-
ber of afferent fiber recruited during the MTU contraction and extension.
No model was actually found in literature regarding this estimation. Hence,
we developed an additional module based on experimental measurements
from Botterman et al. (1982) to this objective. This study provided experi-
mental measurements on cat medial gastrocnemius microneurography of Ia
fibers recruitment at different muscle stretching intensities [19]. We used
this data to create a linear mapping of the mean recorded Ia afferent fibers
recruitment as a function of the muscle elongation. Even though the data is
derived from animal studies, it is reasonable to assume that the percentage
of muscle spindles recruited by a certain stretch is still valid for humans,
considering many other similarities our PNS and CNS share.

PNM on-line simulations during walking trials

We tested the validated PNM model output using walking trial experimen-
tal acquisition performed in Rehab Technologies Lab, Istituto Italiano di
Technologia on a healthy subject. 1 healthy male (age: 27 years, height:
182cm, mass: 75kg) volunteered for this investigation and gave a written
informed consent. The same acquisition protocol and the same method-
ologies for calibrating the hybrid ML-NMS model of section 3.2.1 were
applied (Fig. 5.3).

Since we were interested in restoring the proprioception sensation of
missing muscles in transfemoral amputees and since the previous research
of Petrini et al. (2019), on which our study is based, reported only pro-
prioceptive sensations from the lower leg calf muscles during the artificial
sensory feedback, only gastrocnemius muscles in the lower leg were inves-
tigated. In fact, the tibial branch of the sciatic nerve innervates only the
posterior muscles of the lower leg.
From the computed NMS model variables, the MTU kinematics and the
muscular excitation (normalized EMGs) were collected for the walking tri-
als and subdivided in gait cycle. Fiber lengths and fiber elongation veloc-
ities were normalized for the muscles length rest (lateral and medial gas-
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Figure 5.3: Experimental set-up for acquisition and simulation during walking trials. The
Neuromusculoskeletal model is computed to predict muscle tendon unite kinematics.
EMG muscle activity, muscle lengths and elongation velocity are subsequently used to
estimate the afferent fiber natural activity from the modeled Ia muscle spindle trans-
ducers.

trocnemius muscles). The PNM was computed on the extracted variables,
for the different walking velocities.
The computational time of the simulation was finally analyzed to under-
stand real-time applicability in future neuroprosteses.

5.2.2 Electro-Neural modeling

We implemented a realistic 3D ENM for intraneural stimulation by in-
corporating a Finite Element Method (FEM) of the nerve and a Neuron
Compartmental Model, taking the previous studies as a starting reference
[30, 196, 197, 200, 277] and introducing additional improvements and opti-
mizations.
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Figure 5.4: Electro-Neural Modeling of the realistic nerve structures. A) Histological
images taken from three cross-sectional layers (proximal, implant and distal) of the
sciatic nerves from two transfemoral amputees (Subjects 1 and 2) and the correspond-
ing nerve segmentations based on those cross-sections (shown on the right); the table
shows the number of fascicles visible in the histological images. B) A schematic view
of the Electro-Neural Modeling. In FEM modeling: a 3D reconstruction of a curving
fascicle, based on the segmented cross-sections and the final model of a nerve with
the generated electrical potentials map obtained during an active site stimulation. In
neuron modeling: the probability density function (pdf) of fibers spatial density; a dis-
tribution of fibers in the endo-fascicular space; the stimulation-driven activation of the
Ia target population estimated through NEURON membrane depolarization method.

Nerve modeling

The nerve models were based on three histological cross-sectional images
obtained from two transfemoral amputees’ tibial branch of the sciatic nerve,
who participated in the previously conducted sensory restoration experi-
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ments [183] (Fig. 5.4A). Each of the two participants was implanted with
four TIME electrodes in the residual tibial nerve to restore the sensations
in the phantom leg. When removing the implants, three histology images
were taken at the site of implantation from each subject. The distance be-
tween each of the histology levels was 1 cm for both subjects.
Visible contours in nerve cross-sections, i.e. contours of three connective
tissues (endoneurium, perineurium and epineurium) served as a base for
generating a 3D CAD model (Fig. 5.4A) for each subject. The models
were made in SolidWorks®, through the following procedure:

1. Segmentation of histological images was performed by identifying 2D
contours of the corresponding nerve structures, manually tracing them
via Matlab software. Following the indication of [92], we defined the
perineurium as the outer 3% of the total fascicle diameter, leaving the
endoneurium with the remaining inner area.

2. For a proper 3D nerve reconstruction, it is vital to determine the ar-
rangement of the internal structures, i.e. the position of each fas-
cicle. As the first step in determining how each fascicle progresses
along the nerve, spatial orientations, disposition and the points in the
three cross-section layers where the fascicles are passing need to be
identified. Blood vessels, fascicle and epineurium shapes and fasci-
cle groups (bundles) could be used as reference across the different
cross-section histologies. Varying number of individual contours in
the adjacent layers indicates branching of the fascicles.

3. Once the paths of all the fascicles were determined based on the 2D
reconstructions, a 3D structure was generated by connecting the cross-
sections. Each fascicle was composed of two volumes: an endoneurium
and a surrounding perineurium. Encapsulating all of the defined fas-
cicles was epineurium volume.

For the next step —calculation of the electrical potentials—, the recon-
structed nerve geometry was then imported into COMSOL® Multiphysics.
Following the approach from the previous studies [200, 277] an isotropic
saline solution in a form of cylinder, which represents the surrounding tis-
sue, was set up around the nerve model. Material characteristics were as-
signed to each of the tissue classes: epineurium with electrical conductivity
(σ) of value 0.0826 S/m [197, 225], perineurium of 0.00088 S/m [200],
while endoneurium, as an anisotropic medium, had transversal conductiv-
ity of 0.0826 S/m and longitudinal conductivity of 0.571 S/m [198, 225].
The material surrounding the nerve was implemented as a homogeneous
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saline solution, with an electrical conductivity of 2 S/m. For all the ma-
terials, relative permittivity is 1, except for the saline, which has a value
of 2 [198, 225]. A necessary discretization step was done by meshing el-
ements of the model [152, 200, 277], detailed description is provided in
section 5.2.2, “Meshing the model”.

Electrode modeling

In order to replicate the experiment from [183] as closely as possible, four
TIME electrodes were inserted into the nerve model. The electrodes were
implemented in accordance with the real manufacturer specifications and
modeled according to the procedure done in the experiments, with 14 Plat-
inum (Pt) active sites, 7 on each side; their crosswise order symmetrically
displaced by half the distance between the adjacent active sites on one side,
as seen in the (Fig. 5.5A). Since the exact positions of the experimental
insertions of the electrodes were not visible in the nerve cross-sections, we
chose 8 potentially realistic electrode placement for each of the two sub-
jects in order to observe their individual behavior in the nerve model.
Electrode placements were chosen in accordance with the surgical proce-
dure described by Petrini et al. (2019). In the procedure, the surgeon would
make a small surgical window in the epineurium of the nerve, which would
enable him to distinguish certain individual nerve fascicles and choose the
placement for each of the electrodes. Then, a needle was used to guide the
electrode through the epineurium sutures and into the position in which all
the electrode’s active sites would be in contact with some of the fascicles,
after which the electrode would be fixated and fastened to the epineurium.
Four TIME electrodes would be placed in such a way that they cover as
much of the individual fascicles, with the idea that as many fibers as pos-
sible could potentially be recruited (to increase the selectivity and fiber re-
cruitments). Longitudinally, all the electrode positions chosen in the mod-
els were located at or in the near proximity of the middle level of the mod-
eled nerve section, since we knew that this area was approximately the
surgical implantation level. The electrode geometry was created and im-
ported from SolidWorks® into COMSOL® Multiphysics and merged with
the nerve model. To keep the representation as realistic as possible, the
modeled electrodes for some of the positions were slightly bended, as they
would have been due to the internal nerve structures they would run into
during the surgical procedure. Surface areas of the 14 active sites of each
electrode were assigned as boundary current sources. The electrical ground
was instead placed on the outer faces of the external cylinder containing the
whole model structure.
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Boundary conditions

To model appropriately the neural interface for electrical stimulation, the
electrical ground represented a critical point in model boundary conditions.
In fact, applying electrostatic and electrodynamics calculations, the ground
(null potential) was usually set at infinity [152, 200]. Therefore, our FEM
model had to consider the approximation of an infinite space in a finite vol-
ume establishing the optimal distance of the ground from the model center.
That meant defining a trade-off on the saline cylinder radius to simultane-
ously minimize the error on the computed potentials, while maintaining a
reasonable computational load. Increasing cylinder radiuses with a step of
10 mm —up to 60 mm— were tested with a single point stimulation in
the nerve center in quasi-static condition. For defining the optimal cylin-
der dimensions, we confronted for each condition the indexes proposed
in [197, 200]: correlation coefficient, magnification factor and root mean
square error were compared against the computational time. For both the
two subjects’ model, the optimal radius value was established at 20 mm, as
the cylinder length.

Meshing the model

Due to the models’ complexity and curvilinear structures, meshing opti-
mization was required to lower the computational load. Free tetrahedral
mesh was implemented throughout the whole geometry and its quality op-
timization was heuristically customized for each domain. The goal was
to minimize the number of mesh elements without losing mesh quality,
customizing mesh element sizes by hand. A subsequent analysis on the
obtained mesh was performed with the same methodology applied for the
boundaries condition: single point source stimulations were computed aug-
menting and lowering the mesh number of elements of 20% for all the struc-
tures. Correlation coefficient, magnification factor and root mean square
error showed that the original meshing was already the optimal trade-off
between mesh quality and computational load.

Fiber placement and modeling

The completed geometry would be exported from COMSOL® Multiphysics
into MATLAB® and then, to limit the computational load, the smooth re-
construction would again be discretized. Similarly to the state-of-the-art
models, cross-sections at longitudinal distances of 100 µm were defined;
closed lines obtained through the interception between the aforementioned
cross-sections and the nerve 3D structure were labelled representing the 2D
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epineurium, endoneurium or electrodes boundaries (Fig. 5.4B).
Once the outlines of the internal nerve structures were modeled, endoneuria
3D segmented outlines were used for fiber path reconstruction. A cross-
section with the smallest fascicle area (in case of fascicle branching areas
were summed up) was selected as a starting point for placing an initial esti-
mation of fibers center position based on predefined fiber density probabil-
ity distribution function. A 2D bimodal gaussian distribution is generated
based on observational studies on human peripheral nerve [79, 250], which
characterizes neural cell density based on cell axonal diameter and subject
age (Fig. 5.4B). Projecting the pdf density on the subjects age and integrat-
ing it on the endoneurium fascicular area, the number of neural fibers per
dimeter —discretized at 0.5 µm— is obtained. Fibers are distributed ran-
domly in the endoneurium area avoiding overlaps. Subsequently, their rel-
ative position is propagated to the adjacent cross-sections through Delanuy
triangulation in the new cross-section area and local optimization of area
uniformity. This particular methodology is used to cope with possible fas-
cicular subdivision/merging encountered during the path propagation. The
total number of fibers introduced in the 3D structure was decreased by a fac-
tor of 5 to reduce the computational cost, as done in [197,200]. The splines
representing the fibers’ paths were finally partitioned into compartments
(with lengths based on the diameters assigned to each of the fibers) [151].
Randomization of the compartments’ positions along the fiber path was ad-
ditionally performed. As in the state of the art models [30, 197, 200, 277],
all fibers were generically modeled using the McIntyre-Richardson-Grill
model (MRG) [152], which is developed as a myelinated, mammalian mo-
tor nerve fiber. Its compartmental nerve structure uses nonlinear modified
Hodgkin-Huxley equations and is composed of Ranvier nodes and inter-
nodal segments.

Electrical Stimulation simulation

Taking into account the frequency range used in the experiments and in
the corresponding modeling method, we used a quasi-static approximation
of Maxwell’s equations, expressed through a Laplace formulation, for the
calculation of the extracellular electric potential [152, 258].

Invoking the property of quasi-stationariety, the computed potentials
were then scaled so they represent 1 nC of charge within a square pulse
corresponding to the experimental data (50 µs pulse width). The resulting
values were used by NEURON software as extracellular potentials, com-
puting each fiber’s response through the membrane depolarization method.
Increasing charge of the square pulse were simulated up to 120 nC (2.4
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mA). A fiber was considered activated once both the middle and the proxi-
mal end node were depolarized (reached zero potential, Fig. 5.4B).
Based on the electric potentials computed by solving the FEM solution and
using the interpolation method [200, 277], the potentials at the fiber node
with the maximum potential and up to its 20 closer neighboring nodes —
including internodal compartments lying in between— were computed at
the coordinates of the compartment centers. In order to reduce the com-
putational load, only fibers within a fixed range of 2000 µm around the
active site were taken into account, since Raspopovic et al. (2017) showed
that no fascicle beyond this radius from the current source were selectively
activated.

ENM validation

Transfemoral amputees    2
Electrodes per subject    4
Active sites per electrode   14
Total active sites      112
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Figure 5.5: Experimental data from the Petrini et al. (20019) study. A) Four electrodes
were implanted on each of the two subjects. B) The perceptual thresholds and location
of the artificial sensation within a month from implantation are hereby reported.

The available experimental data was composed by the perceptual thresh-
olds and reported location of sensation per active site, for the two subjects,
each with four implanted electrodes (Fig. 5.5). Hence, in order to evaluate
the built model, we compared the distribution of injected charges necessary
to obtain a fascicular recruitment of 10% by each active site within the sim-
ulation with the distribution of injected charge perceptual thresholds from
the experimental data.

3D-reconstructed vs. extruded nerve model

State of the art models use extrusion of a segmented 2D geometry along
the longitudinal axis for the creation of a 3D structure, while the construc-
tion of the presented realistic models takes into account a sequence of three
nerve cross-sections. To observe the possible gains that the novel method
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Figure 5.6: Comparative representation of the same fascicle for a 3D-reconstructed and
an extruded model (the former based on the three nerve segmentation levels, the lat-
ter constructed by a simple extrusion from the middle cross-section). In the smaller
pictures: complete 3D-reconstructed nerve fascicles for both subject, with the exact
positions of the fascicles used as examples.

brings, for both of the two subjects’ 3D realistic models made in this study,
a corresponding extruded model was created (as presented in the examples
in the figure 5.6). From each of the two subjects’ extruded models, three
fascicles were chosen and for each of them 35 single source point were po-
sitioned around their structures. The point current sources were positioned
at 7 different longitudinal equidistant levels of the fascicle height and for
each level 5 points —4 representing squares vertices and one represent-
ing the diagonals crossing point— were placed so to enclose the fascicle
structure. The same position of the 35 points is reported in our realistic
model. This permitted us to compare the relative recruitments of the corre-
sponding chosen fascicles between the two type of models, depending on
different stimulation locations.
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5.2.3 PNM-driven encoding: ProprioStim

While the PNM described activation of a specific subset of fibers (Ia affer-
ent fibers), the ENM provided the entire myelinated fibers activity for each
fascicle reachable from an electrode active site. It was therefore neces-
sary to locate Ia fibers of gastrocnemius muscles inside the nerve structure.
Locating Ia afferent fibers simulated in the PNM within the ENM meant
solving two unknown variables: (i) how to identify the fascicle containing
the afferent fibers coming from the gastrocnemius muscles (Fig. 5.7A) and
(ii) how to differentiate Ia type fibers in the ENM w.r.t. the remaining ones
(Fig. 5.7B-C).
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Figure 5.7: Locating Ia fibers in the ENM model. A) Multiple bundles are selected so that
in each bundle two fascicles (one for each gastrocnemius muscles) respect appropriate
dimensions and number of Ia fibers reported from literature. B) For each combination
of fascicles fibers are divided in three groups based on fiber diameter. C) Different
dispositions of the fiber populations have been tested, the disposition of the populations
can be clustered or random inside the 3D fascicular volume.

From literature investigation, it is known that at this level of distality
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in the peripheral nervous system fascicles are mostly divided in two cate-
gories, muscle and skin fascicles [194]. Their name is related to the portion
of the body that they innervate. These fascicles are than grouped in bundles
that can either be motor (containing only muscle fascicle), skin (only skin
fascicles) or mixed (containing both types) [194]. Additionally, anatomi-
cal studies, analyzing the fascicular innervation of gastrocnemius muscles,
showed that each muscle is reached by a single motor fascicle, both usually
enclosed in the same nerve bundle [203]. Reported count of muscle spin-
dles in human lower limb muscles defined an upper bound limit of number
of spindles in a specific muscle, thus implying that we can select specific
fascicle respecting this limitation in the number of Ia fibers [11,259]. Since
we have no information about the position of gastrocnemius muscles mo-
tor fascicles in the tibial branch, all possible combinations of the fascicle
respecting the listed boundary condition have been simulated (Fig. 5.7A).
In the ENM, fibers were divided based on their diameters: primary fibers (D
> 12 nm), secondary fibers (6 nm < D < 12 nm), tertiary fibers (D < 6 nm).
Ia muscle spindles afferent fibers belonged to the primary group together
with Ib fibers and α-motor neurons (Fig. 5.7B). Primary fibers were there-
fore divided respecting a ratio of 16%, 12% and 72% respectively for Ia, Ib
and motor neurons. This ratio was determined combining different studies
in which muscle spindles, Golgi tendon organs and motor units have been
enumerated in animal muscles [20,116]. Knowing that the correspondence
between these organs and their neural fibers is 1:1 we could define the fiber
ratio for the primary fibers. No information was found about the distribu-
tion of the Ia fibers inside the fascicle, therefore different distributions of
the populations are simulated. Ten different combinations of randomized
dispositions of fiber populations are simulated, their populations can either
be clusterized or randomized along the fascicle volume (Fig. 5.7C).

Finally, for all possible combination of fascicles and Ia fibers popula-
tions, it was possible to find the combination of current and frequency that
minimizes the difference in fiber recruitments between the ENM Ia fibers
with respect to those estimated by PNM. As a result, we obtained the stim-
ulus encoding expressed in pulse charge amplitude and frequency for all
the computed Ia fibers dispositions. Linear proportionality between the en-
coded variables —stimulation pulse charge and frequency— with respect
to the natural Ia fibers activations —Ia afferent fibers recruitment and mean
frequency— was found.

To evaluate the goodness of the proposed methodology for encoding
proprioception, authors decided to compare it with respect to the classic
encoding strategy used in literature and in the previous study: linear charge
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Figure 5.8: Comparing Proprio-Neural Model (PNM)-driven encoding with linear encod-
ing stimulation in-silico simulations. A) The virtual subject was created based on the
ENM of Subject 2. B) In each modeled electrode placement, stimulation of the most
selective active sites for each identified potential gastrocnemius fascicle was encoded
using two different type of strategies. In the linear encoding the recorded knee angle
was used to modulate linearly the stimulation impulse charge between the minimal
and maximal charge levels, frequency is kept constant; in the PNM-driven encoding
the PNM estimated natural Ia fibers recruitment was used to modulate linearly the
stimulation impulse charge and frequency.

encoding [183].
The two encoding strategies were used to derive two different set of

stimulation parameters, based on the sensors information provided in the
experimental data during walking cycles (same data recorded in 5.2.1). The
two different stimulations —series of charge and frequency parameters—
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were used to simulate in-silico —Subject 2 ENM model (Fig. 5.8A)—- the
Ia afferent fibers response during walking (Fig. 5.8B).
To make the results comparable, the two algorithms were tuned so they
have the same minimal and maximal current intensity. Charge resolution of
the stimulus was of 0.4 nC (8 µA).

In case of the linear charge encoding, the stimulus pulse charge (pulse-
width=50 µs) was linearly mapped from the minimal to maximal charge
on the recorded angle joint during the walking cycle. Frequency of the
stimulus was kept constant at 50 Hz (Fig. 5.8B). PNM-driven encoding
instead mapped linearly the estimated recruitment between the maximum
and minimum charge. Stimulus frequency was obtained dividing the es-
timated mean frequency firing rate from PNM for the recruitment levels
(Fig. 5.8B). Resulting recruitments and mean firing rates of the Ia lateral
and medial gastrocnemius afferent fibers between the two different encod-
ing strategies were confronted for the most selective fascicles. Additionally,
we investigated non-target fibers recruitments such as Ib, α-motor neurons,
touch and nociceptive fibers during the same stimulus. This investigation
was essential to understand if the applied stimulus was able to restore pro-
prioception without triggering other types of sensory sensation.

5.3 Results

The obtained results are divided accordingly to the same three major sec-
tions of the methodologies: PNM validation and simulation results (Section
5.3.1); outcomes of ENM validation against experimental data and perfor-
mances comparison with respect to state of the art modeling (Section 5.3.2);
ProprioStim encoding results of in-silico simulations (Section 5.3.3)

5.3.1 Proprio-Neural modeling results

PNM validation results

Validation and testing results of the implemented PNM on human experi-
mental microneurography during index finger movements are presented in
figure 5.9.

Coefficient of determination between the experimentally acquired mi-
croneurography on Ia afferent fibers of the index extensor and the PNM pre-
diction showed a value of R2 = 0.69 (Fig. 5.9A). As expected from literature
investigation, the mean firing rate from the novel model was about 40%
lower w.r.t. the original Prochazka model —based on cat experiments—
used as a starting point. The results showed that 70% of the variance ex-
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Figure 5.9: PNM validation and testing results. A) Model fitting evaluation after RMSE
minimization between the Ia predicted firing rate and experimentally recorded human
microneurography. Validation of the model was performed on the stretch-and-hold
validation trail set. B) Final testing results with the modified model on the testing set
including different finger movements; RMSE is computed between the experimental
measurements and the model output.

perimental data could be fitted by the PNM response. The remaining per-
centage could be attributed to the inherent biological variability of the Ia
fibers response or to measurement noise. Not relevant differences have
been measured on the RMSE values among the three different trials, sug-
gesting a good generalization of the model on different muscle kinematics
(Fig. 5.9B).

PNM simulation results

Experimental acquisition of a single subject during locomotion was used
to simulate the validated PNM during three walking trials at different self-
selected velocities. The calculated muscle elongation on the gastrocnemius
muscles —through NMS modeling— showed higher fiber length and veloc-
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Figure 5.10: PNM simulation results during walking trials at different walking velocities.
The PSM is computed on medialis and lateralis gastrocnemius muscles of the right leg.
The first two rows plot the NMS model estimations of muscles fiber lengths and fiber
elongation velocity during a gait cycle. The third row displays the normalized EMG
muscular activation obtained from experimental recorded data. The final two rows
instead show the predicted output of the natural Ia afferent fibers recruiting rate and
mean firing rate for the two simulated muscles from the PNM.

ity contraction at higher walking velocities (Fig. 5.10): this was compatible
with greater stride length and toe-off GRF, producing higher leg inertia and
knee angle flexion in the swing phase. Increment of the GRF was also ac-
companied by higher gastrocnemius muscle contraction recorded via EMG
electrodes placed on the subject calf (Fig. 5.10).

The PNM results showed that the predicted firing was inside the physio-
logical range reported in literature [75]. Model prediction on the Ia afferent
fibers of the lateral and medial gastrocnemius muscles displayed similar
behavior (higher activity for the lateral gastrocnemius).
Between the slow and fast walking velocity, different afferent activity has
been reported, especially during the swing phase. In fact, the increased
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shortening of the gastrocnemius muscles consequently produced a higher
silencing of Ia fibers (low value of population recruitment and firing rate).

The simulation was performed in Matlab environment on a common
laptop (Intel®TM Core CPU 2.21GHz, 16GB RAM). During the open-loop
simulations, the model was presented with a new input data buffer every 50
ms, this implies that the outer loop of the control needs to generate a torque
reference point with a frequency of at least 20 Hz. The average simulation
time estimation was indeed below this threshold: 14.82 (SD 12.98) ms for
each data point.

5.3.2 Electro-Neural modeling results

ENM validation results
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Figure 5.11: ENM validation results. A) The modeled electrode placements for subject
1. B) QQ-plot of experimental and model thresholds. C) Histogram and boxplot of
experimental and model thresholds. The range of injected charges associated with in-
trafascicular placements in the model is marked. D) Boxplot of ratio of intrafascicular
active sites in model and in experiment (estimated using the same charge range) and
an example of the experimental results for one electrode applied on the best fitting
modeled placement.

The comparison of the distribution between the injected charges to ob-
tain a fascicular recruitment of 10% and the experimental charge evoking
perceptual threshold showed good agreement when a proportional correc-
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tive factor was applied to the model charges (Fig. 5.11B-C).
It is known that intrafascicular active sites require lower injected charge

to recruit a fascicle [200], as seen in the model, where the thresholds asso-
ciated with intrafascicular and extrafascicular active sites have distinguish-
able distributions. We then applied the same discriminant, after scaling, to
the experimental charges, to estimate which active sites of the implanted
electrodes were intrafascicular and compared the ratio of intrafascicular
active sites per electrode in the model and the experiment (Fig. 5.11D).
An example of such experimental electrode’s results applied on the model
placement that fits it best is shown in figure 5.11D.

3D reconstruct and extruded ENM comparative results

The novel approach resulted in more mesh elements, in both subjects, re-
sulting in longer mesh and solver computational times w.r.t. the extruded
models. The recruitment calculation steps did not show this kind of rela-
tion/difference (Fig. 5.12A). Figure 5.12B shows the comparative recruit-
ment results for six (out of thirty-five) single point sources (active sites),
at different longitudinal distances (e.g. -5 mm distally and 7.5 mm proxi-
mally, w.r.t. the middle section), for the procedure described in the Methods
section, “3D-reconstructed vs. extruded nerve model” (Section 5.2.2).

No relevant difference was observed between the recruitment plots of the
two models at the middle (longitudinal distance of 0 mm), as reported in
Fig. 5.12B at Active Site (AS) 3. However, the larger the distance from the
middle layer was, the more pronounced the difference in recruitments got.
In the shown example, the mean absolute deviation (MAD) at the 7.5 mm
from the extrusion level (AS6) is around 46%, while the MAD value at 5
mm distance to the other side of the fascicle (AS1) reaches more than 65%.
The mean absolute deviation of the relative recruitments for all the models,
separately for each of the seven levels of the electrode structure, is shown
in figure 5.12C. The results also showed growing recruitment differences
with the increase in the distance from the extrusion layer, spanning around
20% to 30% on average and with outliers up to 87%.

5.3.3 ProprioStim encoding results

Figure 5.13 depicts one of the previously defined testing combinations of
motor fascicles and fiber population disposition, while the complete results
of all the simulations at population disposition and motor fascicle selections
are shown figure 5.14. The two encoding strategies produced very differ-
ent charge and frequency parametrization. The peak of charge for the lin-
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    FEM solver time/active site (min)

Meshing time (min)

13’371’068 ± 17’494 

  2.07 ± 1.81 

20’313’262 ± 2’409 33’251’049 ± 2’259 

378 ± 25 162 ± 37300 ± 20  129 ± 23

29’385’682 ± 5’943

127  ± 10  29 ± 7

    2.8 ± 2.5

184 ± 2
     

         0.44 ± 0.13    1.25 ± 1.39

 58 ± 2

NEURON computation time (sec)

Figure 5.12: Results of the 3D-reconstructed and extruded nerve model comparison. A)
Model computation information, with averaged values across three individual elec-
trode positions for each subject. Computational times for calculation of fiber recruit-
ments were averaged across 1000 fibers. B) Visual representations of deviations of
relative recruitments across 6 individual active site stimulations in one of the models.
c) 3D-reconstructed and extruded versions of the Subject 2 nerve model, with the 3
highlighted fascicles (on the left); Bar plot of the mean absolute deviation (MAD) of
relative recruitment at seven different cross-sectional levels (on the right).
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of PNM-driven encoding with linear encoding stimulation in-
silico simulations. A) The linear encoded time-varying charge parameters are pre-
sented in the central block; on the right, Ia fiber stimulation derived recruitments and
mean firing rate are displayed and confronted with the PNM estimated natural activity.
B) The PNM-driven encoded time-varying charge and frequency parameters are pre-
sented in the central block. On the right, Ia fiber stimulation derived recruitments and
mean firing rate are displayed and confronted with the PNM estimated natural activity.
The presented plots and RMSE values refer to a single fascicle combination and fiber
population disposition. Comprehensive results for all the simulations are displayed in
Figure 5.13.

ear charge encoding strategy was higher and is occurring during the swing
walking phase. Instead, for the PNM-driven encoding, the peaks of current
were taking place during pre-swing and heel strike. The same conditions
were found for the stimulation frequency. The deviations (RMSE) between
the Ia fiber recruitments estimated through ProprioSim and those simulated
in the ENM were 29.31(SD 3.75)% and 0.67(SD 0.45)%, respectively for
linear charge and PNM-driven encoding. Linear charge encoding scored
higher deviation in the mean firing rate w.r.t. predicted Ia activity, RMSE =
17.48(SD 0.34) Hz. The same encoding algorithm scored a maximum error
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of PNM-driven encoding with linear encoding stimulation in-
silico simulations. A) The linear encoded time-varying charge parameters are pre-
sented in the central block; on the right, Ia fiber stimulation derived recruitments and
mean firing rate are displayed and confronted with the PNM estimated natural activity.
B) The PNM-driven encoded time-varying charge and frequency parameters are pre-
sented in the central block. On the right, Ia fiber stimulation derived recruitments and
mean firing rate are displayed and confronted with the PNM estimated natural activity.
The presented plots and RMSE values refer to a single fascicle combination and fiber
population disposition. Comprehensive results for all the simulations are displayed in
Figure 5.13. In the plots the solid or dotted (blue and red) lines represent the mean
values of the simulation output, shaded areas show the 75 percentile and the dashed
lines (orange and green) the target fiber activity.

of 88% in the recruitments during the swing phase, with a simultaneous er-
ror of 50 Hz in frequency. Similar results were found when the simulations
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Figure 5.15: Recruitment curves of Ia, Ib, α-motor neurons, touch and nociceptive during
the walking cycle. On the left the obtained mean and 75 percentile of Ia recruitment
curves from the multiple simulation with PNM-driven encoding. On the right the co-
activated recruitment obtained with the same stimulation. In the center box-plot of the
recruitment distribution at the pick of the stimulation with related p-value. Each box
shows the 75 percentile (black box), median value (dye line) and extreme data points
(dashed black line).

were applied to all selective combinations of fascicles and fiber disposition
(Fig. 5.14).

Simulations with linear charge encoding, using the knee joint angle as
modulating variable, generated the same activity in both gastrocnemius
muscles. Differently, the PNM-driven encoded stimulation was able to gen-
erate two different patterns of fiber activity, one for each modeled muscle.

Detailed results analysis of all the fibers recruitment is shown in fig-
ure 5.15. Data showed that selectively targeting Ia fibers generate co-
activation of the rest of primary fibers (Ib and α-motor neuron). In fact,
recruitment distributions between the primary fibers were not statistically
different. Contrarily, secondary (touch) and tertiary (nociceptive) fibers re-
cruitment curves were statistically different with respect to the Ia afferent
fibers (p-val < 0.02) during the maximum stimulation.
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5.4 Discussions

5.4.1 Discussions on PNM

Starting from a Ia afferent fiber muscle transducer already validated on an-
imal trials we were able to adapt it so to have a prediction of the neural
activity both in the number of active fiber and in their discharge frequency
on humans. The validation of the model was performed on human data of
movement of the finger and showed that the model was able to predict in
good accordance the firing rate of the fiber respect to the experimental data.

The R-squared coefficient showed high values of explained variance but
a bias in the model output has been found from the QQ-plot in figure 5.9A.
This result implied that either the model was not accurate enough to charac-
terize perfectly the experimental data or that the used data for the calibration
created a model over-fitting. No additional data has been found for further
model validation. Future investigation may want to explore the definition
of a novel experimental protocol including microneurology on Ia afferent
fibers with the objective of deriving a better and more computational model.

Discussing the validation methodology, objection could be made on us-
ing hand microneurography data for the calibration of a muscle spindle
transducer model that has been employed instead for lower limb simula-
tions. However, no evidence has been found to support this indication. In
fact, it seems there is no physiological or biological difference with respect
the type of muscle and the modelled sensor organ. The only scientific re-
ported difference was about their location and numerosity in different mus-
cle: evidence to this regard is anyway scarce and no correlation has been
found.

In spite the fact that predicted Ia afferent fibers activity during walk-
ing simulation have not been validated with experimental measurements,
outcome range values and trends are coherent with literature findings.

5.4.2 Discussions on ENM

The implementation of a novel ENM, able to replicate not only the physics
but the realistic geometry a neural electric interface showed strong differ-
ences with respect to the state of the art of simpler extruded model. The
higher cost in computational heaviness of the novel approach was justifi-
able considering deviations up to 60% in individual cases when the stimu-
lation was applied just few millimeters away from the extrusion (implant)
level (Fig. 5.12B).

Additionally, we developed a subject specific ENM model based on real
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5.4. Discussions

amputees histological images and confronted its simulations with the ex-
perimental data acquired on the same subject. Comparison of the simulated
and real stimulation distribution charges showed good matching and the
same information could be used to understand which of the implemented
electrode placement were more plausible to the original surgical placement.

The creation of this model, even though being a close replica of the neu-
ral electrical interface in the tibial nerve branch of the amputee, it is anyway
limited in its representation of the reality. In fact, the validation process
showed that in order to compare the charge distribution of the model a scal-
ing factor had to be applied. This means that the model is still not able to
replicate the neural interface perfectly. Bones tissues, blood, fibrotic tis-
sue growth between the electrode and the nerve, relative movements of the
active sites have not been represented in this model, producing a possible
element of discrepancy.
Moreover, looking at the nerve histologies taken with 1 cm of distance,
this study has assessed that the morphological changes were severe and a
smaller pace between cross-sectional images have to be considered. In fact,
the contours and the fascicular structures went through several changes that
were difficult to correlate with adjacent cross-sections. This aspect might
have compromised the reconstruction accuracy especially looking at possi-
ble branching of the fascicles.

5.4.3 Discussions on ProprioStim

Three major results were obtained investigating the encoding algorithm in
the simulated subject with the ENM.

First, joint angles or other kinematic measurements do not necessarily
represent the muscle kinematics. This is related to the high coupling and
over-actuation of our MS system. In our simulations, the gastrocnemius
muscles elongation (being biarticular muscles) was affected from both knee
and ankle joint rotations. This is particularly evident in our walking sim-
ulations. In fact, the standard linear charge stimulation encoder produced
higher charge and recruitments on the Ia fibers when muscles were con-
tracted during the swing phase, while natural Ia fiber activity would be
minimal. This actually demonstrated how the model information was im-
portant to the end of restoring a more congruent artificial sensation. Indeed,
the choice of modulating only one stimulation parameter —as in the linear
charge encoding method— was principally related to our limited knowl-
edge regarding neural constructs and encoding strategies.

Differently from the state of the art, the approach discussed here allows
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simultaneous manipulation of stimulation parameters, both in charge and
in frequency. This aspect is very critical for the restoration of homologous
and congruent sensory feedback. In the last couple of years, in fact, many
studies reported scientific findings regarding how the perceived sensation
is encoded both in number of activated fibers and in their firing patterns.
Restoration of artificial tetanic muscle contraction (usual restored proprio-
ceptive sensation) might in fact be explained by the static stimulation fre-
quency used for the artificial sensory restoration. It is our assumption that
frequency and charge modulation of multiple muscle would allow for a
richer collection of proprioceptive sensations.

Ultimately, we were able to show that our approach was able to target
different muscles with different sensations. In fact, differently from the
linear charge encoding strategy, PNM recognizes the different MTU kine-
matics and for each of them computed a separate estimation of their muscle
spindle transducers activity. This was particularly interesting considering
the experimental findings that suggest that, differently from touch sensa-
tions, proprioceptive feedback is generated from the coordinated Ia fiber
activity.

In conclusion we demonstrate that the stimulation encoding protocol
proposed here for proprioception was able to target selectively primary
fibers in muscle fascicles. This means that, together with Ia afferent fibers,
Ib and α-motor neurons could be recruited depending on the internal dis-
position of the fibers. Even though this might compromise the congruence
of the proprioceptive feedback, it should not affect the overall perceived
sensation. On the other hand, the same analysis showed that during the
pick stimulation the recruitment of touch and nociceptive fibers was min-
imal. This demonstrate that generation of proprioceptive feedback can be
generated without simultaneously evoking touch and pain sensations.

5.4.4 From in-silico to in-vivo

The biggest limitation to the proposed study remains anyway the fact that
it was not tested on real subjects. In particular, an argument could be made
that the good results of the encoding through simulation could have been
produced thanks to biases on priory knowledge of the internal morphol-
ogy. Additionally, all the reported results related to fibers recruited are not
supported by actual information on the related generated sensation.

However, the choice of a pre-trial in-silico testing represented a prelim-
inary and necessary step for validating the transition toward a bio-inspired
encoding strategy for electrical neural stimulation in amputees restoring
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Figure 5.16: ProprioStim workflow in future in-vivo experimentation on transfemoral am-
putees. A) The subject is wearing a lower limb prosthesis with EMG and IMU sen-
sorized socket. B) During the locomotion (e.g. stair ascending) the embedded sensors
are used to compute in real-time the NMS and the PNM model. the output of the latter
are used to encode the stimulation for each of the calibrated afferent fiber stimulation.
C) The stimulation is finally generated into the nerve with implanted TIME electrodes,
through the IPG neural stimulator. D) The stimulation of multiple muscle afferent with
bio-inspired encoding generates a proprioceptive feedback regarding the movement
that prosthesis is performing.

proprioception. The definition and implementation of a realistic ENM as
instrument for reducing experimental costs and procedures has not to be
considered as a substitute of a real human clinical trial. Indeed, authors
tried to replicate a real peripheral neural interface through modeling, but as
any model, it remains a limited representation of the reality as discussed in
section 5.4.2.

In a future study, transfemoral amputees are going to be implanted with
four TIME electrodes for electrical stimulation in the tibial branch of the
sciatic nerve of the stump, as in the previous study conducted from Petrini
et al. [183, 184]. The provided knee prosthesis is equipped in the socket
with EMG and IMU sensors mounted on the rigid segment —thigh and
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Chapter 5. ProprioStim: artificial proprioception restoration in lower limb
amputees

tibia— of the device (Fig. 5.16A). The collection of these signals, from
EMG and IMU sensors, will be used to compute a real-time NMS model —
representing the missing biological knee—, which predicts the MTU kine-
matics of the muscles necessary to perform the same joint angular move-
ment of the prosthesis [38], as discussed in chapter 3.

After the surgery and before its actual employment ProprioStim needs
to be calibrated: each active site is mapped to the type of sensation and nor-
malized perceived sensation levels are obtained through incremental stimu-
lus intensity . The reader should recognize a parallelism with the methodol-
ogy for the ENM simulations (Section 5.2.2) where the recruitment curves
were obtained through increasing pulse-width charge level. In fact, it has
been found that Activation Charge Rate —ACR = PF ? (Q − Qmin),
where PF is the pulse frequency, Q is the pulse charge and Qmin is the
minimal pulse charge for perceptual threshold—, derived from stimulation
parameters, was a good predictor of the artificial restored sensation [90].
Looking at the neural fiber basis recruitment, this parameter represents the
mean firing rate activity of the target population. Hence, there is a lin-
ear correlation between intensity of the restored sensation and fiber spikes
count on the electrode working range. In order to find the parametrization
of such relationship, subject could perform active flexion-extension of the
prosthetic joint as in the first tested consition of chapter 4, and the values of
such parameters are tunned so to optimize —through subject feedback—
the congruence of their proprioceptive sensation to the movement of the
prosthesis.

During the daily-living use of the prosthesis, the normalized muscle ac-
tivations and the predicted muscle kinematics —muscle lengths and elon-
gation velocities— are used as an input for the encoding algorithm, which
translate the natural Ia afferent fiber activity to stimulation parametriza-
tion (Fig. 5.16B). The collection of these signals will be used to drive our
ProprioStim encoding algorithm in real-time: depending on the motion of
the leg and estimated muscle contraction, a corresponding stimulation is
applied on the appropriate active site of the implanted TIME electrodes,
through the IPG neural stimulator (Fig. 5.16C). The simultaneous stimu-
lation of multiple active sites for the coactivation of Ia afferent fibers of
different muscles should create a more congruent artificial sensation corre-
sponding to the flexion and extension of the missing joint (Fig. 5.16D).
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5.5 Conclusions

This study proposed a novel bio-inspired approach for the encoding of pro-
prioceptive feedback sensation in invasive electric peripheral nerve neuro-
prostheses. A predictive model of Ia muscle spindle transducer has been
validated on human experimental data during microneurography record-
ings: PNM. We proposed to use the PNM natural neural activation estima-
tions as modulation for frequency and charge stimulation.
This proposal has been validated on a realistic representation of the neu-
ral interface placed on the sciatic nerve, employing ENM modeling. The
novel ENM model was able to replicate the real neural electric interface
with higher accuracy in the geometry, considering the derived changes in
generated electrical potentials and consequently the obtained fiber recruit-
ments from membrane depolarization that comes with it.

The proposed encoding strategy was compared with standard encoding
strategies already employed in previous studies. The results showed that
ProprioStim was able to overcome few limitations that were afflicting the
standard linear charge encoding strategy. The stimulation being driven from
estimation of the biological system was able to create a natural-inspired en-
coding that was drastically different from kinematic driven encoding (joint
angle based). Secondly the proposed methodology allowed simultaneous
manipulation of both the frequency and the charge stimulation and to mod-
ulate this time-variant encoding specifically for each muscle. Further analy-
sis of the simulaton results suggested that using ProprioStim encoding strat-
egy in combination with TIME electrodes allowed to target selectively only
proprioceptive fibers, without generating collateral restoration of touch or
pain sensations.

In conclusion, the here reported findings in-silico and the literature avail-
able findings on artificial sensory feedback restoration suggest that Pro-
prioStim could be easily and effectively integrated in future studies in in-
vivo neuroprostheses.
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CHAPTER6
Conclusions

From the analysis of the state of the art we recognized the great poten-
tialities of using NMS modeling as a core technology for the bidirectional
control of a prosthetic device, aiming at the restoration of a natural joint
control and sensory feedback restoration.

Even though musculoskeletal models permit to modelize the kinematic
and dynamic behavior of the missing leg, authors had to define an hybrid
approach with ML algorithms to solve the strong limitations regarding the
use of only wearable sensors for the computation of subject-specific NMS
models. We were able demonstrated the possibility to control in real-time
a knee prosthetic device through the proposed EMG-driven control with
healthy subjects. A conclusive validation during locomotion with amputee
patients has yet to be performed due to the various limitations this project
encountered.

The developed hybrid ML-NMS model was used as starting point for
the definition of an innovative solution for encoding proprioception through
nerve electrical interfaces in transfemoral amputee. Using the model mus-
cle kinematics was possible to estimate the natural activity of Ia afferent
fibers through computational modeling of the muscle spindles transduc-
ers (PNM). This estimation was used to drive in real-time a bio-inspired
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Chapter 6. Conclusions

encoding strategy reproducing the same patterns in the nerve with TIME
electrodes. Even though this approach has yet to be validated on human
trials, realistic ENM simulations of the neural interface have already pro-
duced evidence of their advantages with respect to standard techniques.

The combination of EMG-driven control and peripheral nerve sensory
feedback restoration commonly driven from NMS model simulations repre-
sents an innovative framework for future development in prosthesis control.
Even though this doctoral thesis was not able to implement the sensori-
motor closed-loop control in the same device, separate investigations sug-
gested the great benefits of introducing such developed technology in com-
mon lower limb prostheses.

In particular, reliable estimations of the biological system to drive wear-
able robotics will allow users to obtain a more natural and seamless control
over the device. This will ultimately result in a higher rate of device embod-
iment and lower abandonment rates. Moreover closing the sensory-motor
control loop will allow to increment performance of the control, avoiding,
in the case of lower limb prostheses, harmful situations due to prosthesis
instability or erroneous control.

The final application of this technology is not anyway limited to lower
limb prosthesis: future development of this project has already planned the
implementation and testing on upper limb prostheses. Advantage of upper
limb prostheses is that many active and EMG-driven devices have already
been developed and commercialized, making easier future testing of such
controllers.
Application of such methodologies can be explored for exoskeletons, or-
thotics and other rehabilitative robotic interfaces. In this case, the use of
NMS modeling does not have to face the same explored limitation for am-
putees, but in case of quadriplegic or paraplegic users other issues have to
be solved. For example, in the calibration phase forces interaction between
the exoskeleton and the human body need to be accounted for. Moreover,
depending on the state of the paralysis EMG signals could be entirely miss-
ing, jeopardizing a possible EMG-driven control. Solution to this problem
can be found directly acquiring and stimulating signals from the nerves,
bypassing the muscles. This technological solution has anyway other lim-
itation at the present day, such as limited selectivity and stability of the
recorded signals.

The proposed study has additional potential application in virtual-reality
and tele-operation robotics. In fact, interactions with virtual environment
are usually based solely on motion detection and no information about
the interaction forces is usually introduced. Combining existing technol-
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ogy with the developed NMS model forward dynamic estimations, it will
be possible to develop a novel type of virtual interface where motion and
forces can be exchanges. The same methodology could be used for the con-
trol at long distances of robotic manipulator where the end effector force
and joint moments are integrated for a better control.
Additionally, it is not unthinkable that in the future neural interfaces with
the nerves will be available to healthy users and electrical stimulation can
be employed for generation of proprioceptive and tactile sensations for im-
mersive virtual-reality experience.

In conclusion, this work provides the idea of using modeling of the NMS
system as optimization tool for a more efficient communication between
or human CNS and external devices, with the objective of formulating a
holistic approach for innovative human-machine interfaces.
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2.1 Hierarchical controller schematic representation. Compari-
son between a generalized control framework for Microprocessor-
controlled Lower Limb Prostheses (right) and the human
motor control (left). The figure displays the classic inter-
actions between the Hierarchical Controller layers and user-
device-environment. Controller level-specific tasks are listed
in the figure. Adapted from [248]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

2.2 Graphical overview of the reviewed literature, grouped per
the same four topics used in the manuscript. The references
are grouped by application (knee, ankle or both) and com-
partmentalized according to the EMG-driven control work-
ing principle and type of neuro-control (type of movement
restored). For some of the most relevant works, inclusion
of additional sensor signals and the approximate number of
EMG channels is shown. On the lower part of the graph the
most used measurements for each control class validation is
displayed. † = referenced work belongs to a hybrid model-
based and pattern recognition control class, see sec. 2.1.3. . 9
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2.3 Computational Intrinsic Control (CIC) and Interactive ex-
trinsic Control (IEC) approaches for lower limb prosthesis
neuro-control. Comparison between CIC (on the left) and
IEC (on the right) from motor task generation to EMG-driven
control. A) CICs chose the correct control among the states
implemented in the control board based on the EMG sig-
nals generated during a rhythmic locomotion; B) IECs in-
stead transform EMG recorded patterns to a specific con-
tinue modulation of the prosthetic joint. . . . . . . . . . . . 12

2.4 Graphical representation of the three possible solutions for
EMG-driven control. EMG signals are acquired from the
stump of the amputee and used as input for the high-level
controller, depending on how the neural signals are used
three type of EMG-driven controllers can be implemented:
A) Direct Control, B) Pattern Recognition, C) Model-based;
the control signal output is than used from the internal lower
level control of the prosthetic device. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

2.5 Hierarchical modeling strategies for neural stimulation de-
pending on the level of proximity to the entire brain and the
type of interface. The first column is organized in increasing
proximity from a patch of neuron to the brain, and shows
the types of electrical interfaces used. The second column
represents the neural structure to which the interface is ap-
plied. In the third column, there are some examples of neural
models used for optimal encoding for neural stimulation. . . 34

3.1 Overview of the methods and workflow for the development
of the hybrid ML-NMS control. A) The calibration is di-
vided in two major modules: ML and NMS; ML comprises
the calibration of the EMG reconstructor and the MTU kine-
matics predictor. B) Validation of the proposed framework
through open-loop simulations with respect to the experi-
mental recordings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46

3.2 Body markers position on a subject: A) frontal view and
B) posterior view. Markers are group by body segment:
torso (orange), hips(blue), left limb (red), right limb (green).
Marker names and body landmark are listed in table 3.1 . . . 49
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3.3 Graphical diagram of the sensors placement. IMU sensors
were placed on the right leg anchored to the elastic braces;
all EMG electrode were placed following SENIAM guide-
lines. Ottobock® dry electrodes were placed on the right leg
and compressed to the skin with the elastic brace; COMETA®

wet electrodes on the right leg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51

3.4 Graphical representation of the acquisition setup. On the left
the sensors acquired through the VICON® NEXUS: split-
belt sensorized treadmill, infrared cameras and COMETA®

EMG electrodes. On the right the Speedgoat® acquisition
system acquiring data from Ottobock® EMG electrodes and
Bosh® IMU sensors. The two systems were synchronized
through analogical trigger generated from the Speedgoat®

real-time machine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52

3.5 NMS calibration pipeline. Musculoskeletal model scaling
(A), inverse kinematics (C) and inverse dynamics (D) are
computed with Opensim to obtain the experimental joint mo-
ments from the MoCap measurements (B). Forward dynam-
ics is computed as concatenation of activation dynamics (E),
muscle kinematics (F) and muscle dynamics (G) in CEINMS
software. Difference minimization between forward dynam-
ics and experimental joint moments produced NMS final
parametrization (H). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54

3.6 EMG reconstructor. The ML algorithm reconstruct the en-
tire myoelectrical activity of the subject sound limb using as
input variables the EMG signals recorded from the stump. . 56

3.7 MTU predictor. The ML algorithm predict the MTU kine-
matics (fiber length and moment arm), using as input the two
IMUs quaternions vectors on the thigh and tibia segment. . . 58

3.8 Graphical representation of the ML-NMS model forward dy-
namic simulation implemented in Simulink. (A) The recorded
subject data were processed on-line. The EMG and IMU sig-
nals from the amputated limb (B) were used as input for the
ML blocks (EMG recontructor and MTU kinematics esti-
mator) (C). The generated muscle activations, moment arms
and fiber elongations were finally employed to compute the
muscle dynamics of the NMS subject specific model so to
estimate the knee joint moments (D). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
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3.9 EMG reconstructor results. A) and B) box-plots report re-
spectively the Pearson correlation test and relative power
signal coefficients on the testing set of the three different
implemented ML regressor algorithms; C) and D) box-plots
shows the distribution of the coefficients of the best perform-
ing ML algorithm (GMR) divided per muscle group. Each
box shows the 75 percentile (colored box), median value
(black line) and extreme data points (vertical T-line). . . . . 62

3.10 Statistical analysis of different muscles groups between nat-
ural and artificial EMGs during walking trials for A) Quadri-
ceps, B) Hamstring, c) Sartorius-Gracilis, D) Gastrocnemius.
Each panel presents mean and std of the muscles group dur-
ing walking cycle, for the natural (top) and artificial (bot-
tom); box-plot muscle group EMG normalized values with
related p-value. Each box shows the 75 percentile (grey
box), median value (black line) and extreme data points (ver-
tical T-line) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63

3.11 Statical analysis on Pearson correlation test (R) and relative
power signal (RP) coefficients between artificial and natu-
ral EMGs signals when the acquired signals are less than
the number proposed in the methodology. A) Box-plot of
R (top) and RP (bottom) coefficients distribution when one
muscle is subtracted; muscle are grouped in flexors or ex-
tensors of the knee joint: the muscles that, when subtracted,
generate bigger deviations from the unitary target values are
retained as most informative. B) Box-plot of R (top) and
RP (bottom) coefficients distribution with decreasing num-
ber of EMG signals. Each box shows the 75 percentile (col-
ored box), median value (black line) and extreme data points
(vertical T-line) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
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3.12 MTU kinematics predictor results. A) On the top, RMSE
distribution between the computed fiber lengths and the pre-
dicted for all the three ML regressor algorithm; on the bot-
tom, RMSE values divided per major muscle groups for the
most performant ML algorithm; B) On the top, RMSE dis-
tribution between the computed moment arms and the pre-
dicted for all the three ML regressor algorithm; on the bot-
tom, RMSE values divided per major muscle groups for the
most performant ML algorithm; Each box shows the 75 per-
centile (colored box), median value (black line) and extreme
data points (vertical T-line) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65

3.13 Statistical analysis on the MTU kinematics predictions dur-
ing walking trials. A) Comparison of fiber lengths distri-
bution between the experimental computed trajectories and
the predicted through the GMR regressor; B) Comparison
of moment arms distribution between the computed and the
predicted. P-value between the two distribution is shown.
Each box shows the 75 percentile (colored box), median
value (black line) and extreme data points (vertical T-line) . 66

3.14 Results on the open-loop forward dynamics simulations. The
blue boxes represent the deviation between the experimental
joint torques and the forward dynamics computed with the
EMG-driven MS model; in orange instead the deviation re-
spect to the proposed hybrid ML-NMS model. Results are
grouped by trial type. Dashed horizontal line represents tar-
get of acceptability. Each box shows the 75 percentile (col-
ored box), median value (black line) and extreme data points
(vertical T-line) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
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3.15 Open-loop forward dynamics walking trials simulation re-
sults. A) On the top row, comparison between walking tri-
als open-loop forward dynamics simulation computed with
the hybrid ML-NMS model on the amputated leg (orange)
with respect to experimental torques (black); on the bottom
row, comparison between walking trials off-line forward dy-
namic simulation computed with standard EMG-driven MS
model on the sound leg (blue) with respect to experimen-
tal torques (black). The plots present mean value of the knee
joint torque (solid line) and standard deviation (shaded area).
B) Box-plot of the joint torque distributions during walking
for hybrid ML-NMS (orange), standard EMG-driven MS
model (blue) and experimental torques (grey). P-value are
placed over the boxes. Each box shows the 75 percentile
(colored box), median value (black line) and extreme data
points (dashed vertical line) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67

3.16 Results on the open-loop forward dynamics simulations for
all 10 subjects. The grey boxes represent the deviations dis-
tribution, for each subject, between the experimental joint
torques and the proposed hybrid ML-NMS model. The dashed
horizontal line represents target of acceptability. Each box
shows the 75 percentile (grey box), median value (black line)
and extreme data points (vertical T-line) . . . . . . . . . . . 68

4.1 Mechanical design of the SEA knee prosthesis prototype.
A) view of the prototype; B) Lateral view of the mechani-
cal design of the SEA prosthesis: the actuator is connected
in series through the belt stage to the rotational spring; C)
Explosion graphics of the prosthesis mechanics layout; D)
transverse section of the powertrain: frameless motor torque
is transmitted directly to the belt stage through the strain-wave. 77

4.2 Hierarchical controller layout for the real-time control of the
SEA knee prototype. The control was divided in: high-
level represented from the hybrid ML-NMS model and a
PID mid-level controller, both implemented in Simulink; the
low-level controller was embedded directly on the prosthetic
device electronics. The Speedgoad real-time target machine
instead accounted for the real-time processing and commu-
nication between the controller levels and sensors. . . . . . 78
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4.3 Real-time testing setups. A) Non-bearing weight knee flex-
ions; the prosthesis leg was attached to a metal stand teth-
ered to the Speedgoat® real-time target machine; IMU were
mounted on the prosthesis, while EMG electrodes were placed
on the subject. B) Subject was performing walking trials
while wearing an able-body adaptor connected to the pros-
thetic device; sensors were placed in the same location of
condition A). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79

4.4 Knee joint trajectory tracking results during non-weight bear-
ing knee flexion-extensions. The plots represent the compar-
ison of the knee trajectories of the sound limb and the pros-
thetic joint during five consecutive knee flexions. RMSE
and Pearson correlation test value of both the sessions are
reported at the bottom. On the right, box-plot of the two
trajectories distribution with related Wilcoxon rank sum test
p-value is reported. Each box shows the 75 percentile (black
box), median value (blue/red line) and extreme data points
(dashed black line). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81

5.1 Graphical representation of the proposed methodologies pipeline.
A) The green block illustrates the methodology workflow
concerning the Proprio-Neuro Model (PNM). Neuromuscu-
loskeletal model variables are used as input for the computa-
tion of the natural neural activity of Ia fibers through the cal-
ibrated PNM. B) The blue block encloses the Electro-Neural
Model (ENM) work section. 3D Finite Element Method
modeling is used to simulate electrical nerve implant in the
sciatic nerve. Neuron compartmental model of the propri-
oceptive fibers is computed on the generated potentials ob-
taining electrically-evoked neural activity. C) In red, the fi-
nal encoding strategy for the proprioception encoding strat-
egy. Minimization between the natural and the electrically-
evoked Ia neural activity is used to select active site combi-
nation, impulse charge level and frequency of the stimulation. 88

5.2 Methodological pipeline used for the reparametrization and
validation of the muscle spindle transducer model on human
experimental data using Vallbo’s research studies (1990) on
metacarpal-phalangeal joint movements. . . . . . . . . . . . 90
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5.3 Experimental set-up for acquisition and simulation during
walking trials. The Neuromusculoskeletal model is com-
puted to predict muscle tendon unite kinematics. EMG mus-
cle activity, muscle lengths and elongation velocity are sub-
sequently used to estimate the afferent fiber natural activity
from the modeled Ia muscle spindle transducers. . . . . . . 92

5.4 Electro-Neural Modeling of the realistic nerve structures.
A) Histological images taken from three cross-sectional lay-
ers (proximal, implant and distal) of the sciatic nerves from
two transfemoral amputees (Subjects 1 and 2) and the corre-
sponding nerve segmentations based on those cross-sections
(shown on the right); the table shows the number of fas-
cicles visible in the histological images. B) A schematic
view of the Electro-Neural Modeling. In FEM modeling: a
3D reconstruction of a curving fascicle, based on the seg-
mented cross-sections and the final model of a nerve with
the generated electrical potentials map obtained during an
active site stimulation. In neuron modeling: the probability
density function (pdf) of fibers spatial density; a distribution
of fibers in the endo-fascicular space; the stimulation-driven
activation of the Ia target population estimated through NEU-
RON membrane depolarization method. . . . . . . . . . . . 93

5.5 Experimental data from the Petrini et al. (20019) study. A)
Four electrodes were implanted on each of the two subjects.
B) The perceptual thresholds and location of the artificial
sensation within a month from implantation are hereby re-
ported. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98

5.6 Comparative representation of the same fascicle for a 3D-
reconstructed and an extruded model (the former based on
the three nerve segmentation levels, the latter constructed
by a simple extrusion from the middle cross-section). In
the smaller pictures: complete 3D-reconstructed nerve fasci-
cles for both subject, with the exact positions of the fascicles
used as examples. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
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5.7 Locating Ia fibers in the ENM model. A) Multiple bundles
are selected so that in each bundle two fascicles (one for each
gastrocnemius muscles) respect appropriate dimensions and
number of Ia fibers reported from literature. B) For each
combination of fascicles fibers are divided in three groups
based on fiber diameter. C) Different dispositions of the fiber
populations have been tested, the disposition of the popula-
tions can be clustered or random inside the 3D fascicular
volume. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

5.8 Comparing Proprio-Neural Model (PNM)-driven encoding
with linear encoding stimulation in-silico simulations. A)
The virtual subject was created based on the ENM of Sub-
ject 2. B) In each modeled electrode placement, stimulation
of the most selective active sites for each identified poten-
tial gastrocnemius fascicle was encoded using two different
type of strategies. In the linear encoding the recorded knee
angle was used to modulate linearly the stimulation impulse
charge between the minimal and maximal charge levels, fre-
quency is kept constant; in the PNM-driven encoding the
PNM estimated natural Ia fibers recruitment was used to
modulate linearly the stimulation impulse charge and fre-
quency. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102

5.9 PNM validation and testing results. A) Model fitting eval-
uation after RMSE minimization between the Ia predicted
firing rate and experimentally recorded human microneurog-
raphy. Validation of the model was performed on the stretch-
and-hold validation trail set. B) Final testing results with the
modified model on the testing set including different finger
movements; RMSE is computed between the experimental
measurements and the model output. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104

5.10 PNM simulation results during walking trials at different
walking velocities. The PSM is computed on medialis and
lateralis gastrocnemius muscles of the right leg. The first
two rows plot the NMS model estimations of muscles fiber
lengths and fiber elongation velocity during a gait cycle. The
third row displays the normalized EMG muscular activation
obtained from experimental recorded data. The final two
rows instead show the predicted output of the natural Ia af-
ferent fibers recruiting rate and mean firing rate for the two
simulated muscles from the PNM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105
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5.11 ENM validation results. A) The modeled electrode place-
ments for subject 1. B) QQ-plot of experimental and model
thresholds. C) Histogram and boxplot of experimental and
model thresholds. The range of injected charges associated
with intrafascicular placements in the model is marked. D)
Boxplot of ratio of intrafascicular active sites in model and
in experiment (estimated using the same charge range) and
an example of the experimental results for one electrode ap-
plied on the best fitting modeled placement. . . . . . . . . . 106

5.12 Results of the 3D-reconstructed and extruded nerve model
comparison. A) Model computation information, with av-
eraged values across three individual electrode positions for
each subject. Computational times for calculation of fiber
recruitments were averaged across 1000 fibers. B) Visual
representations of deviations of relative recruitments across
6 individual active site stimulations in one of the models.
c) 3D-reconstructed and extruded versions of the Subject 2
nerve model, with the 3 highlighted fascicles (on the left);
Bar plot of the mean absolute deviation (MAD) of relative
recruitment at seven different cross-sectional levels (on the
right). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108

5.13 Comparison of PNM-driven encoding with linear encoding
stimulation in-silico simulations. A) The linear encoded time-
varying charge parameters are presented in the central block;
on the right, Ia fiber stimulation derived recruitments and
mean firing rate are displayed and confronted with the PNM
estimated natural activity. B) The PNM-driven encoded time-
varying charge and frequency parameters are presented in
the central block. On the right, Ia fiber stimulation derived
recruitments and mean firing rate are displayed and con-
fronted with the PNM estimated natural activity. The pre-
sented plots and RMSE values refer to a single fascicle com-
bination and fiber population disposition. Comprehensive
results for all the simulations are displayed in Figure 5.13. . 109
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5.14 Comparison of PNM-driven encoding with linear encoding
stimulation in-silico simulations. A) The linear encoded time-
varying charge parameters are presented in the central block;
on the right, Ia fiber stimulation derived recruitments and
mean firing rate are displayed and confronted with the PNM
estimated natural activity. B) The PNM-driven encoded time-
varying charge and frequency parameters are presented in
the central block. On the right, Ia fiber stimulation derived
recruitments and mean firing rate are displayed and con-
fronted with the PNM estimated natural activity. The pre-
sented plots and RMSE values refer to a single fascicle com-
bination and fiber population disposition. Comprehensive
results for all the simulations are displayed in Figure 5.13.
In the plots the solid or dotted (blue and red) lines represent
the mean values of the simulation output, shaded areas show
the 75 percentile and the dashed lines (orange and green) the
target fiber activity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110

5.15 Recruitment curves of Ia, Ib, α-motor neurons, touch and
nociceptive during the walking cycle. On the left the ob-
tained mean and 75 percentile of Ia recruitment curves from
the multiple simulation with PNM-driven encoding. On the
right the co-activated recruitment obtained with the same
stimulation. In the center box-plot of the recruitment dis-
tribution at the pick of the stimulation with related p-value.
Each box shows the 75 percentile (black box), median value
(dye line) and extreme data points (dashed black line). . . . 111

5.16 ProprioStim workflow in future in-vivo experimentation on
transfemoral amputees. A) The subject is wearing a lower
limb prosthesis with EMG and IMU sensorized socket. B)
During the locomotion (e.g. stair ascending) the embedded
sensors are used to compute in real-time the NMS and the
PNM model. the output of the latter are used to encode the
stimulation for each of the calibrated afferent fiber stimula-
tion. C) The stimulation is finally generated into the nerve
with implanted TIME electrodes, through the IPG neural
stimulator. D) The stimulation of multiple muscle afferent
with bio-inspired encoding generates a proprioceptive feed-
back regarding the movement that prosthesis is performing.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115
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2.1 Overview of the neuro-control abilities of the device. Fields include: paper ref-

erence; control strategy, that is neural control strategy used for the high-level

control function implementation (CIC or IEC); neuro-control, summarizes how

the controller manipulates the state of the device; actuator control signal, that

is the output signal from the high-level EMG-driven control; joint, controlled

lower limb controlled joint; platform, report the device used for acquisition and

testing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
2.2 Overview of lower limb EMG-driven controllers working principles. Fields in-

clude: paper reference; walking controller, describes the high-level control law

during the walking cycle; slope/speed adaptation of the walking controller to

different slope angles and ambulation velocities; additional modalities, listing

additional type of locomotion supported from the EMG-driven controller; train-

ing/calibration time, required time to either calibrate the controller parameters

or training the subject. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
2.3 Description of the used muscles and applied processing. Fields include: paper

reference; list of input EMG muscle signals employed by the controller; ad-

ditional sensors and feedback, lists additional sensor signals employed by the

controller and possible feedback provided to the user; EMG signal processing,

describes the sequential processing applied to the input EMG signals (in case of

filters, order and cut-off frequencies are included); window sampling, represents

the window length used for the processing and features extraction; classifier,

classifiers type used on the processed signals and features. . . . . . . . . . 17
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2.4 Collection of the evaluation measurements and related results. Fields include:

paper reference; perform-based measurements; bio-mechanical measurements;

averaged results, averaged or worst subject-case results; control delay, time nec-

essary for the generation of the high-level control output sample starting from

the acquired windowed signal (processing included); subjects number; authors’

reported limitations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

3.1 Markers code name and related body landmark position . . . 50
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